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In the dominant early childhood education discourse, creating and maintaining a 

classroom community is recognized as a vital component of successful teaching and 

learning.  Community is valued and discussed through the discourses of democracy, care, 

and inclusion in early childhood education.  The purpose of this study is to explore the 

meanings and experiences of classroom community with a teacher and her students 

within an early childhood setting.  This aim of the study is to contextualize the life 

experiences in classroom community, thus highlighting the tensions and complexities.  

This qualitative case study employs a multitheoretical interpretivist analysis that 

interrupts the current discourses of community as a coherent cohesiveness and offers up 

the possibility of examining community critically.  The guiding questions of the study 

are: 1) How do the members of an early childhood classroom experience and come to 

understand community?, 2)  What are the tensions of community in an early childhood 

setting?, and 3)What are the (im)possibilities of classroom community in early childhood 

education? 
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The data show that through classroom members defined community in the 

following terms: Classroom community 1) provides a place that is safe and comfortable 

without conflict, 2) requires working together and helping one another, 3) offers spaces to 

address issues of inclusion and exclusion, and 4) involves learning to be good citizens in 

a democracy.  However, these ideals of community are interrupted within the context of 

the discipline of a public elementary school that insists upon control and conformity.  

Tensions are identified around the incompatibility of the different participants’ ideas of 

community, the conflicting roles different members play, and social issues based on 

difference. The ideals of community become another discourse to control, categorize, and 

exclude others.  Yet, the struggles within this exploration allow participants to find 

opportunities to reflect and question their interpretations of community and take social 

action.  The researcher concludes that building community in early childhood classrooms 

is not the answer to our educational goals, but rather is a point of departure for 

questioning contentious issues in our lives so we can learn about others, our selves, and 

make change in the world. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Reviewing a Class Photo 

 I study a class photo from my days as a preschool teacher. For a moment in the 

stillness of the photo, we- the children, the teaching assistant, the special education 

teacher, along with me- are all smiling and still, facing the same direction, close to one 

another.  We are standing around a plastic Little Tikes playscape on the playground.  

Some of the children have climbed to the top of the small slide and are standing holding 

onto the structure and each other, while others are standing in the wood chip surfacing of 

the area.  Robin and SooJin are huddled at the bottom of the slide together.  The adults 

are evenly dispersed throughout this small group of children.  The teaching assistant is 

kneeling down and holding onto a tricycle.  Ronnie is sitting on the trike, hands gripping 

the handles tightly. My hand rests on the shoulder of Kara as she squints at the camera.  

Here we are so neatly tucked in close together.  Surrounded by the blue green of the 

cedar trees, we look like a happy bunch.   

But as most adults living with small children would anticipate, this snapshot was 

taken in a speedy second, because as soon as the photographer took the photo, the 

children raced off in one hundred different directions.  Friends chased each other and 

squealed. Ronnie took off with a "vroom" on the trike.  Another child jumped off the 

highest point of the playscape, sprawling to the ground.  It was not easy to get us all to 

stay together for even a short moment. 

I realize how the photo and the experience of taking the picture are a symbol of 
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what building community in the classroom was like for me as a teacher. I remember 

feeling a need to pull us all together, helping each other get along.  The image that the 

other teachers and I tried to portray to the parents was one like in the photo- a portrait of 

togetherness.  We held parent informational meetings and shared photos of the children 

working and playing together and explained the value of the learning that was taking 

place due to the diversity of abilities and cultures in our class. However, our everyday 

living did not feel so stable or secure.  Disagreements over what was considered 

developmentally appropriate activities between the special education and myself were 

always an issue.  Trying to be accommodating to the specialists in the classroom, but in 

the back of my mind still considering them "guests" in "my" room.  Who decides what is 

put up on the bulletin boards?  With the children there was the struggle of the room 

drifting into an unannounced segregation with children speaking languages other than 

English playing only with each other, or only the children with special needs playing with 

each other or by themselves.  For being such a small group of fifteen, community felt like 

a struggle.  Of course, it was a struggle!  However, we did not present nor allow 

ourselves to identify our struggles as part of community when we presented our image of 

community to others outside of our classroom.  We tried to present the snapshot, not what 

happened when the cameras were gone.  

 

 Gathering together in a circle, singing songs in unison, opening a forum for 

discussion, playing games and working together on a project.  These experiences are 
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common in the daily life of teaching and learning in early childhood classrooms.  These 

powerful images provide a sense of closeness and togetherness in shared learning 

experiences.  Many teachers have tried to describe these events as a special quality of an 

ideal classroom (Dickinson, 1993; Gallas, 1994; Paley, 1991, 1992).  Words like 

classroom context, climate, or atmosphere have been used to attempt to describe the 

concept; however, the idea of a classroom community has become most common in 

describing the optimum learning environment for young children (Copple & Bredekamp, 

1997; Galda, et.al., 1995; Peterson, 1995, Sapon-Shevin, 1999). 

In the dominant education discourse, creating and maintaining a sense of 

community within the schools and classrooms has been recognized as a critical attribute 

of successful teaching and learning (Charney, 1992; Boyer,  ;Larrivee, 1999; Perlmutter 

& Burrell, 2001; Peterson, 1995 Sergiovanni,1999.)  Actual practices designed for 

creating community that are recommended for teachers include knowing children through 

communication and observation, establishing rules and routines, encouraging talk, and 

fostering democratic rituals, such as consensus-building, class meetings (Vance and 

Weaver, 2003), collaboration on class work and projects, and voting (Copple & 

Bredekamp, 1997, Devries & Zan, 1991, Peterson, 1995).   Classroom communities that 

provide physical and psychological safety to its members, that accept, respect, and 

include all members, and that are based upon trust, relational bonding, and open 

communication are encouraged (Balaban, 2003, Copple & Bredekamp, 1997; Devries & 

Zan, 1991; Noddings, 1992; Sapon-Shevin, 1999).  As an effort to include all children in 
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the classroom community, teachers are encouraged to model respect (Stone, 2003), value 

diversity, and teach about differences, such as, differences in language, abilities, class, 

race, or religion, (Byrnes & Kiger, 1993; Derman-Sparks & the ABC Task Force, 1989; 

Sapon-Shevin, 1999; Winters, 1999). Furthermore, developing a community of learners 

has been identified as one positive attribute of culturally relevant practices that implies 

connection and collaboration among students and teachers (Ladson-Billings, 1994).   

Within the current discourses in early childhood education, the concept of 

community is an ideal classroom attribute for teaching and learning.  Building 

community is considered the first goal of providing developmentally appropriate practice 

according to the National Association for the Education of Young Children (1997).  

Community building in the classroom is described in many classroom management texts 

for pre-service teachers such as Teaching Children to Care (Charney, 1992); Among 

Friends: Classrooms Where Caring and Learning Prevail (Dalton & Watson, 1997); 

Curriculum of Love (Daleo, 1996); The Caring Teacher's Guide to Discipline (Gootman, 

1997); and Authentic Classroom Management: Creating a Community of Learners 

(Larrivee, 1999), among many others.   

Community has become the answer to educational challenges from providing a 

way to include “antisocial" children in the classroom (Warren & Lynch, 2002) to 

implementing inquiry learning techniques (Harada, Luz, & Souza, 2002).  The idea of 

community permeates discussions of curriculum planning, pedagogy, teaching strategies, 

and classroom organization. There is the belief that by developing a community of 
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learners children will become academically successful. (Greeley, 2001)  There is the 

belief that by building community children will learn to care for one another and be more 

inclusive and fair (Noddings, 1992). 

Currently, there are few research studies that have explored the understanding of 

community by teachers and children in early childhood settings (Vasconcelos & Walsh, 

2001). Yet, there are fewer studies that take a look at the struggles, conflicts, and 

contradictions within the lived experiences of community.   From this lack of questioning 

and exploration of the unpleasantness and struggle that is a part of community, I believe 

the nuances and complexities of community in the classroom have been obscured in early 

childhood education. 

There have been a few cautions regarding the goals of community or the 

challenges of community. As Kroeger (2002) has suggested through research on 

discriminatory discourses in early childhood classrooms, "community- focused 

curriculum" that supports inclusion of all children and democratic principles does not 

necessarily end nor does it teach against exclusion of others, particularly those 

marginalized people of society.   Furthermore, Paley (1992), an early childhood educator, 

admits "we vote on about nearly everything in our democratic classrooms, but we permit 

the children to empower bosses and reject classmates… we still allow children to build 

domains of exclusivity in classrooms and playgrounds (p. 21-22). There is beginning to 

be an acknowledgement of the difficulties with understanding and living as a community 

in classrooms, also.   In Van Galen's study of care as a "norm of community" in a high 
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school (1996), the researcher noted that there was a limited understanding and practice of 

care between predominantly white teachers and their diverse student population.  Van 

Galen urges "well intentioned" teachers to reflect upon the unpleasantness of exclusion 

even within caring communities and for research to attempt to understand caring 

communities from the perspectives of those involved and in the daily context of school. 

Thus, while building a classroom community is a high ideal and a management and 

curricular focus for many early childhood educators, we often feel we do not reach our 

goals nor do we closely examine how community works in the classroom. 

Despite these cautions though, I believe the notion of community has become like 

many ideals, as Popkewitz (1998) states, “unambiguous and naturally good when 

presented as [a] universal principle without social mooring" (p. 559). I believe in our 

efforts to implement "best practices" and to be effective teachers, we have neglected to 

closely examine our understandings of community and the tensions within community.  

As a result, the images and stories and, ultimately, our concepts of community in 

classrooms have become limited to scripts of harmony, simplicity, and sameness that do 

not attend to the issues of power and struggle within the context of community (Huber 

&Whelan, 2001).  

As Witherall (1991) reminds us, "when conceptions of the person, self, and 

community are not continually called into question in professional practice, reified and 

reductionist concepts emerge as common practice, creating new forms of “common 

sense” within the profession" (p.85).  In order to explore classroom community through 
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the complex lived experience of an early childhood setting, rather than the universal, 

fixed, and idealized stories, I chose to draw from a multi-theoretical perspective that 

recognizes our understanding of lived experiences are “historically contingent 

contextually bound, socially constructed, and always problematic” (Britzman, 2003, p. 

36). 

 

DISSERTATION OVERVIEW  

  In this first chapter I provide an outline of the purpose and importance of studying 

community in early childhood education.  I introduce the questions that were used to 

guide the study. I give a brief profile of the historic context of early childhood education 

and the current descriptions and definitions of community in the classroom in the field.  

Finally, I provide an overview of the methodology and the limitations of this study. 

The second chapter addresses in more detail how community has become an 

important part of the discourse in early childhood and the philosophies and theories that 

have created the contours of our current understanding of community.  From this point, I 

will describe how social constructivism and interpretivist theory informed how I 

approached the study of community in a classroom.  I describe how I draw upon a multi-

theoretical framework for my analysis.  The third chapter explains the qualitative 

methodology that is used in this study, highlighting the complicated process of classroom 

research.  

Chapter four presents the data of the study around the themes of community that 
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emerged as the teacher, children, and I tried to understand how community should be 

experienced in a public school classroom, how our experiences and the ideals of 

community from the larger school culture often contradicted our own beliefs.   

Chapter five is a continuation of data that examines how certain individuals where 

influenced by the concept of community as it was enacted in the classroom.  Within the 

brief case studies of two children, and the teacher, the tensions and contradictions 

highlighted in chapter four resurface and shape the personal interactions between the 

teacher and children.  In one case, we see how the struggle with community was used as a 

site for action and change to include a child, and in another child’s case we see how our 

limitations of understanding community in the classroom, limit our abilities to connect 

with one another. A small reflection is added to document the shifting perspective and 

position of the researcher based on the study.  Chapter six provides a summary and 

discussion of the data.  

 

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND QUESTIONS 

The purpose of this study is to complicate the dominant notion of classroom 

community in early childhood education with complex and contextualized stories through 

a case study of community in a classroom setting.  Drawing from my own personal 

struggles with classroom community as a former preschool teacher and the stories and 

dialogue about community of a third grade teacher and her students, this study explores 

the tensions surrounding our ideas of community and how we attempt to live as a 
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community in a classroom.  The purpose of this study is not to judge a teacher and the 

children in her class according to whether they have built community or how well they 

have created community.   The intention of the study is not to discredit the efforts of 

educators in building community; nor is it to discount the value of using community as a 

lens at all in education, as some have considered (Hobbs, 2002).  Rather this study opens 

a space for an interpretive view of community in early childhood classrooms through 

specific and complicated community stories.   

I choose not to consider community as "common sense" or an "ideal" in early 

childhood education.  I am informed by an interpretivist perspective that brings certain 

assumptions to understanding community. To begin, there is the assumption that our 

ideas about community are socially created.  In this study, the idea of community is 

discussed and reflected upon by the researcher, the teacher and the children in a 

classroom in an effort to explore how we make sense of community.   Furthermore, our 

ideas of community are historically bound and influenced by our culture and the social 

institutions in which we live, particularly in this case in an public school early childhood 

classroom.  This study attempts to take into account this context in which we come to 

know community. And finally, the interpretivist perspective assumes that the socially 

constructed, contextual meanings will always be problematic for the interpretations made 

will be contradictory and potentially continually reinterpreted.   In order to call 

community into question and acknowledge the lived, rather than ideal, experience of 

community in the classroom, I use the following questions to guide this study: 
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1)  How do the members of an early childhood classroom experience and 

understand community? 

2)  What are the tensions of community in an early childhood setting?   

3) What are the (im)possibilities of classroom community in early childhood 

education? 

 

 This qualitative study examines how classroom community is imagined, 

understood, and lived by a teacher and her young students of a third grade classroom in a 

public school setting in the U.S southwest, including myself, the researcher.   Through a 

case study of the shared experiences, stories and dialogue of a classroom community, I 

try to build a stronger understanding of classroom community while being sensitive of 

the tensions and struggles involved with living as community in a public school 

classroom setting. 

 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT OF COMMUNITY IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 

EDUCATION 

According to the prominent professional educational organizations, the National 

Association for the Education of Young Children (www.naeyc.org) and the Association 

for Childhood Education International (www.acei.org)), early childhood education is 

defined as the care and teaching of children between infancy and age eight. Early 

childhood programs in the United States include childcare in family homes, private and 
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public preschools, kindergartens, and the primary grades in schools.  Yet early childhood 

education is more than an age division in education.  Early childhood education, as I have 

lived it and how I intend for it to be understood in this study, refers to teaching and care 

for the young, a philosophy of learning and a culture of its own.  Within the field of early 

childhood education, the young years of childhood are regarded as a critical period in 

learning and growth.  Early childhood educators view learning as a holistic endeavor 

based on the experiences and play of active children. There is the expectation that all 

work for young children is done based on knowledge about the individual child, child 

development, and the world in which the child lives. Early childhood educators value the 

relationships between children and their families, communities, other children, and the 

teacher (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997). 

 Within the field of early childhood there is an image of the classroom that 

includes the feeling of community. The image of the early childhood classroom has been 

one of nurturing love and care by women as romanticized by the Froebelian inspired 

kindergarten.  Historically, the field as drawn upon the philosophy of Dewey who sees 

living and learning as a community in early childhood as a form of living and learning 

democracy.  In recent years with an emphasis on multiculturalism and diversity, and the 

growing number of inclusive and diverse programs, building community has been 

identified as an important component of the early childhood classroom.   

 While the field of early childhood has been strongly influenced by an intersection 

of a progressive ideology and developmental psychology (Cannella, (2002), critical 
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theories have begun to shape our understandings of early childhood education and 

children.  Some theorists and researchers in the early childhood field choose to critically 

“reconceptualize” the way childhood and education is considered (Kessler & Swadener, 

1992). I use the term critical theories as an encompassing term for multiple perspectives 

that recognize the political and socio-cultural nature of the construction of knowledge and 

reject universal truths or principles that can be applied over everyone (Ryan & 

Grieshaber, 2004).  Within this research study, I begin to approach the topic of 

community with an emphasis on social constructionist/critical perspectives that 

emphasizes experiences within cultural contexts and the social construction of 

knowledge. 

 

DEFINING COMMUNITY 

What do we mean by community?  Currently there is a widespread use of the 

metaphor of community in education (Merz & Ferman, 1997).  The widely-used 

metaphor generally draws from Tonnies' (1887/1957) sociological understanding of 

community that invokes a sense of a social foundation based on common values, kinship, 

or proximity characterized by sameness and commonality.  According to Tonnies, a 

person feels community or gemeinschaft as belonging, trusting, and safety by finding 

commonality with others.  This concept has been applied to the structure of our schools in 

order to promote the importance of community in education by various scholars (Bryk & 

Driscoll, 1988; Sergiovanni, 1994).  Programs and organizational structures have been 
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developed to build communities within schools whether defined as learning communities, 

or democratic communities in order to establish and maintain a sense of cohesiveness 

based upon certain values that support the school and the larger community. 

Further sociological and psychological studies and texts regarding community 

have often been drawn upon to examine the intricacies and meanings of community.  For 

example, the text Habits of the Heart (1985), Bellah, et. al, examined the conflicts of 

dealing with the dichotomy of public versus private life and community ethos versus 

American individualism unique to the American society.  Most recently Robert Putnam 

(2001) laments of the documentation of changing social and political habits of Americans 

that are leading to fading community life.  Peck (1987) has looked at the spiritual and 

psychological foundations of community and concludes that true peace in the world can 

only be achieved through the spread of true inclusive community spirit.  These are but a 

few examples of research and theory that have attempted to address an understanding of 

community on a societal and national scale and are often drawn upon to understand 

community in the field of education.  However, the scope of this particular study limits 

the definition of community to our educational concept of classroom community within 

the field of early childhood. 

While the metaphor of community is applied to a whole school or groups within 

schools, a prevailing use of community in early childhood applies community to the 

relationships of the children and teacher or caregiver in a particular classroom setting.  In 

a variety of contexts, classroom community has been described in generally similar ways.  
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Community in the classroom is perceived as sense of belonging, being part of a group, 

and finding safety within this group (Peterson, 1995; Sapon- Shevin 1999). Sapon-Shevin 

(1995) outlined the following traits of community in the classroom as: communities 

provide opportunities to show ourselves fully, provide opportunities to know others well, 

opportunities to reach out, to connect and help others.   

Peterson (1995) has described this closeness of coming together as the thing "that 

breathes purpose and life" into learning in the classroom and believes "community in 

itself is more important to learning than any method or technique" (p.2).  Peterson, also, 

outlines specific community experiences in classroom such as rituals, routines, time to 

dialogue, communicate and critique ideas and feelings.   

Building community is considered the first goal of providing developmentally 

appropriate practice according to the National Association for the Education of Young 

Children (Bredekamp and Copple, 1997).   

“Developmentally appropriate practices occur within a context that supports the 

development of relationships between adults and children, among children, among 

teachers, and between teachers and families.  Such a community reflects what is known 

about the social construction of knowledge and the importance of establishing a caring, 

inclusive community in which all children can develop and learn. 

The early childhood setting functions as a community of learners in which 

all participants consider and contribute to each other’s well-being and learning”  

(p.16). 
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According to Sapon-Shevin (1994), the most important attribute of community in 

classrooms is inclusiveness, the acceptance and celebration of everyone despite their 

characteristics such as ability, class, race, ethnicity, gender, etc.  She also recognizes the 

importance of communication, shared experiences, and relationships build upon trust and 

respect between all members of the classroom community.  Throughout this study I have 

found it more difficult to actually come to a conclusive definition of community, but I 

rely heavily on how the community is described in the literature in the field to guide this 

study and the words and experiences of myself and the participants of this study to 

provide meaning with contours and complexity.  

 

METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW 

 This study evolved through an ongoing research relationship with a third grade 

teacher, Ms. Jill Roth (a pseudonym) and myself.  Before this study Jill and I had spent 

hours together sharing our teaching experiences, our dreams and struggles. We both 

shared the views that education and school was so much more that "transmitting the 

facts." We both had become teachers to be adults who validate the feelings and 

experiences of children and to inspire children with a love of learning and a desire to 

make the world a better place.  Jill shared how she had felt a vocational call to teaching, 

as did I.  Yet she strained at the structure of the public school and the demands of 

"accountability" and "standards" that seemed to suck the life out of her teaching.  Jill had 

considered leaving teaching only after two years of teaching, but the call to be with 
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children and help children was too strong for her to stay away.  Through these 

conversations and my visits to her classroom as a guest reader, the issue of building a 

classroom community became our focus of inquiry.   Jill had expressed a strong desire to 

help her students learn to be a community and attempted to design curriculum that 

emphasized group projects and group support in learning.  As a former preschool and 

kindergarten teacher, I, too, (while attempting to be “developmentally appropriate”) I had 

developed my curriculum and based my decisions and relations with others on a dream of 

teaching children how to accept and respect each other.  For this study, I entered Jill’s 

third grade public school classroom for four months (January through April) during the 

second semester of the 2002-2003 academic year.   

  I believe that our experiences and our contexts shape our understandings of 

community.  I also recognize that ideas are ever- shifting and changing.  Furthermore, I 

recognize the importance of researching with children and teachers through the context of 

their lives (Graue & Walsh, 1998), so I chose to become a part of the third grade 

classroom for the length of the study. I understood that by not being the adult that cared 

for the children everyday of the school year and by entering the classroom halfway 

through the school year, I could never completely be a full participant in the classroom.  

Still, I had been a class visitor before the beginning of the study and Jill introduced me as 

a friend of hers to the children.  I believe I eventually became someone whom the 

children trusted as they communicated with me on personal and social matters throughout 

the course of my stay with them.  Jill and I maintained our relationship of sharing class 
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experiences and constantly reflecting upon those experiences and our beliefs. 

 I officially entered the classroom as a researcher and observer, spending full days 

with the class for 6 weeks.  As the semester progressed, I lessened my time in the 

classroom but maintained a regular schedule of participating in class time, recess and 

lunch with the children, and joining special activities.   In the beginning, I was able to 

learn the class routines, get to know the children and school, and find a more participative 

role for myself.  Jill and I decided that besides helping during group work time, I could 

read aloud a chapter book to the class after lunch recess.  We choose the book The Wheel 

on the School by Meindert DeJong and held group discussions about the book and the 

class after the readings.  Near the end of the semester Jill and I collaborated together with 

the children on a class project to help the homeless (a charity project decided by the 

class).   

Throughout my time in the classroom Jill and I had many conversations about 

daily events and scheduled special times for interviews outside of the classroom.  On two 

occasions I also held small interview groups with the children, too.  Jill and I 

communicated through written notes at times and I maintained a researcher’s journal to 

document my thinking and feeling. The children and I communicated informally when 

we ate lunch together and they sent notes to me in my class mailbox.  In Jill's classroom 

each student had a mailbox cubby for notes to go home and notes from friends.  These 

interactions of formal interviews and informal conversations were cyclical.  As events 

took place throughout the school days, anything from group projects, or the sharing of the 
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book, Jill, the children, and I would often reflect back on what had happened or what was 

said and discuss our feelings and impressions.  These conversations and reflections 

became a part of the analysis process. 

Limitations of the Study 

 Upon initial reflection of this study, there are clear limitations. One limitation 

concerns the time frame of the study. An academic year-long study would provide more 

data and a plethora of multiple experiences interpretations of the tensions in community.  

However, a one-semester study is used to provide detailed descriptions of daily 

classroom life and in-depth interpretations.  Also, this study was based upon a 

professional relationship beginning at the onset of the previous academic year between 

the teacher, Jill, and myself. A small pilot study with this class and teacher has been 

implemented the semester before this study in order for me to have some insights into the 

beginning of the school year. 

 I believe that each classroom community has its own unique qualities, culture, 

context, and with that the tensions and dynamics are just as unique. The context of this 

study is in a third grade classroom in a public school and the results are limited by our 

context and subjectivities.   I recognize that the race, ethnicities, socio-economic class, 

and language of the children, teacher, and myself as researcher influenced this study.  

While this study took place in a diverse setting, the teacher and myself are white middle 

class women. According to the school records twelve of the children in the class were 

identified as white and seven of the children were Hispanic.  There was one African-
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American child.  The children mainly came from lower middle class families.  All the 

children spoke English as their first language. This study gives an example of how 

community is experienced in through our eyes and in the context of a public school.  I 

anticipate and hope that more similar research can be done in various early childhood 

settings- childcare, preschool, kindergarten, and first and second grades.  Also, that 

community can be explored in more multicultural settings, in rural, urban, and suburban 

areas, and with teachers and children from various backgrounds, races, ethnicities, 

languages etc. 

 Finally, this study of community was limited to the experiences, dialogue, and 

narratives of the teacher, the children, and myself.  While I value the importance of the 

community relationships within the classroom itself, I recognize that community in this 

case study is limited to the classroom. I did not seek informants from other parts of the 

school community such as the parents, principal, and other teachers.  Other future studies 

on classroom community may take a broader view of community and offer different 

insights to the concept of community in schools. 
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

 

COMMUNITY IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 

 As previously noted in the introduction, the educational concept of community 

has evolved within an historical context and is based upon values and beliefs within the 

field of early childhood education.  This chapter begins by searching for how community 

has become a focus in early childhood education and the purposes and beliefs that shape 

the nuances of our understanding of community.  

 

The Roots of "Community" in Early Childhood Education 

While the focus on building a classroom community has not always been explicit 

in early childhood, the values that shape and support the idea of community have 

permeated the history the early childhood education. There has been a tacit understanding 

of a how the classroom community should feel and function. The idea of children 

growing in a healthy environment is viewed as imperative for their future as adult 

citizens.  Since the Enlightenment period, western educators and philosophers have 

imagined ways in which young children should be taught and cared for in order to 

promote “goodness” and prepare them for adult life (Weber, 1984). These philosophies of 

education and images of the classroom for the young offer a model and guideline for 

"community" in the early childhood setting. 

One of the most notable images of an early childhood "community" setting in 
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Western thought is Froebel’s development of the kindergarten curriculum and materials. 

The format of the kindergarten was based on the principle that the process of education 

would allow children to obtain a connection with the rest of the world through the natural 

life experiences that symbolized divinity and unity.  Through play and discovery 

activities, Froebel believed children would come to understand how humankind is 

interconnected with one another in practical and spiritual ways.   In kindergartens, 

children were assisted in growing actual vegetable gardens to learn about the life cycle 

and to learn to care for living things.  Circle times were instituted as a communal part of 

the school day when young children and their teacher sat together in a circle on the floor 

to sing songs and share stories. This circle time continues to be a vital part of many early 

childhood classrooms from preschool to primary grades today (Frost, Wortham, & Reifel, 

2001).  Through these shared experiences, it is understood that children would begin to 

understand and value communal living and interaction. 

As different early childhood programs developed over the 20th century, from the 

Nursery Schools of the 1920's focusing on the emotional well- being of children to the 

cognitive programs like High/Scope, teachers sustained a responsive role with children. 

These images of the early childhood teacher as a responsive and caring facilitator 

influenced the image of community in the classroom today, also. Froebel, with other 

early childhood educators, advocated that the care giver/teacher of the young be a 

maternal figure due to women's perceived nurturing demeanor. A warm kind motherly 

figure caring for and aiding a small group of children as they played became a strong 
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image of early childhood settings. This image of the classroom community was a 

reflection of the idea of the Western patriarchal family where the mother figure offered 

care and nurture within the home.  The early childhood setting became an extension of 

this image of home and educators attempted to fashion a space for care, safety, and 

learning for young children according to this image.  

During the Progressive period in the United States, John Dewey made a direct 

connection between early childhood education and the democratic community (Dewey, 

1916/1997). Dewey saw children in early childhood settings as a “part of that small 

classroom community” in which he “envisioned as the training ground for democracy” 

(Weber, 1984, p. 96). In his Pedagogical Creed (1929), Dewey stated that school is a 

"form of community life" and viewed the curriculum as "a process of living and not a 

preparation for future living" (p.18).  Therefore, if children were to learn about 

democratic principles, Dewey proposed that they should be living out those principles in 

their community life at school.  The values of personal choice and social responsibility 

that are related to democratic living should not be imposed by the teacher but learned by 

participation.  One particular activity of young children that Dewey valued as a way of 

practicing democratic values was play. Dewey believed that through play young children 

experienced "free participation in a community of people with shared interests" (Frost, 

Wortham, and Reifel, 2001, p. 24).  Experiencing freedom and social community were 

key to experiencing democracy and young children's play activities, according to Dewey, 

provided the context for those experiences.  Ultimately, Dewey turned attention to 
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curriculum and classroom life based on how to live and learn in a democratic community.  

Early childhood educators shared Dewey's values on providing "meaningful" 

activity and experience as the basis for learning and accepted democratic practices as part 

of the curriculum. Specifically, activities such as, whole group class discussions, group 

projects, learning practical skills necessary to "everyday" living, voting and consensus- 

building, all of which require communication and collaboration, are considered common 

and appropriate experiences in early childhood settings today (Cuffaro, 1995).  Early 

childhood educators strive to help children to collaborate in order to build commonality 

with one another and an understanding of how a democratic society functions.  As Dewey 

(1916/1997), stated,  

“There is more than a verbal tie between the words common, community, 

and communication.  Men live in a community in virtue of the things which they 

have in common.  What they must have in common in order to form a community 

or society are aims, beliefs, aspirations, knowledge-a common understanding-

like-mindedness as the sociologists say…. The communication which insures 

participation in a common understanding is one which secures similar emotional 

and intellectual dispositions-like ways of responding to expectations and 

requirements”(p. 4). 

Based on these beliefs, early childhood educators have valued and planned for 

democratic community practices as part of the classroom community.  However, as new 

learning theories, social issues, and new visions of education evolved in the U.S., so did 
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the images and metaphors used to describe, define, and prescribe practices in early 

childhood education, including and expanding the image of the community in the 

classroom.   

 

Community in the Classroom: A Hallmark of Early Childhood Education 

As the values of democracy and responsive care for the young provided images of 

a classroom community in American schools, learning theories and new visions of 

education began to support a stronger need for community in the classroom.  The explicit 

documentation and attention to community, however, marked a shift in the discourse of 

learning in early childhood education from focusing upon the learning of the individual to 

focusing upon the influence of culture and others on learning and knowledge.  This shift 

provided a context or historical moment for early childhood education to call on the idea 

of "community" to guide practice. 

 Throughout most of the 20th century, the major influences that guided early 

childhood education were generally grounded in progressive ideology and a 

developmental psychology of learning.  Primarily drawing from the child study 

movement and Jean Piaget's genetic epistemological work, the field focused on the 

individual child as an active learner and used developmental norms for making 

curriculum decisions (Spodek & Brown, 1993). Guidelines for early childhood educators 

published by the National Association for the Education of Young Children entitled 

Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early Childhood Programs Serving Children 
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From Birth Through Age 8 (Bredekamp, 1987) made no mention of community in the 

classroom.  The text defined and advocated for developmentally appropriate practice, a 

process in which teachers and administrators make educational decisions based upon 

child development, the individual needs and strengths of the child, and the culture of the 

child.  In this document the importance of classroom community was not mentioned.  The 

document did state however, "a high quality early childhood program provides a safe and 

nurturing environment" (p.1).  Guidelines were presented in regards to social 

relationships between teacher and child and social development.   Teachers were 

encouraged to be comforting and accepting towards children, help children understand 

other's points of view, and develop self-control. This "safe and nurturing environment" is 

not labeled as a sense of community, but resonates with future descriptions of how a 

classroom community should feel.         

While this document represented a collective understanding of early childhood 

education and pulled heavily from the developmental psychology, new voices, images, 

and theories began to emerge which expanded the dialogue and research in the field, 

including a dialogue of community.  Some educators believed that the developmentally 

appropriate practice provided a narrow view of the role of the teacher and under-

emphasized diversity and culture in education (Mallory & New, 1994).  Others believed 

early childhood education relied too heavily upon developmental psychology and should 

question cultural and contextual issues of teaching and learning through multiple lenses 

(Kessler & Swadener, 1992). This new emphasis on alternative viewpoints allowed for 
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other avenues of understanding such as, feminist research in early childhood and 

education to open up discussion on the importance of relationships between teacher and 

the child (Belenky, et al., 1997; Goldstein 1997; Noddings 1984, 1992).  

In the area of cognitive theory and research Lev Vygotsky's work was introduced 

to early childhood to influence class instruction that hinged upon society's and culture's 

critical role in learning (Bedrova & Leong, 1995; Berk & Winsler, 1995).  According to 

Vygotsky (1978) learning for the young child did not occur in the individual mind first 

but emerged first on the social plane through shared activities and play. This theory of 

learning, which focused on the interdependence and interaction with others, gave way to 

educators becoming more concerned with the social interaction and relationships of 

children within a classroom setting.   

Also, during this historical period in early childhood more classroom narratives 

and research gained the attention of researchers and teachers alike.  These classroom 

narratives primarily focused on the social interactions of the children and teacher through 

the viewpoint of the teacher.  Vivian Paley, a classroom teacher wove classroom tales of 

excluded children in preschool classroom, and her efforts and the efforts of other children 

to include a child that did not easily fit within the classroom community practices (1990).  

In another attempt to explore the inclusion of all children in classroom activities and play, 

Paley investigated what might happen if a rule “you can’t say you can’t play” was 

instituted within the class (1992).  Gallas (1995), a classroom teacher-researcher, 

revealed multiple ways in which she helped children to express their understanding of the 
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world through storytelling, the arts, and group projects.  Her efforts in providing multiple 

ways of expression for children are self-described as offering a classroom context of 

community.  She openly documented the difficulty of an African- American girl’s 

attempt to participate in storytelling time when she was linguistically and culturally 

different from most other children in the class.  While studying young children’s writing 

and literacy learning, Dyson, a classroom researcher, revealed a social world of children 

forming friendships and learning how to belong and get along with one another that 

supported the children’s literacy learning. Each of these teacher/researchers began 

discussing social interaction, learning, and curriculum within the context of a classroom 

community.  These narratives provided vivid descriptions of classroom life that 

highlighted the importance and certain nuances of classroom as community, but it should 

be noted while community was used to describe the classroom relationships and 

curriculum, community was often presented as a positive solution to difference and 

difficult experiences. 

When the NAEYC published the revised edition of Developmentally Appropriate 

Practice in Early Childhood Education  (Bredekamp & Copple, 1997), the influence of 

these new voices was ultimately realized when the first guideline stated for providing a 

developmentally appropriate education was to create a caring community of learners: 

“Developmentally appropriate practices occur within a context that 

supports the development of relationships between adults and children, among 

children, among teachers, and between teachers and families.  Such a community 
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reflects what is known about the social construction of knowledge and the 

importance of establishing a caring, inclusive community in which all children 

can develop and learn. 

The early childhood setting functions as a community of learners in which 

all participants consider and contribute to each other’s well-being and learning”  

(p.16). 

The document made suggestions for how teachers can create a classroom 

community. The specific guidelines for the primary grades included teachers getting to 

know the children well; bringing the children’s home culture to the classroom; promoting 

democratic ideals through voting; supporting school-wide character development goals 

such as fairness and citizenship; and building social studies curriculum and literature 

around American values of tolerance, equality, and freedom.  Clearly, what had been 

implied or unstated before by NAEYC and in the context of developmentally appropriate 

practice, now had received strong attention in the field of early childhood.  Judging from 

the list of guidelines, though, one can see that there are multiple ways in which 

community is envisioned for the classroom environment. The concept of community has 

permeated the discussions of philosophy of education, classroom management, 

curriculum, and learning strategies in early childhood education.  Within this 

understanding of classroom community, the teacher is considered as leader and guide in 

building the classroom community (Stone, 2001).  This description of the teacher's role 

has established a dichotomous understanding of classroom environments and the teacher 
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in the field.   

 

The Classroom Community Dichotomy: The Teacher's Role 

When attempting to describe classroom community and the values of classroom 

community, researchers and educators have generally established a dichotomy in that 

description.  There are classrooms that display attributes of community and those that do 

not.  There are teachers that provide experiences necessary for building community and 

those that do not.   

An example of the use of community as teaching desirable behaviors for 

democracy is evident in the a series of studies by Devries et al. (1991) in which 

researchers observed the social interactions of children and teachers in three different 

early childhood settings. The aim of the studies was to explore the effects of the 

classroom climate on children's socio-moral development.  However, the conclusions of 

the study point directly to the values and practices of democracy.  The researchers looked 

within the different settings for episodes of social interactions among the teacher and 

children giving value to such behaviors as collaboration and reflection.  The results of the 

study stated that children who participated in a responsive classroom atmosphere 

displayed higher levels of social and moral development.  The responsive classrooms 

were described as having feeling of community.  The implications stressed that for the 

optimal learning experiences teachers should develop a social climate that allows a 

feeling of community.  
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In their book Moral Classroom, Moral Children (1994) DeVries and Zan elaborate 

on their description of the "Community Classroom" and the reasoning behind advocating 

such a classroom program.  In a community classroom children are described as feeling 

free to speak their minds with the teacher and other children. The children and teacher 

collaborate to define rules and vote to make decisions.  The teacher never chastises the 

children, nor does she threaten or punish. The teacher shows respect to the children by 

consulting them on making class decisions and listening to their thought-process and 

feelings.  This "sociomoral" atmosphere (a term used by the authors) of a community 

classroom is in opposition to traditionally managed classes in which the teacher is the 

authoritarian demanding respect from the children in order to socialize and teach.  The 

authors claim that traditional teaching that attempts to keep children obedient will result 

in mindless conformity or rebellion from the children.  The authoritarian approach will 

perpetuate character traits for children that are inappropriate for democracy or equity. 

The authors' conclusion is that community-focused classrooms are necessary for 

sustaining a democratic and equitable society. 

Peterson (1992) has established the holistic practices of community in the 

classroom in opposition to the traditional authoritarian practices of teaching, using 

community as part of the dichotomy.  Peterson divides the two types of teaching 

according to each perspective's view of knowledge, classroom practices, and values.  For 

example, traditional teaching views knowledge as existing outside a person, skill mastery 

in isolation as a primary focus for learning, and schooling as preparation for the future.  
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Traditional teaching, therefore, requires the teacher to control the classroom and focus on 

the cognitive domain, while being accountable for the students' learning.  Students are 

controlled and expected to follow the plans laid out for them. 

Peterson equates a community- focused classroom with a holistic view of 

education.  Community or holistic teaching views knowledge as a constructed by people 

and personal.  Skills are learned in the context of expression and negotiation.  There is an 

assumption of collaboration between the teacher and students in establishing the 

community, while students take on a responsibility for their learning, too.  In a 

community-focused classroom, students participate in the planning. 

As demonstrated through these descriptions of classroom community, the idea of 

focusing on building community is a turn away from what was considered a traditional 

authoritarian teaching.  Thus, a classroom community has developed as part of a 

dichotomy in the views of education and teaching.  Perhaps the dichotomy is not always 

described in such discrete terms, but the implication that a teacher may be "missing the 

mark" of community if certain criteria are not met is present.  In describing teachers' 

attempts in building classroom community through staff development, Balaban (2003) 

states, "Some made changes in form but failed to grasp the deeper meanings implicit in 

our staff development work.  One conducted morning meetings sitting on the floor but 

continued to rely on authoritarian control rather than foster the children's thinking.  

Another provided activities…., but assigned children to specific areas" (p.83).   What are 

the "deeper meanings" of community that Balaban believes is implied?  In order to 
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explore these "deeper meanings" I turn now to the literature that explores the nuances of 

community in this field that advance the need for community within the classroom setting 

and establish the contours of how we understand community in early childhood 

education. 

CONTOURS OF COMMUNITY IN EARLY CHILDHOOD 

While there have been myriad definitions and concepts of community in 

education (Merz & Furman, 1997), a review of the literature shows that the current 

concept of classroom community in early childhood is shaped by the following: 

democractic education as inspired by Dewey, the importance of care and connection with 

others, and the goal of inclusion.  Understanding the different uses of community is 

critical based on Furman's (1998) submission that the notion of community is "harnessed 

and shaped to the purposes at hand so that each offers different nuances for its meaning 

(p. 303).”  These different descriptions of community in early childhood can be found in 

teacher manuals, local educational policies, research literature, and teacher narratives of 

the classroom and provide the contours that shape how we understand and build 

community. These contours are generally part of Western modernist notions of humanity 

and the progressive ideology of early childhood education.  

The emphasis on democracy addresses community through a social and political 

lens, the focus on care and connection with others considers community through the lens 

of our social and emotional relationships. The belief and value in inclusion flows and 

becomes entangled throughout each of these discourses.  Through a democratic political 
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lens, inclusion is considered a vital right of all for participation in a democratic society. 

Viewing community through the lens of care focuses on the needs of children to feel as if 

they belong in a group, they are connected, and are cared for.  These contours are hardly 

distinct from one another, nor are they always explicit.  While it is understood that each is 

interwoven and entangled within daily practice, the following descriptions are presented 

separately in order to illuminate the "different nuances" of the meaning of community in 

early childhood education, to highlight the limitations of community in each, and to 

imagine the possibilities each suggests for community.  

 

A Democratic Community 

“Community begins in the classroom.  For the most young children, being 

a ‘classmate’- at a day care, at a place of worship or at school- constitutes their 

first active participation in an ongoing social structure outside the family.  The 

vision of community that the classroom provides can color a child’s ideas and 

expectations about equity, cooperation and citizenship for a lifetime” (Teaching 

Tolerance Project, 1997, p. v). 

In early childhood education in the United States, our democratic values of 

"equity, cooperation, and [active participatory] citizenship" have shaped how we envision 

and implement community in our classrooms.  Building a community in the classroom 

that is based on democratic values and practice is a way to support our larger democratic 

society.  An example of how the concept of community is promoted and celebrated as an 
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ideal in education is in the article "Creating Caring and Democratic Communities in Our 

Classrooms and Schools" (Pohan, 2003).  The author suggests that community in 

classrooms will result in better learning and a better democracy.  Educators are called to 

"create communities in classrooms and schools that move us toward the goal of 

equipping young people with the knowledge, skills, and dispositions needed for effective 

and productive participation in an increasingly diverse and democratic society" (p.370).  

Here the idea of community is laid as the foundation for proper schooling in the U.S.  

Community is qualified as a democratic community and the goal, as Pohan states, is for 

children to develop a "solid character" for "good citizenship."  

 Community building in the classroom is often seen as a function of 

developing good citizens.  This is generally attributed to the influential educational 

philosophy and beliefs of John Dewey.   As Dewey stated: “Democracy is the idea of 

community life itself” (1927, p.148).  Dewey imagined “the Great Community” 

(1927/1954), a grand society interconnected through shared experiences, common 

interests and common goals.  He articulated this vision through his philosophy of 

education that organized schools and classrooms into miniature communities that 

reflected the larger communities in which they resided.   In his prolific writings Dewey 

provides a framework for thinking about early childhood experiences in education, 

including the role of community. In his Pedagogical Creed (1929/1997), Dewey stated 

that school is a "form of community life" and viewed the curriculum as "a process of 

living and not a preparation for future living" (p.18).  Therefore, if children were to learn 
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about democratic principles, Dewey proposed that they should be living out those 

principles in their life at school.  Life in school should reflect the community in which the 

children lived.  

Dewey viewed the early childhood classroom as the birthplace of a democratic 

society.  "In the first place the school must itself be a community life in all which that 

implies….In place of a school set apart from life as a place for learning lessons, we have 

a miniature social group in which study and growth are incidents of present shared 

experience.  Playgrounds, shops, workrooms, laboratories not only direct the natural 

active tendencies of youth, but they involve intercourse, communication, and 

cooperation- all extending the perception of connections."   (Dewey 1916/1944, p. 358) 

Within these playgrounds, shops, and workrooms Dewey outlined the need for 

and the interrelatedness of consensus, commonality, communication, and shared 

experiences between “social individuals.”  In essence, Dewey defines what community 

means for classrooms in a democratic society and focuses on the action necessary for 

building democratic communities.  Simply having a group of people joined together in 

the same place does not a community make.  According to Dewey (1916/1944), those 

members of a community “are interested, and chiefly interested upon the whole, in 

entering into the activities of others and taking part in conjoint and cooperative doings.  

Otherwise, no such thing as a community would be possible (p. 24).” 

Furthermore, a key component of shared activities is communication.  As Dewey 

states: 
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“they are all cognizant of the common end and all interested in it so that they 

regulated their specific activity in view of it, then they would form a community 

but this would involve communication.  Each would have to know what the other 

was about and would have to have some way of keeping the other informed as to 

his own purpose and progress.  Consensus demands communication. (p.5).” 

Therefore, the goal for a democratic community is to find consensus or a common 

bond through active communication with one another: 

“There is more than a verbal tie between the words common, community, and 

communication.  Men live in a community in virtue of the things that they have in 

common; and communication is the way in which they come to possess things in 

common.  What they must have in common in order to form a community or society are 

aims, beliefs, aspirations, knowledge- a common understanding- like mindedness…(p. 

4).” 

These statements of Dewey’s have provided a foundation for actual practice in 

curriculum and classroom management and design for early childhood classrooms.  Early 

childhood educators are encouraged to incorporate activities and procedures within the 

classroom environment that support and teach democratic principles, such as "equity, 

cooperation, and citizenship." Cuffaro (1995) has explained how Dewey's vision 

communication and shared experiences for a democratic community in education has 

been exemplified in early childhood settings.  Early childhood teachers provide space and 

time for communication within the curriculum when children are allowed to work 
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together, talk together, and come to know each other better.  There is the understanding 

that through interaction and communication and with the aid of the teacher, children will 

come to share goals and develop a connection with each other.   Educators who value 

community support children's dialogue within the school day.   

Specific examples of democratic activities in early childhood classrooms are 

voting, discussion, drawing up class rules or constitutions, and providing peace tables.  

"Class constitutions" are drawn up with rights and responsibilities generated by the 

children.  These act as class rules that guide social practice and provide a common focus 

and common goals for the class.  "Peace tables" are places for children to meet with a 

classmate when they have an argument or fight and need to discuss how to solve their 

problems through talk in hopes of finding common ground.   These are examples of how 

teachers hope to provide ways of living and learning citizenship in the early childhood 

classroom.  

As mentioned in the introduction, Devries and Zan (1994) focused primarily on 

describing how early childhood settings must adopt democratic practices, yet they are 

hardly the only educators and researchers that have supported democratic values or 

practices within American schools.  Kohn (1996) has objected to schools and classrooms 

that view discipline as compliance and control and has advocated for a democratic 

community model.   Meier (1995) has recognized the qualities of democracy as part of 

successful school communities.   Sapon-Shevin (1999) has proposed that American 

schools adopt a new kind of civics curriculum in social studies education that teaches 
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children to value community.  From early childhood settings to high schools, democratic 

communities are touted as the key to success for children’s education and our society.   

Therefore, democracy and democratic principles provide an ideal vision of community 

and tend to be a guide for our social interactions and planned activities in early childhood 

classroom communities.   

 

A Caring Community 

 Care, belonging and connection are often descriptors used when defining the 

types of communities we want for our young children (Pohan, 2003).  Typically care, 

belonging, and connection with others is understood as a quality of the environment that 

the teacher attempts to provide and as part of supporting the social and emotional growth 

of children.  Feeling as a part of community can be viewed as being cared for and gives a 

person a sense of belonging.  Many educators recognize the importance of feeling as if 

one is cared for and belongs is a form of "psychological safety" that is necessary for 

raking risks for learning (Howes & Ritchie, 2002; Peterson, 1995; Sapon-Shevin, 1995) 

In addition, teachers attempt to teach children how to care for themselves and others.  

There is the hope that children will not only experience empathy and compassion, but 

learn to live it, as well.  These strong desires for caring experiences with children are a 

part of the dominant understanding of community, as evidenced in the NAEYC 

Developmentally Appropriate Practices in Early Childhood (1997) which did not simply 

call for teachers to develop classroom community, but qualified the community as a 
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caring one.  

Teaching children how to belong and care, as a part of community, are found in 

classroom management texts providing guidelines for building class communities 

(Charney, 1992; Larrivee, 1999, Perlmutter & Burrell, 2001 ).   Charney (1992) calls for 

teachers to possess explicit intentions to help children learn to connect with others 

through communal experiences of belonging.  She states: 

“Belonging to a group means being needed, as well as needful, and 

believing that you have something vital to contribute.  Every child can contribute 

care for others in many ways- by listening and responding with relevance and 

attention, by showing concern for the feelings and viewpoints of others, by 

developing a capacity for empathy (p. 14).” 

The text states that teachers can help children develop this capacity for empathy is 

through building a community by having expectations for the children.  This expectations 

are listed as broad behaviors, like, being friendly and cooperative to discrete behaviors as 

knowing others’ names, taking turns, and make room for others while sitting together 

during the traditional “circle time.” 

There is the assumption that care is required and desired quality of community in 

early childhood settings.  In order for communities to be caring, the relational aspects of 

teaching and learning need to be addressed.  Care in context of community in early 

childhood education can be a simple description or attribute of the community.  However, 

it can also refer to the relationship between the teacher and child or between children. 
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While not often used to inform care in early childhood education, Nel Noddings’ feminist 

“ethic of care” as a part of moral education in schools offers an in-depth view of how 

care becomes a part of community.  Noddings does not believe care is simply an attribute 

or personal quality, but a relationship in which we choose to enter (1984).  She describes 

the process of the caring encounter, as one where the one-caring opens her self up to the 

other to be receptive to the other’s perspective and places the others needs first.  When 

the cared-for accepts and acknowledges the one-caring, a caring encounter is considered 

completed.  Noddings sees this encounter as a moral choice and asserts that this view of 

care should be considered as a model for education itself.   

 In her text Care in Schools (1999), Noddings addresses the role of community in 

schools and education.  Community building is seen as a form of drawing lines, but 

Noddings asks why we are moved to draw those lines between one group or community 

from another.  Her response is that by building a community around us we are striving to 

be part of caring relations. "Strengthening our circles of love and allegiance gives us the 

warmth and love we need, and it also provides protection from those who might harm 

us." But Noddings stresses that we must try to understand why we draw boundaries and 

recognize the differences between "belonging" and "encountering." According to 

Noddings, there is a difference between established relationships and potential 

relationships. So, dialogue with others not a part of our community is necessary to build 

potential relationships so we may engage with others in a caring way.  

  Goldstein (1997), in her study of love in an early childhood setting, provides us 
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with an exploration of caring relationships between teachers and children that highlights 

the importance of considering the whole class as a community and builds on Noddings' 

ethic of care. Goldstein states “…it seems that establishing relationship with the students 

and among the students was my primary goal at the start of the school year: it was as if I 

did not feel like a teacher until that had happened. I referred to it as building community, 

this phenomenon can also be looked at as the development of intimacy, a critical 

component of teaching with love” (p.80).  She adds that “developing and nurturing this 

community of learners” was one of her “greatest sources of professional satisfaction” (p. 

80).    Her vision of a classroom community was “a world in which children are 

respected, cared for, encouraged, challenged and AFFIRMED AND VALIDATED” 

(p.80).   While Goldstein reflects that teachers may use different avenues to create 

community- from actively orchestrating shared events to passively allowing children to 

bond- the goal, the vision of a classroom was the same- a sense of community built upon 

caring and loving relationships. 

  Despite the appeal for connecting care with community, Noddings (1992) and 

Goldstein (1997) both caution that caring relations require exploration, careful reflection 

on the part of the teacher, and questioning our visions of community, care, and love. 

Noddings states that "even in genuine dialogue, the end is often uncertainty and the sort 

of tension that will lead to fresh and more vigorous exploration."  However, community 

in early childhood has rarely been explored with uncertainty and tension. 

Too often, though, the focus on care in a classroom community is limited to the 
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discrete actions of teachers and focusing primarily upon how to have positive 

relationships through the perception and definition of the teacher (Howes & Ritchie, 

2002).  Often, community experiences are evaluated as “positive” or “negative” based on 

a teacher's perception of what care in community is.  Teachers striving to build positive 

relationships with children in classroom settings may view disruptions to the teacher’s 

planned activities and exclusion of others as simply negative behaviors that need to be 

extinguished.  With teachers taking a leadership role in developing a classroom 

community, children who do not cooperate are viewed as being a threat to community 

(Stone, 2001) rather than a vital part of the community.  Left unexamined, teachers' own 

desires, values, and beliefs about these the interruptions and disruptions continue to 

obscure possibilities of exploring care, belonging, and connection within the classroom 

community.   

 

An Inclusive Community: Recognizing Difference 

 Community in the classroom implies that the children and teacher are connected 

to one another for common reasons and goals- in this case for the sake of education. As 

previously stated, these nuances of democracy and care are inextricably intertwined when 

lived and discussed by early childhood educators in the context of community.  This is 

most evident when considering the issue of inclusion in classroom communities.  How 

does the idea of inclusion fit into our democratic and caring community?   From a 

democratic standpoint, inclusion in education is perceived as a right for all members of 
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society.  This is evident in laws and landmark court decisions, such as the Americans 

with Disabilities Act that granted the rights for children with disabilities to participate in 

public education and Brown vs. the Board of Education that ended segregation of schools 

according to race. Being a part of a classroom community is viewed as an essential part 

of democratic living, such as having a "say" in school matters, having a right to have an 

education, having your voice heard by others. From a standpoint that values care and 

relationships in education, inclusion of all children addresses the desire and necessity of 

connecting with others, feeling cared for and learning to care for others.  Belonging to a 

group is a way being cared for and a way to find safety.  A value of the field of early 

childhood is to learn to care and understand others who may be different from you, as 

well.  Inclusion of all children in early childhood education is of great importance in the 

field as seen through anti-bias and multicultural education efforts (Banks, 1997, Netio, 

1999; Ramsey, 2004; Derman-Sparks and the A.B.C. Task Force, 1989) and strong 

moves towards full inclusion of children with special needs (Sapon-Shevin, 1994; 

Winter, 1999).  In this sense, building classroom community has become a pedagogical 

approach to recognizing difference, valuing the diversity in our American classrooms, 

and actively working for change in our society. 

Establishing a sense of belonging is a powerful aspect of community in early 

childhood settings, particularly providing a sense of belonging to those who historically 

have not been allowed to participate or who have been disenfranchised within public 

classrooms throughout American history. Diversity in American society and the desire to 
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value that diversity within early childhood education has become part of the dialogue of 

community.  Early childhood educators have recognized how diversity has been 

understood historically and are unsatisfied: 

“For the longest time, education in the United States was thought of as 

‘the great equalizer.’ All the students were to be treated the same, and thus 

homogenized into a common culture and class. The problem with this theory was 

twofold.  First, it simply was not true that students from various social, cultural, 

racial, ethnic and linguistic backgrounds were treated with the same dignity and 

respect with the context of the educational process.  Second, a single cultural 

standard of normalcy- that of the dominant group with its Eurocentric orientation-

was imposed upon all students as the acceptable way of believing, feeling, and 

behaving” (Gay, 1996, p. 3). 

In order to address the inequities of education early childhood educators have 

viewed classroom community as space for learning about difference, social justice, and 

the value of diversity.  This requires a clarification of Dewey's image of a “common” 

democratic community. Cuffaro (1995) describes an inclusive community in response to 

Dewey's vision of commonality: 

“Speaking of community in terms of oneness is misleading, for it may 

imply homogenization, whereas, in actuality, a community is made up of 

individuals with membership in diverse groups- of family, of class, of race, of 

gender, or religion.  It is when these different memberships, with their varied 
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perspectives, can be interwoven into a fabric of shared meanings and aspirations 

that community is born- when each person making his or her unique contribution 

participates in an undertaking meaningful to each and inclusive of all (p. 26).”  

Here we begin to see how an inclusive vision of community is imagined.  How we 

can reach the goal of an inclusive and equitable community is exemplified through many 

different curricular methods or programs. Full inclusion programs, multicultural 

education and anti-bias curriculum are a few approaches in which early childhood 

educators have attempted to acknowledge and celebrate difference and value diversity in 

order to create classrooms that are inclusive.   Each of these approaches has called for the 

need to build classroom communities in order to achieve inclusion and equity.  In the 

following sections, a broad overview of each is given to illustrate how difference has 

been recognized has a fundamental aspect of community in early childhood and the 

myriad approaches that call upon the ideal of community to address differences and 

diversity.  While this is a limited overview of each area, I believe it is important to note 

that each is defined by a rich and vast research base that encompass far more issues than 

the idea of community that go beyond the scope of this study. 

Inclusive Education 

 The term inclusion or inclusive education has emerged from the social and 

political movement to integrate children with special needs or disabilities in the regular 

classroom in American schools.  According to Mallory (1994), “inclusion refers to 

theoretical, social, and curricular means for assuring that all children are fully accepted 
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members of the learning communities in which they participate” (p. 58).  Traditionally, 

children with differences based on their abilities were given clinical labels and pulled out 

of regular classrooms to receive special services in secluded classrooms or special 

schools.  While historically the term has grown out of policy and curricular measures that 

were aimed at including these children with special needs in the classroom, the ethic of 

inclusion has expanded to recognize that all children are allowed to participate in the 

regular classroom activities, such as, children with culturally and linguistically diverse 

backgrounds.  This move to embrace the diversity of all learners has been a conscious 

decision to reject the past policies and curriculum planning in American education that 

required conformity and isolated children in programs based on their differences (Winter, 

1999).  The ethic of inclusion insists that all children have a right to learn from their 

peers.   

  Sapon-Shevin (1994, 1999) has called for the ethic of inclusion and acceptance of 

differences to be necessary characteristics of classroom communities.  Otherwise, 

removing children from classrooms continues to support the belief that only children who 

conform or are labeled “normal” are worthy of being community members.  Exclusion of 

children on the basis of abilities, ethnicity language, or any other designations works 

against the building of a caring, democratic community.   

   

Multicultural Education 

According to Banks (1993), multicultural education is a “process whose major 
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aims are to help students from diverse cultural, ethnic, gender, and social-class groups 

attain equal educational opportunities, and to help all students develop positive cross-

cultural attitudes, perceptions, and behaviors” (p. 236).  Teachers are identified as the key 

to successful implementation who must have knowledge skills and attitudes to function in 

a multicultural classroom. According to Ramsey (2004), the challenge for early 

childhood educators in today's pluralistic American society is to build cooperative 

communities within classrooms in order to support the goals of multicultural education 

that include school and social reform. 

As multicultural education has evolved over the last few decades, the concept of 

community in the classroom has becomes a vital component within the discourse of the 

field.  As Neito (1999) points out the importance of community in regards to the inclusive 

goals of multicultural education: "Community is at the center of learning. Each class has 

a culture that sends messages about who is welcomed or rejected and what the roles are 

for the teacher and the children." (p. 84) Through the functioning of the classroom 

community, teachers and children are either learning how to act in a fair and just society 

or not.  The climate of the classroom community sets the tone for what is learned about 

others. 

In addition, the type of classroom community is qualified based on democratic 

and inclusive ideals, in order to support the ultimate goals of equality for all in our 

educational system. As Perez (1998) states,   

Creating a learning community that is not only respectful of differences 
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but values and sees differences as learning resources is the intentional goal of a 

multicultural classroom community.  A multicultural learning community is built 

on values that reflect the fundamental belief that all people should be respected, 

regardless of age, race, gender, economic class, religion, or physical or mental 

ability.  Establishing a classroom community that is democratic and inclusive 

creates a common experience for all students and develops a core of shared values 

and social relationships (p.295).  

For this reason, how community is understood and lived in the classroom environment 

becomes a critical issue for meeting the goals of multicultural education. 

 

Anti-Bias Curriculum 

One prominent document promoting social justice in the classroom context and 

curriculum is the text Anti-Bias Curriculum: Tools for Empowering Children (1989).  In 

this document anti-bias curriculum is defined and educators are encouraged to make 

deliberate choices in their practice to be inclusive and advocates for all children.   

Sometimes considered a component of multicultural education, anti-bias curriculum is: 

  “an active/activist approach to challenging prejudice, stereotyping, bias, 

 and the “isms.”  In a society in which institutional structures create and maintain 

 sexism, racism, and handicappism, it is not sufficient to be non-biased (and also 

 highly unlikely), nor is it sufficient to be an observer.  It is necessary for each 

 individual to actively intervene, to challenge and counter the personal and 
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 institutional behaviors that perpetuate oppression” (p. 3).  

  Practical interventions and challenges to discrimination in the classroom are 

listed as providing text, literature, toys, and media that reflect a diverse society in a 

positive manner and allowing space for sharing personal stories and cultural activities 

from all children and families of the community.  The basic assumption of the anti-bias 

curriculum is that if the environment can be changed to explore learning about 

differences, a new community of activists can be developed to combat injustice and 

produce healthy and empowered children.  As with inclusion programs and multicultural 

education,  according to anti-bias curriculum, the early childhood classroom community 

is one that requires activism by the teacher, passed on to the children, in order to ensure 

that all children are accepted in the educational process and society.  By building a sense 

of community in the classroom, the process of inclusion can begin. 

  

By reviewing the historical roots and these nuances of community in early 

childhood education, an image of community in the classroom setting comes into focus. 

This literature review outlines how I, as the researcher, have come to understand 

community through the field of early childhood education.  Community in early 

childhood has emerged from Enlightenment and Romantic views of childhood and 

motherhood, become enveloped in a democratic progressive ideology of education, 

political and ethical views of care and inclusion, and transformed into a universalized 

attribute or ideal.  However, the philosophical underpinnings of democracy and caring 
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encounters, and inclusive education suggest a need to focus on the process and evolution 

of community building.  While we hold our ideals of community based on these nuances 

of the meaning of community in American schools, we also are reminded of the need for 

experiences to build upon these ideals, and cautioned of the complexity involved in such 

an endeavor.   

 

STUDYING COMMUNITY  

As Lived Experience  

"To speak of contradiction, ambiguity, and complexity, to call attention to other ways of 

seeing is not to unleash chaos but simply to name what happens as a matter of course." 

(Lubeck, 1998, p. 293)  

 

How does one speak of "contradiction, ambiguity, and complexity" in classroom 

community?  Where does one begin?  Thus far I have examined the historical context in 

which the field of early childhood education have shaped a collective understanding of 

classroom community.  I have considered how the certain theories of democracy, care, 

and inclusion offer a foundation and shape our understanding community, and also limit 

how we know classroom community.  Currently, democracy, care, and inclusion are 

treated as ideals and values of community held by the field of early childhood. When 

considering community, the ideals of democracy, care, and inclusion are those 

frameworks that we cannot think without (Spivak, 1993) when considering community. 
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Conversely, as previously outlined, the discourses of democracy, care, and inclusion 

require a sense of community in realizing the ideals of each.  However, what each of 

these nuances of community offers to further our understanding of community in the 

classroom is that they are not only the ideals of community but also outlines of processes 

and activity of the lived experiences of teachers and children.  Dewey's democratic 

community concentrates on communication and shared experiences that build consensus.  

Nodding's ethic of care and the idea of building relationships requires communication, 

along with constant reflection, and recognizes care as an action rather than an attribute.   

The ethic of inclusion also calls for a critical reflection of the experiences shared within a 

community for the purpose of creating equity and social justice in society.  The theories 

and philosophies supporting the image of classroom community presented thus far focus 

on the critical experiences and seem to emphasize what Maxine Greene (1995) calls for 

all to consider when exploring community:  "the process words: making creating, 

weaving, saying, and the like" (p.39).  From this view community, with the interwoven 

foundations of democracy, care, and inclusion, is never a completed act that exists to be 

obtained or achieved, but as Greene also describes, a "community that is always in the 

making" (p. 39). Furthermore, each nuance of community recognizes the struggle within 

the lived experiences and the processes of building community.   

 I believe this requires that classroom community no longer simply be discussed 

as a goal or ideal.  Rather community needs to be examined specifically through the 

experiences of living as a community, through the processes of making meaning about 
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community, and explored with an awareness of the intersections of personal, local, 

societal, and historical contexts. I believe that lived experiences are complex, 

contradictory, and understood through multiple perspectives that are constructed through 

human interaction.  Thus, this study is grounded within the epistemology of social 

constructionism that assumes there are multiple truths that are constructed within a social 

context (Crotty, 1998).  

For this study I draw upon a multi-theoretical framework that allows me to 

explore the context, complexity, and tensions of classroom community. The following 

sections provide an outline of the ways in which the theoretical and philosophical 

perspectives, such as social constructivism, interpretivism, critical theory, feminist 

theory, and postmodernism, have guided my inquiry, methodology, analysis and 

understanding of community in this study.  This portion of the literature review is my 

attempt in clarifying the assumptions that I bring to this qualitative study.  Through a 

thoughtful investigation into my own personal paradigm, I have found that my 

assumptions do not fit neatly into one particular theory or philosophy.  My assumptions 

do not completely encapsulate a comprehensive understanding of all theories, nor do I 

believe that by drawing from multiple theories that I will somehow create a more perfect 

approach.   Instead, I treat my role of researcher as Denzin and Lincoln (1994) define the 

researcher-as-bricoleur, one who “is adept at performing a larger number of diverse 

tasks” and “is knowledgeable about the many interpretative paradigms (feminism, 

Marxism, cultural studies, constructivism) that can be brought to any problem” (p. 2).   
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Like Leavitt (1994) who grounded her study of children and caregivers lives in a “multi-

theoretical interpretive approach,” I, too, find a need to acknowledge the complexities of 

my emerging understandings and to provide a rich description of the changing 

interpretations of children’s and adults’ lived experience in a classroom community.   

 

In Context 

Graue and Walsh (1998) have warned that research of children has lacked close 

attention to the context in which children live and experience life and call for interpretive 

research to focus on the details of context.  The importance of context in interpretive 

research emerges from its epistemological grounding that values knowledge as the 

process of meaning making over verifiable universal truths or laws.  Research work 

grounded in social constructionism requires context to be considered when exploring the 

social nature of constructing knowledge.   

  For this study I keep in mind how Graue and Walsh (1998) have defined and 

outlined context that should be considered in interpretive research.  Their definition says 

“a context is a culturally and historically situated time and place, a specific here and 

now.” (p. 9) This includes local specific contexts and the larger societal contexts in which 

children and teachers live.  In the case of this study, I make a very conscious effort to 

keep in mind the public school culture when describing the data and interpreting the data.  

How the children and teacher navigate the specific site of the public elementary school.     

Greene (1995) describes considering context as “seeing things big.”  In other words, to 
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interpret experiences in context means to consider the larger issues of society.  When  

Another component of context is the “socially constructed positionings” of the 

teacher and children that shape children's and adult’s relations with others.  An 

individual’s positionings defined by Holland et.al. (1998) are "one's position relative to 

socially identified others” and “one's sense of social place and entitlement."  (p. 125) I 

believe a persons positioning also influences the perspective that one brings to a situation, 

as well. Perspective “comes from being treated according to broad social divisions such 

as gender, race, class, ethnicity, and sexual orientation” and people tend to “look at the 

world from the positions into which they are persistently cast.” (Holland et. al.1998, p. 

44)  Because our positionings are socially constructed, I do not consider our positionings 

as fixed or singular, either.  I do not believe that our positionings or perspectives are 

always apparent or explicit in our interactions with others.  I keep in mind Gallas’ (1998) 

statement on regarding positionings in her research with children:  

"Over time, however, it became clear that the children I taught did not 

naturally separate their understandings of gender from those of race or class.  

They did not categorize their social actions according to a particular kind of 

stratification, much as I and other adults might.  Their interactions were much 

more holistic- that is, they were rooted in the contexts of their particular historical 

moment in school, and it became clear to me that much of what I saw had to do 

with issues of power and social control." ( p.3)  
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Through Theory 

Graue and Walsh (1998) also consider the theory that a researcher brings to the 

research project as part of the context as well.  In this section, I briefly outline the 

theories of the “multi-theoretical framework” that I have kept in mind when approaching 

community in the classroom.  In each section I explain how the theory influenced 

portions of the study.  While these theories are presented separately, I like to imagine 

them as a kaleidoscope lens for the study.  As the lens begins to shift when viewing 

community, the theories overlap and interconnect in ways that create a more complex 

shade.  

 

Social Constructivism 

 In Mind in Society (1978), Vygotsky stressed that education and development 

occur in a cultural historical context.  Knowledge is constructed with others and is 

embedded in activity and the social mediation by peers and adults.  Furthermore, his 

work suggests “an individual has the capacity to externalize and share with other 

members of her social group her understanding of their shared experience.” (p.132) 

For this study I make an effort to consider how the context and social relationships shape 

our concepts of classroom community.  I focus on the shared social activities of the 

children and teacher and their shared discussions in which they share their 

understandings. 
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Interpretivism 

 At the core, this study is an interpretivist exploration of classroom community, an 

approach that “looks for culturally derived and historically situated interpretations of the 

social life-world” (Crotty, 1998, p. 67).  I recognize, as Merriam (1998) has claimed 

about all qualitative studies, that this case study draws mainly from a philosophy of 

phenomenonology that emphasizes lived experience and its interpretation. The first 

guiding question:  How do the members of an early childhood classroom experience and 

understand community? is grounded in the belief that through our experiences we 

construct meaning and that our lived experiences are full of meaning.   It also 

demonstrates my assumption that teachers and children are capable of making meaning 

through reflection upon their daily life experiences.  Each of the themes of community is 

examined through the experiences of the teacher and the children, along with their 

reflections on their actions. 

 

Critical Theory 

Critical theory helps me look at the classroom community in the context of the 

public school and the larger context of schooling in the United States.  Beyer and Bloch 

(1996) state that critical theory helps educational researchers recognize the functions of 

education is to maintain social order through control of “peoples thoughts, values, beliefs, 

and dispositions” (p. 26) as an institution.  Through critical theory that insists that social 
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stability is maintains through the hegemony of ideology that is usually unquestioned 

because that is just the “way things are” or “common sense ideas.  However, hegemony 

contributes to the oppression of others, particularly minorities, women, and children. 

(Gramsci, 1971, Apple, 1990) 

In this study I make an attempt to be aware of how the institution of schooling 

with an ideological hegemony and maintains the inequalities based on class, race, and 

gender.  I also consider the possibility that the concept of community is a “common 

sense” in classrooms but works to maintain the status quo. The questions of this study do 

not explicitly call for an examination of race, class, and gender relationships in 

classroom, but assumes that participants and researchers identities affect how each is 

positioned in the class community and how they understand community.  Also, because 

community is used  in classrooms to reach the goal of  inclusion of the excluded and 

marginalized requires that such attention should be given to the positionality of its 

members. 

Cannella and Bailey (1999) recognize young children as the subordinates of a 

political institutionalized power of schools and as the active agents of resistance.  While 

institutions are oppressive, I acknowledge through critical theory that teachers and 

children are capable of and engage in praxis according to Friere’s (1972) definition that it 

is “reflection and action upon the world in order to transform it.” ( p.28)  Crotty (1998), 

in describing critical theory,  sees the human situation as a situation “that holds creative 

possibilities, for humans are able to see it not only in terms of what it is but also in terms 
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of what it can be.”  (p 149)  The tradition of critical research has been an inspiration for 

me to attempt reflexivity and critique in the process of this study, as well.  According to 

critical researchers today, self-critique is required in the process of transformation and 

provides a window on the tensions and ethical dilemmas within research studies 

(Shacklock & Smyth, 1998). 

 

Feminist Theory 

   While there are multiple feminisms (Tong, 1995), I draw upon common themes 

from various feminisms and I use bell hooks’ (2000) definition as a guide: “Simply put, 

feminism is a movement to end sexism, sexist exploitation, and oppression (p.1) Using 

this definition reminds me of the struggle for liberation and equality in human history is 

ongoing and a prevailing issue of the larger and specific context affecting community.   

I consider the following assumptions in feminism to guide this study. “Feminist theory 

asserts the importance of lived experience as providing grounding for our understandings, 

and seeks to understand the meanings persons give to their actions and situations.” 

(Leavitt, 1994) How we come to understand something is grounded in our lived 

experiences and our relationships with others and does not accept the linear or logical as 

the only way to know, and does not ignore the emotional and relational realm of living 

and knowing. (Gilligan, 1982; Belenky et al, 1997)  In fact, Jaggar (1989) identifies “a 

continuous feedback loop between our emotional constitution and our theorizing such 

that each continually modifies the other and is in principle inseparable from it.” (p. 144) 
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Also, because of the ways in which women are positioned in a patriarchal world and 

culture requires research to take into consideration issues of power and change.  I use 

these elements of feminist theory to guide my understanding of the positionality of the 

teacher in this study and to include in my search for understanding how the lived 

experiences, and the emotions and relationships influence our understanding of 

community. 

 

Postmodernism 

There are multiple forms postmodernism, like feminism, for this study I use 

general postmodern themes to challenge taken for granted beliefs about community, to 

understand how institutions like schools regulate children and teacher, and to understand 

how the progressive ideology discourse, from which the educational concept of 

community has emerged, also could possibly regulate and impact individuals. 

Lyotard’s (1984) rejection of meta- or grand narratives that totalizes and “lead to 

belief in a universal truth that can be applied to all humanity” (Cannella and Bailey, 

1999, p. 7) allows me to consider the idea of community with uncertainty.  Reviewing the 

historical and educational concept of community in early childhood suggests that 

community if enacted by the proper activities will lead to fulfillment of democracy, 

inclusion, care of children.  These grand truths are “all grounded in linearity, 

dichotomous thought and a belief in truth progress and predetermined outcomes” have 

shaped how community is considered in the classroom, too. 
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The grand narrative of community in the classroom has allowed the concept to be 

reduced to procedures and essentialized. Reducing our understanding of community to 

actions or procedures, as seen in the classroom management texts, can provide an 

essentialized and reductionist notion of community. When considering each nuance or 

contour of community, strategies and methods are listed for teachers to implement in 

order to create a community within the classroom.  By providing certain experiences for 

children and by requiring certain experiences for teachers, community will be developed.  

However, speaking of community in the terms of checklists for behaviors and strategies 

essentializes the concept of community and experience itself.   This form of essentialism 

“fail[s] to see the individual case" and "reduce(s) individuals to exemplars of certain 

types, reflect(s) forms of determinism that may be either cultural or biological in origin, 

and obstruct(s) rather than enhance(s) knowledge" (Asher & Crocco, 2001, p. 148-149).  

In terms of community, we begin to reduce community to "exemplars of certain types" 

and conclude that through these characteristics all classroom communities are 

"essentially" the same or should have common experiences.    

  

As Problematic 

According to Graue and Walsh (1996),  "the thrust of social constructionist 

thought is to provide broader understandings of commonly used categories or labels by 

showing discrepancies in their enactment in daily life" (p. 39).  Recognition of 

discrepancies in lived experiences reminds me of the concept of the "problematic."  
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Leavitt (1994) described the problematic experience in early childhood setting as the 

"moments in the lives of children and their caregivers which may or may not seem 

insignificant in themselves and their temporality, but may symbolically be representative 

of major tensions, conflicts, or ruptures in their relationships" (p.1).  In regards to the 

classroom community, there are recognizable experiences of the routine of the school day 

for young children that are the common and customary experiences that are designed to 

support the community making: class meetings, group projects, play time, games, special 

events, rituals.  When I consider the "commonly used categories or labels" in the 

discourse of classroom community, I think of terms used thus far in this literature review:   

cooperation, communication, care, connection, belonging, inclusion.  However, I also 

know from my own experiences as a teacher that between the lines of these activities and 

ideas lie the problematic as defined by Leavitt (1994).  Within the doing and the making 

of community, that is the cooperation, communication, care, etc., lies discrepancies, 

conflict, and contradictions within the very idea of community to which we grasp.  These 

troubling moments of tension must be explored in order to gain a broader understanding 

of community.  Through this exploration of one classroom community, I intend to build 

on this belief that community and community practices are problematic and thus must be 

explored in a manner that attends to the terms we choose to define community and 

considered through the influence of the multiple theories outlined in this section. 
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Chapter 3 Research Methodology and Design  

Building classroom community has become and ideal or goal for early childhood 

education (Copple and Bredekamp, 1997) based upon beliefs and values of democracy, 

care and connection, and inclusion.  However, there is an awareness of struggles and 

tensions within community in education (Huber and Whelan, 2001; Kroeger, 2002; Paley, 

1992, Van Galen, 1996). In this study I choose to consider community in an early 

childhood setting as a social construction of meaning within a particular group that 

includes tensions and struggles.  To explore community in this way, the following 

questions are used as a guide: 

1)  How do the members of an early childhood classroom experience and 

understand community? 

2)  What are the tensions of community in an early childhood setting?   

        3)  What are the (im)possibilities of classroom community in early childhood 

education? 

To search for a more complicated view of community that uses these questions as a guide 

for my understanding, I have chosen to use a case study method. 

CASE STUDY 

This study complicates the understanding of community within an early childhood 

setting based on the researcher's impressions of a teacher's and children's experiences and 

perceptions of community in a classroom setting. Therefore, it is essential to use a 

method that provides an in-depth and complex interplay between the members of a 
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classroom community, as well as, multiple interpretations of shared experiences.  In this 

case, I used an instrumental case study approach as defined by Stake (1998) in which a 

particular case is "being examined to provide insight into an issue or refinement of a 

theory " (p. 88). The case study in early childhood is recognized as a valuable tool for 

understanding the worlds of young children and their teachers.  Through rich description 

and detailed accounts of daily classroom life or of childhood experiences, case studies in 

early childhood are considered to be accessible to readers and influential to educators 

(Walsh, Tobin, & Graue, 1993).     

The case study method in qualitative research generally involves “intensive and 

detail study of one individual or of a group… through observation, self-reports, and other 

means” (Mertens, 1998, p. 166).  This study follows several forms of data collection that 

actively involve the researcher within the classroom setting in order to provide an 

account of community which is “intensive and detailed.”  This type of detailed case study 

draws from the processes and techniques of ethnography (Glesne, 1999; Spindler & 

Spindler, 2000) that focus on experiences and the culture of a group.  In this case the 

group is a teacher and her third grade class. 

This study adds to other qualitative studies or classroom narratives in early 

childhood education.  This studies and narratives have portrayed classroom life with rich 

description of activity, relationships, a teacher's perspective, and words of children such 

as, Gallas' The Languages of Learning (1994) and I Can Be Anything (1998), and Paley 's 

work as in The Boy Who Would Be a Helicopter(1990)  and You Can't Say You Can't 
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Play (1992) and Goldstein's Teaching With Love (1997).  In each of these documented 

studies, the researcher plays a part in the classroom experience and research project.  

Considering the framework of the study that values interaction and dialogue in search for 

knowledge, the researcher’s “voice” will play a part of the "dialogue" in the 

representation of the study. 

In order to connect myself with the researched and the reader in this study as well 

as, be a part of the dialogue of community, I have chosen to share autobiographical 

accounts of my life as a teacher with the teacher, children, and reader in this study.  I also 

rely heavily upon the narratives of the teacher and children as a basis for dialogue about 

community.  Documenting my own relationships with the children and the teacher with 

an awareness of the power differential is also part of the study. 

DESIGN 

Site 

 The selection of the site, Carter Elementary School (a pseudonym), and 

participants, Jill Roth and her class of third graders, was based upon typical case 

sampling (Mertens, 1998), finding a typical classroom setting and teacher and school that 

values "community."   Typical case sampling is used in order to provide data that is 

"illustrative not definitive" (Patton, 1990, p. 173) of the area of study.  The teacher and 

class were chosen based on the teacher's and principal's interest in the research topic and 

the demographics of the classroom and teacher, so as to be representative of a typical 

South West Independent School District classroom. The racial make-up of the school is 
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approximately 47% Caucasian, 44% Hispanic, 8% African American as documented by 

the school district.  There is a small part of the population that is East Indian and from 

various Asian cultures including the Vietnamese, Chinese, Korean, and Taiwanese. The 

school is located in a working class/lower middle class neighborhood. 

 From the school building's appearance, caring, citizenship, and community are 

displayed as important values to the staff, parents and children.  The school mascot is the 

"Caring Cougars" and an oversized poster of the smiling creature greets you upon 

entering the front doors of the school.  Signs fill bulletin boards for the PTA meetings 

and events, along with suggestion boxes and volunteer forms.  Various children's clubs, 

such as for Reading, Writing, or Choir post signs for their activities and invite everyone 

to join.  Outside the gym doors is posted on large yellow butcher paper 5 ways to enjoy 

P.E. class: "Be RESPECTful to others.  Be FRIENDLY.  Be COOPERATIVE. Be 

ENCOURAGING.   Wear gym shoes."  The enlarged words on this poster are the 

officially designated school values that permeated the school experience through signs, 

the school song and pledge, and school assemblies using the values as the themes for the 

assemblies.  

 Besides the usually monthly calendar and mailboxes full of handouts and forms 

for teachers, the teachers’ lounge is decorated with posters full of snapshots taken at the 

last teacher's retreat. The "values" of the school are also posted as a reminder to the 

teachers as well.  "How To Be A Good Citizen" posters surround the door into the 

counselor's office.  The school's mission is: “To work as a community to encourage 
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independent thinking, foster a lifelong love of learning, and create responsible citizens.” 

The school also has posted its beliefs (created by faculty, staff, administration, and 

parents) on its own website, stating that: "We believe that, through vibrant and engaging 

learning experiences, Carter Elementary will inspire independent thinkers to become 

lifelong learners. We believe in working together to create a nurturing, safe, and peaceful 

learning environment. We believe Carter Elementary will foster the development of a 

positive attitude in all individuals, which will provide them with a hope for a bright future 

and inspire them to be the best they can be. We believe the Carter community will create 

a partnership of students, parents, staff, and businesses by communicating effectively, 

taking ownership of our actions, and respecting self and others. We believe that, as 

educators, we will provide meaningful and challenging learning experiences focusing on 

students' strengths through the use of exemplary teaching, high expectations, and 

common goals."   

 School functions and routines seemed to highlight the school community's 

mission and beliefs.  Bi-monthly visits to each class by the school counselor focused on 

discussion and group activities based on the values of responsibility, cooperation, 

friendliness, and helpfulness.  Each morning, led by a different classroom of children via 

the school television system, all the children in the school joined in together to sing the 

school song and school pledge. There was also a school-wide reward system 

implemented for positive behavior of each class.  If another teacher or an administrator 

saw a class demonstrating the positive behaviors of the school values, that adult could 
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give the class "Cougar Dollars."  Once a class collected enough dollars, they were 

provided a pizza party. Analyzing the ideas of community on a school-wide basis was 

beyond the scope and intent of this study.  However, I did recognize that there was a 

strong observable effort in the larger school community to articulate certain values about 

citizenship and character development to the children that seemed to highlight a 

connection between personal behavior and the effects on the broader community.   

 This particular school demonstrated pride in its performance in the state academic 

testing program as seen by the displayed banner in the school building entry.  According 

to the school documents in 2001 in a special ceremony, the school was awarded the 

"Exemplary School" title with a banner by the district superintendent.  Since its 

inception, the Carter Elementary had been strongly influenced by the policies of the State 

Education Agency that required high-stakes testing at the elementary and high school 

grade levels.  Throughout the school year, many of the faculty meetings and grade level 

teacher meetings focused on the preparation of students for the battery of tests taken in 

the spring semester.  So while the school documents and programs emphasized character, 

citizenship, and community, the school community was also under the pressure of 

performing well on these standardized tests.  The results of the tests had wide 

repercussions for the school and its students, such as, affecting the amount of funding the 

school would receive, public reporting and labeling of the school, and whether individual 

students could pass on to the next grade.  This particular year was marked by the new 

mandate that all third graders must pass the tests in order to move on to the fourth grade.  
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While the school physically displayed its pride in the past "Exemplary" award, each year 

was met with a renewed attention to the demands of passing the state academic skills test. 

   

Participants 

The Researcher and My Desire for A Community to Rescue 

I include myself as a participant in this study considering the amount of time 

spent in the classroom, with the teacher and children, and my assumption that this 

research is an exercise in articulating the social construction of community.  I know that 

it was my history and experiences that brought me to this study and shaped how I viewed 

community, how I asked questions, and how I participated in the classroom.  Therefore, I 

include a couple journal entries that demonstrate my perspective.  My personal desires to 

belong and save others through the classroom community. 

 In my attempt to examine my desires for building a sense of community in 

classroom, I have traced some of my beliefs to my youth.  Growing up in an isolated, 

poor, rural area, I yearned to go to school to find out about the world and what lie "out 

there."   My parents and I were filled with anticipation of what school could mean for me.  

I had longed for the companionship of other children my own age and hoped to make 

friends with children from the local town. I wanted to be a part of school. I wanted 

friends and playmates.  I wanted to learn about new things.  I wanted to please my 

teachers. I wanted to belong to the world of school that my parents thought held promise 

for me to break away from poverty and a life of hardship.  Growing up in a working class 
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home, my family and I held the beliefs that if I worked hard in school and did well, I 

could move beyond my current status of being from a poor working class family.  Yet 

along the way, I realize now my parents instilled in me certain working class values: a 

strong work ethic, a respect for my elders, a connection to extended family and my 

surrounding community, and a straight-forwardness that is honest, as well as, loyal 

(Lubrano, 2004).  I suspect now that this may have influenced how I perceived my 

experiences in the schooling process.   

Despite my dreams of belonging and doing well, school was not always a place of 

belonging or empowerment for me.  It was at school that I learned that not everyone did 

belong.  Some children were sent away to different classrooms for reading instruction, 

while some of us stayed with our homeroom teacher.  Through the prolonged absences 

from each other during the day and the stigma that was attached to being in the "slow" 

group, I witnessed friendships drift apart.  Through constant segregation of children into 

"lines" according to gender, we were reminded of our differences and were teased by 

other children and adults if friendships crossed gender lines. Absent from the school were 

cousins, brothers, and sisters of the county who were "slow" or "retarded".   They were 

only allowed to join us for Thanksgiving lunch once a year in our school cafeteria.  The 

rest of the year they were sent to a special school where we only could imagine what 

happened to them.   

As we grew older, boys began sexually harassing the girls with taunts, jeers and 

more. The same slower students were seated in the back of the class far away from the 
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teacher. While the taunting and teasing of others continued a silence surrounded those 

moments and the other forms of exclusion.   I developed a strong sense that none of this 

was "fair" and that something should be done. What angered and distressed me the most 

was that the adults in the schools whom I looked up to and depended upon never seemed 

to notice the cruelty and often fully participated or were the designers of the exclusive 

practices.  Where were adults that cared for children?  Why were we (the children and 

teachers) unable to discuss unfairness in the classroom?  Why was school sometimes felt 

lonelier than the empty country road on which I lived?  Why did I feel as if there was a 

group of children that belonged in school and some of us that didn't?   As a child I was 

never quite sure what it was that made me not fit in - was it because I was a girl and too 

smart?  Was it because I seemed to care too much about what happened in school?  Was 

it because my family and I were "less fortunate"?  For whatever reason, I was one of 

many children who throughout the years was rejected by peers and tolerated by adults, 

while we waited for our time in school to end.    

I vowed that it should not always be this way in schools and decided to become a 

teacher and do something about it.  I believed I could make a difference and I became a 

teacher to change the way others (and I) were treated.  I would create that classroom 

where everyone felt like they belonged.  I would build a place where everyone felt safe.  

Nevertheless, while I knew education needed to be different, I still believed the 

educational system would “rescue” (Baker, 1998) me from my humble beginnings and I 

entered higher education.   
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 Recognizing the struggle of feeling unworthy and unaccepted in education helped 

me develop a strong conviction to become a teacher who was a champion for children, so 

each child in my care would feel accepted, respected, and safe to achieve their very best.  

As a teacher I believed I would achieve a power to protect the discriminated.  I would 

root out injustices and assure that I would not be the perpetrator of arbitrary (in)justices 

or unfair practices. At the time I did not consciously name my vision for a classroom as a 

"community," but these values were my emerging frame of what community should mean 

in a classroom setting. 

 

 When I also recollect my teaching years, it becomes clear to me I believed that 

how I organized my class and treated the children determined how our class functioned as 

a community.  I recall special times in the daily schedule where I attempted to build a 

closeness and feeling of belonging with the children in my preschool class, as in the 

following example. 

 As a preschool teacher I began the day with circle time.  All the children and I 

would sit in a circle and to welcome each other we would sing a song.  At the beginning 

of the school year we would sing “Where Is Thumbkin?” but we would change the song 

to include all the names of the children.  “Where is Lisa?  Where is Jackson?  Where is 

Keisha?” The children would respond, “Here I am. Here I am.” As we sang we would 

use American Sign Language to sign each other child's name. The song was soothing and 

it helped us learn each other names in a way everyone could understand.   
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The rest of circle time was spent talking about our plans for the day or for anyone 

to share stories about themselves.  If a decision needed to be made, such as, what to have 

for snack or what to name the new guinea pig we would take a class vote either by 

counting raised hands or making a graph where everyone could mark their preference.  

Finally, we would all move on to play centers or class projects.  During play we tried to 

help each other get along, despite disagreements or arguments.  Our projects were 

designed around the children’s interests as much as possible and incorporated their 

favorite activities to do together, such as, making a big class painting mural or planting 

flower bulbs in our school garden. 

  

 However, I find myself admitting that while in the course of my career I began 

advocating for all teachers to focus on building community within their classrooms, there 

were certain stories that I did not share.  These stories from our classroom did not seem to 

fit the glowing examples of what I thought community was in the classroom.  The 

following is one such story that also illustrates my own tensions and frustrations with 

building classroom community that I had brought to this study. 

While I was the kindergarten teacher at a neighborhood children’s primary 

school, I was so proud of our efforts as a class community to provide space for everyone 

to feel safe and accepted. For example, due to having only 6 girls and 14 boys in the 

class, we had class meetings about how to be fair with class materials and space- that 

girls were allowed access even to the traditionally boy occupied block center.  One girl 
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took the lead by introducing “girl power” to the class via her interpretation of the 

popular singing group “Spice Girls” movement.  The student teacher and I introduced 

dance time every morning as one way to provide alternative forms of learning, culture, 

and expression for an active class.  We invited various dancers, such as- ballet, 

traditional Indian dance, male and female- to share different types of movement for 

inspiration and discussion.  I was proud of the how these movement activities and open 

discussion of gender and culture provided a means for children to be accepting of 

difference.  However, I was disturbed and confused the day SooJin’s parents called a 

conference with me to discuss their unhappiness with the program and my teaching 

methods.   

SooJin’s parents explained how SooJin disliked school and often felt left out from 

the other girls.  They suggested that I treat her as her former British teachers treated her- 

by calling attention to her in front of the class by calling her “good girl” and giving her 

special jobs to do in the class as a teacher’s helper.  Also, they explained that I should 

not encourage SooJin to dance any more, because in Korea SooJin would never become 

a ballet dancer.  They felt I was giving SooJin false hopes.   

I was intent on understanding the parents’ point of view and to compromise, but 

they were asking for me to do things I felt went against my own beliefs.  We did have 

special helpers and jobs in the class, but these jobs were shared by everyone.  Turns were 

taken to be the door holder or other types of helpers.  Dance time was meant to provide 

different ways of knowing and being with each other; never did we take the approach of 
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training children to dance.  Furthermore, while personal praise for accomplishments 

were a part of my interactions with children, I could not bring myself to tell SooJin she 

was a “good girl.”  I saw this as another way of perpetuating gender stereotypes.  I 

politely offered to try to address SooJin's parent's concerns. I did not know how, though, 

and I did not address the issue with SooJin or the rest of the class either. I was confused 

and uncomfortable with how I felt that this issue was harming my image of how I 

envisioned our classroom community. 

 

As I entered this study I accepted the belief that building a classroom community 

was a vital part of providing an appropriate education for young children.  I also brought 

with to this study the nagging silenced stories of conflict within community.  These 

stories have repeatedly contradicted my own beliefs about community and resulted in 

frustration. 

 

Jill: The Good Primary Teacher –Struggling 

Jill is a white middle-class female in her late twenties. During the time of the 

study she was completing her third year of teaching in the Southwest Independent School 

District in the third grade.  Jill had received a baccalaureate degree in Psychology with a 

minor in Educational Psychology from the local State University.  Before becoming a 

classroom teacher, Jill spent time tutoring and counseling children through various school 

and community programs and writing curriculum for programs teaching children with 
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special needs.    She received her teaching certificate through an alternative program 

before coming to Carter Elementary School and based much of her teaching philosophy 

and practices on her personal experiences and ethics.  In an interview from a past 

research study on teacher identity (Wisneski, 2001) Jill shared that she believed teaching 

and learning is an adventure. She believed that the classroom environment should be one 

that is organized, nurturing, and caring.  She stated that learning is not a passive act and 

that it is important for children to take ownership in their learning and tried to offer her 

students hands-on activities and group projects as ways to experience learning.   

Jill was chosen for this study because of her teaching beliefs and practices that I had 

observed through other research projects in her classroom (Wisneski, 2001; Wisneski 

2002).  Jill planned her curriculum in ways that she believed were supportive of her 

philosophy. She offered a lot of time during the day for the children to work together.  

For example, many math lessons were designed as projects or challenges for small groups 

of children to figure out together.  After the children tried to solve the problems in small 

groups, the class would come together as a whole group to share ideas and discuss the 

process of working together.  Literacy learning was based on reading books or stories 

together and discussing the content, following the writing process and the children 

sharing their written stories with one another, and having quiet time to read stories 

independently.  The social studies text that was adopted by the school and used in third 

grade was titled "Communities."  Each chapter was devoted a topic such as history or 

geography. In each chapter there was also presented a story and photos of a young child 
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in his or her present day community that related to the topic.  During my visits I observed 

the children and Jill studying the lives of "good citizens" in American History, such as 

Ben Franklin and Harriet Tubman.  They also studied and discussed the issue of slavery 

and segregation in the United States.  Building a classroom community was Jill’s  

"biggest goal" for the school year. 

   

The Children of Room 321: The Good Class  

When I first entered the school in the fall semester for a small pilot study with Jill 

and my occasional visits to the class, I became acquainted with other school faculty and 

staff members.  Inevitably, I would be asked what I would be studying in Jill's class.  

When a briefly and vaguely stated that I was looking at classroom community, the 

overwhelmingly most common response was, "Oh, Jill's class will be great for you to 

study community.  Those are some really good kids."  I am still unsure what was meant 

by these comments, but I share this anecdote to give the impression that others had of the 

children in Room 321 of Carter Elementary.  In this section I do not attempt to draw 20 

detailed descriptions of each individual child, but rather provide a collective impression 

of the group of children through specific details from their individual comments and 

lives.  As the narratives of the data unfold in the following chapter, particular children 

will be highlighted and will be represented in more detail.     

This third grade classroom could be considered “illustrative not definitive” 

(Patton, 1990, p. 173) of the school in various ways. The children in Jill's class generally 
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reflected the ethnicity of the whole school population.  According to the school records, 

one child was identified as African- American, six were Hispanic, and thirteen were 

Caucasian. Four children were officially identified as having special needs, including, 

autism, general reading disability, and dyslexia.  Each of these children received services 

from special education teachers outside the regular classroom at different times during 

the day.  

Most of the children in this class had attended this school setting since 

kindergarten, the inaugural class of this fairly new (four- year- old) school and therefore, 

knew of each other before this particular school year. According to their school records, 

the children were eight or nine years old.  There were 10 girls and 10 boys.  The only 

language spoken by the children throughout the whole study was English.  Through 

informal conversations with the children, I discovered that English was spoken in all the 

homes of the children, as well.  However, a couple of the boys joked about how their 

grandmothers played "crazy music from Mexico" and that the older women sang to them 

Spanish.    

Much of what I learned about the children as a group, and as individuals, came 

from my time sitting and talking with them at lunchtime and at recess.  Their 

conversations and interests spanned from the serious and moved to the silly and joyful. 

Some lunchtime conversations involved worrying about the divorce of parents, the 

joblessness of a father or mother, the unlawful or unhealthy hobbies of the adults in their 

lives, the fear of a cousin being sent to a new war in the Middle East, or the fear of losing 
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housing and having to move.  Other times the topics were lighter and revealed the dreams 

of being an emergency veterinarian as seen on the Discovery channel, stories of puppies 

being born, playing new video games or Ugiho cards, and descriptions of mean older 

brothers and cute baby sisters, new jokes, and voting on each one's favorite new country 

or pop song.   

 

Data Collection 

  I used multiple data gathering techniques of qualitative research as defined by 

Glesne (1999) to explore community.  In order for a rich and descriptive case study to be 

constructed, a variety of data gathering techniques are recommended in order to present 

the events, perspectives, and experiences of the participants (Patton, 2002).  (See 

Appendix for a schedule of the collection process.)   The following techniques were used: 

1. Teacher Interviews. 

2. Interviews with small groups of children. 

3. Participant-Observation.  

4. Field notes. 

5. Audio-tape specific classroom events and collecting classroom documents. 

6. Member-checking. 

 

Interviewing the classroom teacher   

In order to attempt to develop detailed descriptions, integrate multiple 
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perspectives, and document feelings and perceptions, I used qualitative interviews 

(Weiss, 1994). I had four scheduled interview times to explore Jill's perception of 

community and her efforts to build and maintain a classroom community with the 

children more fully. Planned questions for the interviews were: What do you think 

community is?  What have been your past experiences in different types of communities?  

What were positive or negative experiences?  What do you envision for the children in 

your classroom in regards to building community?  What activities do you plan to help 

build community? The majority of the interviews were more interactive, though, in which 

the questioning was not completely one-sided from the researcher and the teacher joined 

the inquiry with her own questions (Patton, 2002). The interviews throughout the study 

focused on making sense of the specific experiences that occurred in the classroom. 

 However, throughout the interview process, Scheurich's (1997) caution that 

interviews are never ideal joint constructions due to power issues, resistance to meaning, 

and the conscious and unconscious, was taken into account.  Scheurich's suggestion to  

"highlighting baggage" was used.  It was evident that as a former preschool and 

kindergarten teacher who valued community building, I had obvious assumptions and 

opinions as previously shared.  Part of the interviewing process began with Jill and I 

reflecting upon our personal experiences with community and our values surrounding 

community and education and continued with us returning and questioning those ideas as 

was reflected how classroom events affected our understanding.  

All taped interviews were transcribed for analysis and impressions and partial 
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transcripts were shared with the teacher later.  Topics for interview discussions were also 

taken from field notes, transcriptions from audio-taped classroom discussions, past taped 

interviews, and excerpts from my researcher's journal to obtain the teacher's feedback.   

 

Interviewing small groups of children   

Based upon the belief that not only the teacher, but also, the children are active 

participants in the construction of a classroom community, the children were also 

interviewed during the process of the study.  Graue and Walsh (1995) give several 

recommendations for interviewing young children that were followed in this study.  For 

example, they suggest that the most comfortable strategy for interviewing children is to 

interview in pairs or small groups in order to benefit from the social interaction between 

the children and to allow children a chance to become comfortable with their peers as 

support. Another suggestion is investing a large amount of time with the children on their 

terms.  By engaging with children throughout daily classroom life including, lunch time 

and recess, I was available to them for an extended amount of time. Two times 

throughout the study the children were interviewed in small groups.  Questions were 

open-ended in order for the children to describe their experiences through stories and 

explanations of events.  Other questions were more for clarification of shared experiences 

as a form of member checking.  These interviews were audio-taped and transcribed for 

later analysis, as well.  The transcriptions were reviewed with Jill but due to time 

constraints the children did not review the transcripts. 
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Participant- observation  

“The participant observer’s role entails a way of being present in everyday 

settings that enhances your awareness and curiosity about the interactions taking place 

around you” (Glesne, 1999, p. 60).  For the first six weeks I attended the classroom for 

the full extent of the school day.  At first I was only an observer when I was present for 

the whole school day and such activities as scheduled class meetings, instructional and 

learning time when children are working together.  I also observed during informal 

teacher and children interactions, such as on the playground at recess or during visits to 

the school library.  I took my time in following the lead of the teacher and children to 

understand the routines and procedures of the class and school.  I also used this time to 

get to know the children through their friendships and interests.  Eventually, as Jill and I 

negotiated our needs and desires, I began to take a more active role in the class.  I became 

the after lunch reader of the book The Wheel on the School.  During group project work, 

I became a resource for the children and helped them as they worked in groups.  After 

approximately 8 weeks, I spent less time available for direct classroom observations, but 

kept continuous contact with the class and teacher everyday through interviewing, 

spending lunches with the children, reading to the class after lunch, and attending special 

occasions such as, the Fiesta (Field) Day, whole school assemblies, and the last day of 

school. I also collaborated with Jill and the children in introducing and organizing a class 

project of collecting personal items for the homeless.  I took written notes of the activities 
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and audio- taped only the small and large group discussions planned by the teacher.  

Later, away from the classroom, I wrote up the field notes in more depth and transcribed 

the audio-taped discussions. 

 

Field notes   

During the times of participant observation, I took field notes through a process 

recommended by Emerson, Fretz, and Shaw (1995).  As described above, during 

classroom observations I took open jottings in which I openly wrote what was happening 

or being said during the time of the event or minutes later.  Jottings included sensory 

details, as well as, impressions or feelings about the events.  Later, away from the 

classroom setting I typed up the jottings and add details from memory about the events.  

Time was taken to describe settings and people and recall dialogue. 

 

Member -checking  

Member-checking in qualitative research is the process of sharing transcripts, 

notes, and thoughts about the study with the participants in order to make sure you are 

representing their ideas carefully and correctly (Glesne, 1999).  The process of sharing 

data with the participants has been used and supported in larger studies involving young 

children such as the work of William Corsaro, child-ethnographer (1981). The purpose of 

sharing transcripts or comments with the teacher and children is based on Corsaro's 

observation that past studies of groups of children researchers have failed "to capture 
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background information on the children's perceptions of their activities and social-

ecological environments (p.118)." Also, "as adults, we often explain away what we do 

not understand about children's behavior as unimportant (p.119)."  By returning to the 

children and the teacher with data the researcher attempts to respect the participants' own 

interpretations and understanding of their experiences.     

 Dialogue between the children and teacher and researcher about the study was 

planned intermittently during the regularly scheduled large group class discussions.  At 

this time the teacher or I would bring to class discussion times ideas and experiences that 

had been documented.  This was an effort to share data and notes as the study progressed 

with the teacher and children and to receive ongoing feedback. During the time for 

writing the dissertation, I remained in contact with the teacher, providing copies of text 

for final feedback. 

Data Analysis 

I follow Hatch's (2002) description of interpretivist research in that it is "about 

making sense of social situations by generating explanations for what's going on within 

them.  It's about making inferences, developing insights, attaching significance, refining 

understandings, drawing conclusions, and extrapolating lessons" (p.180).  Analysis of 

data began early and was continuous throughout the data-gathering process beginning 

with the process of memo-writing, in which a researcher reflects upon the recently 

gathered data and documents any insights or impressions (Glesne, 1999).  The process of 

analyzing data followed the description of data analysis for case studies as presented by 
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Patton (1990).  This process begins with the assembling raw data to construct a case 

record.   

“The case record includes all the major information that will be used in 

doing the final case analysis and writing the case study.  Information is edited, 

redundancies are sorted out, parts are fitted together, and the case record is 

organized for ready access chronologically and/or topically.  The case record must 

be complete but manageable; it should include all the information needed for 

subsequent analysis, but it is organized at a level beyond that of the raw case 

data” (p. 449). 

  In this case study, records were framed around children in the classroom, the 

teacher, and critical events or discussions as defined by myself, Jill, and, the children.  

Rather than coding the data at this point, I decided to focus on the themes and 

complications that seemed important to the class and Jill through our formal and informal 

interviews. I generally followed the interpretive model of analysis according to Hatch 

(2002) that requires a reading of the data for a "sense of the whole," reviewing 

impressions, studying memos, rereading data and coding places where interpretation is 

supported or challenged, and sharing interpretations with the participant.  In this case, 

during the process of collecting data and memo writing during the data collection, my 

impressions were shared with the children and teacher.  Later, after I had left the field my 

only contact was with the teacher who was able to review my summaries.  The process of 

writing up the study, also, provided another opportunity to analyze the data.  Finally, the 
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case study was written in a format providing narratives of critical classroom events and 

themes arising from the study.  The narratives are not necessarily organized 

chronologically but based on the themes and important events of the school year.  

  

Issues of Validity  

As noted in the schedule (see Appendix A), during the process of the study I was 

using customary practices of validity such as member checking, debriefing, and 

triangulation as explained by Lincoln and Guba (1985).  However, these processes were 

used to position myself not as the only interpreter of the data and to provide opportunities 

for the participants to dialogue, disagree, or disrupt my own and each other’s ideas of 

community in this setting.  These qualitative practices will also be used in order to 

attempt to display validity through Lather’s (1993) Lyotardian paralogy/neo-pragmatic 

definition of validity that does not look for a final consensual narrative created by the 

researcher and participants, but allows for multiple narratives to exist even if they are 

contradictory.  Usually, when entering the process of triangulation or member checking, 

the researcher is searching for evidence of consensus or agreement in making sense of 

what happened.  However, this study allowed for dissention to remain.  The purpose of 

such a stance was to provide another way of looking at classroom research which 

“'refines our sensitivity to differences and reinforces our ability to tolerate the 

incommensurable’ via ‘the constant search for new ideas and concepts that introduces 

dissensus into consensus’”(p.679).  Lather (1993) provides other explanations of this type 
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of validity that guided this study.  For example, this approach attempts to "let 

contradictions remain and foster differences" and be "concerned with undecidables, 

limits, paradoxes, discontinuities, complexities"(p. 697). Therefore, through a planned 

dialogue with the teacher and the children about our classroom community experiences 

and perceptions, including my own perceptions, I hoped to provide opportunities to 

attend to contradictions and complexities.  Through dialogue around these complexities I 

attempt to provide not a story "evoking a world [of classroom community] we already 

seem to know", but multiple (and perhaps conflicting) classroom stories that allow 

"contradictions to remain in tension” (p. 679).   

Ethics 

 Entering into a research relationship with a teacher and children within a school 

and a community requires a conscious effort to be responsible and fair on the part of the 

researcher.  In an effort to be fair and responsible in this study, I took into account the 

privacy of the participants and offered full disclosure throughout the study.  Likewise, I 

attempted to remain ethical throughout the research process by practicing reflexivity and 

reciprocity, as described below. 

 

Privacy and Full Disclosure  

This study received approval from the Southwest School District Office of 

Accountability and a University Internal Review Board.  The teacher signed a consent 

form, as well as, the parents of the children of the classroom.  The children are asked to 
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sign an assent form after an explanation and my reading the form aloud to the whole 

class.  

Privacy within and among the children and their classmates and teacher was a 

priority. The children who choose to remain anonymous in class discussions or 

teacher/researcher discussions were allowed to be through name changes in writing up 

the data or omission of their comments in the sharing of the data with the teacher and 

children.  Please note that in the final documentation of the research all participants 

remain anonymous. 

I did not audio-tape informal or private conversations but I did take detailed notes 

during and immediately after such events.  I debriefed the children about tape recording, 

asking their permission to tape record and take notes and explaining the research process. 

Due to the social nature of the study, I asked the children if their private comments could 

be shared with the teacher or class later. If the children or a child did not want their 

comments to be shared with the teacher or group, I respected their wishes.   

 

Reflexivity  

Reflexivity has been identified as a critical component of qualitative research 

(Smyth & Shacklock, 1998; Davies, 1999, Foley, 2001).  Reflexivity is a process of self-

critique which requires the researcher to turn back upon herself and her socially situated 

position within the study, in relation to the researched, the historical and political context, 

and personal history (Davies, 1999). According to Smyth and Shacklock (1998), 
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reflexivity is "an attempt to identify, do something about, and acknowledge the 

limitations of the research (p. 7)."  In an effort to provide an ethical and honest attempt to 

disclose values and beliefs of my own, I maintained a researcher's journal documenting 

my reflections on the process of the study and shared portions of it with Jill and the 

children.  Besides reflecting upon the actual events and my interactions with the class and 

teacher, I addressed ethical issues designated by Hatch (1995), including the following 

questions, but not limited to: Why am I doing this study?  What is my relationship to the 

participants?  Who benefits from this study? Who may be at risk in the context of the 

study? And should I intervene on behalf of those at risk?  In an attempt to maintain 

ethical standards, Hatch suggests that a researcher take a broader look at the study, its 

purposes and goals, and to remain connected to her feelings.  

 

Reciprocity  

Glazer (as cited in Glesne, 1999) describes reciprocity as “the exchange of favors 

and commitments, the building of a sense of mutual identification and feeling of 

community” (p. 126).   If reciprocity denotes a “feeling of community”, then the question 

of community becomes complicated for the researcher, as well.   While the focus of the 

study is community itself, and I, as the researcher, negotiated my presence and role in a 

classroom community, I had to consider how my presence and research contributed to the 

community of participants of the study, how I envisioned community, and how I 

perceived my role in the classroom community.  What were my desires and fears?  How 
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did my actions within a community become dangerous?    Also, I considered how I 

enacted the power of the observer role in a respectful and cooperative way.  As Patton 

(1990) notes, “mutual trust, respect, and cooperation are dependent on the emergence of 

an exchange relationship” (p. 312). 

Lather’s (1991) suggestions for researchers working toward reciprocity were used 

as a guideline for designing this study, also.  She states that interviews should be more 

dialogic in which the researcher shares her own life experiences with the one interviewed 

in order to provide self-disclosure and opportunity for mutual understanding. Considering 

that the issue of classroom community is a personal interest and was part of my own 

teaching career and reflections, I believed it was critical to be open with my thoughts and 

experiences with the teacher and the children. Lather insists that multiple sequential 

interviews be scheduled with individuals and small groups to share description and 

analysis of data and allow participants the chance to make meaning of the research 

themselves. Throughout the study, I took the opportunity to ask for clarification of the 

data and used these times for reflection about the process as well.   

 Because this study was based in a classroom setting in which the teacher’s and the 

students’ first priority is not the research project, but rather the education of the students, 

special attention was given to the power differentials.  As Zigo (2001) has noted, when 

researchers and teachers work together, “collaboration in labor” can be viewed as an 

important part of reciprocity although tensions arising from the power issues around these 

collaborative roles must be considered.  In her own study, Zigo and the teacher 
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participants negotiated “collaboration in labor” by assigning the researcher the role of 

teaching assistant in the classroom.  While neither I, nor the teacher in this study, 

intended for my role to be a key teaching position, we negotiated classroom 

responsibilities for my participation in the classroom, such as the guest reader for read-

aloud times and “aide” for students when working in small groups.  I was introduced to 

the children by Jill as a "helper but not a teacher" and as a "friend."   Impromptu and 

scheduled interview times were used to discuss my role as the study progressed in order 

to openly share any tensions or concerns.   

Because reciprocity is enacted within the relationship of the researcher and the 

researched, it is difficult to describe it as an aspect of the study that can be defined and 

settled.  Rather it seemed to be a constant negotiation of space, time, understanding and 

expectations. Reciprocity was a constant negotiation of giving and receiving.  Through 

the interviews and through the use of a researcher’s journal, I considered and questioned 

reciprocity throughout the study with the participants.  Sparkes (1998) views reciprocity 

in a similar way that supports this process:  

Reciprocal relationships characterized by ‘fair trade’ are not static but 

dynamic and vibrant, they ebb and flow over time in their mutual giving and 

receiving.  What this giving and receiving is, when it happens, who gives and who 

receives, on what terms, and under what circumstances, can only be negotiated 

and renegotiated by those involved as part of an ongoing commitment to a 

trusting, collaborative and equitable engagement that acknowledges and 
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celebrates both difference and similarity along the way (p. 80). 

 Attention to mutuality, tensions in the relationship of the participants’ and 

researcher’s role, and self-reflection became a vital part of each lived day of the study in 

order to ensure engagement in reciprocity.  

A Helper, But Not a Teacher, and A Friend: Between a Rock, a Hard Place, and an 

Even Harder Place 

 Being and adult in a classroom of young children and being a former teacher 

proved to be a particular challenge.   A few weeks before the study began and before the 

children's Winter Break, I had visited Jill's classroom to formally introduce myself to the 

children and to explain the study.  I stated that I was interested in what children and 

teachers think about their classroom and I felt I could only find out by spending time with 

them and asking them questions.  I explained that when they returned to school in 

January I would be visiting every day for a while, spending time with them, talking with 

them and their teacher, and hopefully become a part of the class.     

 On the first day of school in January as the children entered the room, went to 

their desks and began unpacking for the day, I was sitting at a desk near their desks that 

were in pods of three or four.  My desk looked like the children’s desks, but it was alone 

at the side of the room between the children and a kidney- shaped table full of papers, 

notebooks, and folders that Jill used as her desk. The desk and I were facing the 

children’s desks.  Physically and metaphorically, I was caught between the children and 

the teacher in a sense. This feeling of being in a space in between can be best exemplified 
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in an instance in while walking down the hallway with the children one day early in the 

study.  Jill was leading the class through the school building in a line. I was taking up the 

tail end of the line.  As we straggled through the halls some of the children began to ask 

me questions.  Was I a teacher?  Yes, but I taught grown ups now but I used to teach 

young children.  When I was a teacher, was I mean or nice?  You would have to ask my 

students, but I like to think I was nice.  If I'm not a teacher now what if they did 

something bad and I saw it would I get them in trouble?  Well, if they were going to do 

something wrong I hoped they would do the right thing but I probably would not stop 

them.  Jill at that moment had made her way to the back of the line and overheard my last 

comment.  Moments later when the children were in their P.E. class Jill let's me know 

how she did not like my response.  She firmly stated that she knew I was not the teacher 

but she needed to know she could count on me to help her, especially if the children were 

doing something wrong.  I acknowledged that while I would never keep any information 

from her, I would make it clear to the children that when in school we all have to follow 

the rules, including me.  On the other hand, I explained I could not be responsible to 

monitor or correct the children at all times.  This tension from the beginning highlighted 

the tenuous position I held in this classroom community, as well as, accentuated Jill's 

feelings about her own position as teacher. Jill and I would come back to our roles with 

the children again in the course of the study. 
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Chapter 4 Problematic Community Experiences In Context  

In an effort to continue on a path that emphasizes "the process words: making 

creating, weaving, saying, and the like" (Greene, 1995, p.39) of community, the 

following data from this study are presented as a tapestry of shared experiences, 

discussions and reflections centered around themes that emerged over the course of the 

study.  These shared lived experiences reach across various situations during the school 

day, including large group meetings and projects, small group games and discussions, 

academic assignments, recess and lunchtimes and are represented through narratives or 

small vignettes.  The themes address the question, how do the members of an early 

childhood classroom experience and understand community?   Each theme-based section 

begins with descriptions of the desires, hopes, and expectations of community that Jill, 

the children, and I held.  Based on these desires and expectations, we began exploring the 

lived experiences we believed embodied our notions of classroom community.   Our 

expectations became our definitions which included: 1) Classroom community as a place 

that is safe and comfortable without conflict, 2) Classroom community requires working 

together and helping one another, 3) Classroom community means addressing issues of 

inclusion and exclusion, 4) Classroom community involves learning to be good citizens 

in a democracy.  As the narratives surrounding these themes unfold, the tensions and 

contradictions surrounding each begin to emerge, thus, addressing the question, what are 

the tensions of community in an early childhood setting?    Each definition of community 

quickly becomes complicated as contradictions arise between our definitions, our actual 
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lived experience, and competing goals within the context of school.  

According to the teacher, Jill, a classroom community is a place that should be 

safe and comfortable.  However, we learn that safety and comfort are tied to control of 

talk, bodies, and time.  Another theme of community for the class of Room 321 is 

working and helping one another.  Yet, when reviewing examples of experiences when 

we see the children working together, the children often resist collaboration if working 

with another may jeopardize getting the right answer or if there were disagreements 

within the group.  The teacher, also, resists having the children work together for fear of 

the inherent conflict that arises in group work and the lose of control.  Community is 

defined as including everyone in class activities, or "never leaving any one out," also.  

However, the children focused more on personal friendships while the teacher viewed 

these relationships as potential obstacles to the order of the class. When exploring 

inclusion through the play and discussions, we find the very ways to support inclusion, 

like play groups, are also used to exclude. These forms of exclusion are deemed 

acceptable and "natural" based on a rigid understanding of difference and identity and the 

desire to be normal.   Finally, in the case of community being a place to learn to live 

democratically, the teacher and children feel the tension between teaching obedience and 

working for change in society.   

While the first four sections of this chapter outline what we believed community 

to be and our struggles within those definitions, the final section offers a window into 

how we were using our ideas of community.  Through class discussions, reflections, and 
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personal interviews we find that the teacher, researcher, and children all began to 

categorize and judge one another based on our beliefs of what community should be.  The 

concept of community as problematic in conjunction with exploring the context guides 

the exploration, leading us to consider: What are the (im)possibilities of classroom 

community?  

 

A SAFE AND COMFORTABLE PLACE 

 Much of the literature on classroom community begins with a description of how 

the classroom climate should feel and the role the teacher plays in creating this climate 

(eg., Peterson, 1992; Sapon-Shevin, 1999; Stone, 2001).  This case is no different, in this 

respect.  Here, in Room 321 of Carter Elementary, we begin with the teacher's desire for 

providing safety and comfort as the cornerstones of a classroom community.  However, 

as we explore what that means in our lived experiences, we see safety and comfort in this 

construction of community, according to the teacher and supported by the broader school 

culture, are inextricably entwined with and dependent upon order and control of language 

and of bodies.  The practices of building a safe and comfortable community in this 

classroom provide an image of the "good" community member that is used as criteria for 

governing the actions of the children and teacher throughout the course of the semester. 

  

A Desire for Safety and Comfort (without Confrontation) 

On the bulletin board in the front of Jill Roth’s classroom is an oversized letter 
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written in large print and signed by Jill.  It is a letter to the children that has been 

displayed since the first day of school.  It reads, 

 

Dear Class, 

Each of you is very special to me. 

I am very glad you are in my class this year. 

I want you to know that 

I believe in you. 

I care for you. 

I will listen to you. 

I want you to succeed. 

I am here to help you. 

You are safe. 

Love, 

Ms. Roth 

 

This letter serves as a constant reminder of Jill’s goal to help her students feel (in 

her terms) “okay and comfortable.”   Jill stated, “I feel like the teacher is the person 

responsible for keeping the climate half- way decent.”   Much of Jill’s classroom 

management and organizational strategies are intended to provide a place that is safe and 

comfortable for the children. She stated, "In the beginning of the year we talked about 
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showing respect, played getting to know you games, talked with partners about yourself, 

talked about how it feels when you are left out.  How no one likes it so we don't do it in 

our class.  I had goals at the beginning of the year.  My goals for the kids were for them 

to work with each other, work on academics together, and set up a class that is 

predictable so they are comfortable."(Transcript, November, 2002). 

One of the ways in which Jill believes she can provide a feeling of safety and 

comfort in the classroom is through establishing expectations and procedures that are 

consistent for the children.  Jill explains, " ...as far as the ideal classroom there are a 

couple things that go into it. One, the kids know what to do.  They know the procedures.  

They don’t have to ask another child.  They know.  That's hard for a teacher to do 

because you have to do that before the kids get here but sometimes you have to know the 

kids first and sometimes that's real hard to do.  But it's like they know the procedures they 

know what to do and that way they can come without being anxious. …Kylee is a perfect 

example of a nervous kid.  She's nervous about everything.  She is a bundle of nerves.  

Now she has a lot of reasons why (which have nothing to do with school).  But I'm aware 

she is nervous about stuff and I figure, if you can take that away, at least that is a 

start….[Start] where the kids know what’s expected and that’s really hard.  That’s hard 

because you have to really train them….Like they know how to work in partners.  They 

know how to work in larger groups.  So you don’t have to spend lots of time disciplining 

or stopping…it’s calm.  To me that doesn’t mean that it’s totally quiet but it’s calm." 

(Interview Transcript January 30, 2003) 
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I ask Jill to clarify what “calm” means to her: “It [the classroom climate] 

shouldn’t be like a lot of confrontation and- like- to me that’s- it’s a personal thing, too, 

but to me, like, that’s an ideal classroom to me.  You don’t always have a lot of 

confrontations.  That doesn’t mean that you don’t have problems.  But there is a 

difference between a problem that can be solved and confrontations like butting heads.” 

Jill makes two fists with her hands and hits them into each other. 

I ask, “Can you describe the difference between a problem and a confrontation?” 

“Yeah, like a problem is like- uh- whenever, uhm, like when Eliza came up to me 

and said, ‘Alexandra is being mean to me.’  And I said ‘Okay.  Do you want to talk to 

Alexandra about it?’  And she went up to her and talked to her about it.  The problem’s 

not totally solved but for that time it’s as solved as it’s going to be.…. A confrontation is 

when you pull somebody over and you get ‘I don’t know what you’re talking about!  I 

didn’t do it!  I don’t know.  He did that!’  It’s like- the emotions flare and you cannot talk 

to them.  You can’t rationalize with them….It’s like going home to a house where 

everyone fights.  That’s different than going home to a house where everybody is just 

hanging out.” (Interview Transcript January 30, 2003) 

Jill's image of her ideal classroom is one of a home that is calm and subdued.  She 

recognizes that while there may be disruptions to the calm, there are certain types of 

disruptions that are more acceptable or manageable than others.  Jill's aversion to conflict, 

or confrontation, within the ideal classroom community seems to follow Apple's (1990) 

assertion that part of the hidden curriculum in American schools is the "acceptance of 
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society as basically a cooperative system" (p.92) and assumes that "conflict, and 

especially social conflict, is not an essential feature of the network of social relations we 

call society." (p. 93) This understanding of providing safety and comfort in the classroom 

community by avoiding or minimizing conflict becomes a guiding principle for Jill as she 

attempts to build community in the classroom and has a profound impact the children as 

we shall see in the upcoming chapter.     

  

Controlling for Safety and Comfort 

What might these procedures be that Jill believes can take away some of the 

anxiety in a child's day and help a person feel safe in the classroom?  Jill organizes her 

classroom around a set of rules and routines that sets the tone of the classroom.   

According to Peterson (1992) and Perlmutter and Burrell (2001), the foundation for a 

classroom community is provided through the rules and routines established by the 

teacher in collaboration with the children.   These procedures are viewed as a way to 

make the environment to feel welcoming and safe enough to take risks as a learner.  The 

following are descriptions of how I experienced and observed two major rituals or 

routines of the day: the morning and dismissal routines.  Here I recognize that the 

routines and rules Jill imposes on the children, which is drawn on the intention to provide 

a sense of safety through predictability, is simultaneously a form of disciplining that 

controls the bodies, time, and voices of the children.  Furthermore, these routines also 

support the larger school culture that demands obedience and achievement, not only of 
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the children, but of the teacher, also.  

 

Morning Routine: Pledging to be Good 

 My first day with Jill and the class of Room 321 in Carter Elementary began on a 

chilly January morning in south Texas.  A low-lying mist hovered over the playground 

and open field and slipped in between the branches of the live oaks surrounding the 

school building.   I entered the school on the south side entrance where parents in pick up 

trucks and rusted out station wagons were dropping off their children.  A school aide 

stood at the door and opened it to let the children in and waved to the adults in the cars.  I 

could hear final instructions echo from the vehicles as the children headed for the door, 

"Watch out for your little brother!"  "I'll pick you up in the front of school!"  I slipped in 

with the children and followed the long hall that took me past the music room, the 

counselor's office, and the cafeteria.   

The children, with whom I had entered the school, ducked into the school 

cafeteria where hundreds of other children were seated at long bench tables by class.  I 

took a moment to find Jill as she was bent down with a child tugging at her arms and 

shouting into her ear over the morning cacophony of children greeting each other.  Jill 

would nod and respond to the child while the whole time facing her class at their table 

looking as if not to take her eyes off of everyone. I did not linger long, but headed for the 

second floor as Jill had asked me.  From my previous visits I knew in a few minutes a 

bell would ring and the children led by their teachers would rise, line up when called by 
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the cafeteria school aide, and slowly wind out of the large room.  Down the halls the lines 

of children in their classes would extend into a long straggling train of book bags, 

shuffling legs, and jerking arms. At imaginary stop signs the teachers or line leaders 

would pause long enough for the train to "hook up" and again they would continue the 

halted trek to their homerooms. With the chattering masses not far behind me, I entered 

the quiet dim oasis of Room 321. 

. The room is lit only by a humming overhead projector, projecting not only words 

on a screen, but projecting a sense of warmth and stillness.   On the screen is projected 

the following:    

Good Morning Everyone!! 

Morning Procedures 

1. Unpack backpack. 

2. Put your homework & agenda on desk. 

3. Put your snack in your desk. 

4. Get a pencil. 

5. Go to the bathroom & get water. 

6. Make sure you have a book for independent reading time. 

7. Begin your morning warm-up. 

Jill entered the room with the children. Once the children and Jill had reached the 

door of the classroom, Jill stationed herself at the entrance and greeted each child 

individually. Some children gave Jill a hug that was gently returned. Jill would say, 
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"Welcome," "Glad you are back," or listen to a quick story a child would tell about 

something that happened the night before.  As the children entered the room one by one, 

each would go to their chairs at their desks, take down their chairs from the desks, and 

empty out the contents of their backpacks- usually an agenda book, a children's literature 

book, a folder of papers, and their lunch or snack.  As the children settled into their seats 

and put the agenda book on the far right corner of their desktops, they gazed up to the 

screen in the front of the room to read the message.  

After attending to getting settled into their space, the children began working on the 

morning warm-up problem. The morning warm-up is an exercise for the children to do by 

themselves as a beginning activity for the day.  It can be a math problem written on the 

overhead, a brain- teaser type of question, or a grammar problem, such as a sentence 

written with many errors and the children must figure out all the things that are wrong 

with the sentence.  Today's warm-up is a sheet with a list of words.  The task is to write 

the opposite word for each.  As the children solve the problems on their own at their 

desks, Jill takes the time to walk around the room from desk to desk and read the 

children's agendas.   

The agenda books are large spiral books that look like a calendar and personal 

organizer.  On each page are dates and lines for the children, teacher, and parents to write 

on.  The children take the books home everyday with a list of any homework or special 

activities coming up.  Their parents are to sign the books each night to let Jill know that 

they have seen the notes.  The parents can also use the space to write notes to Jill.  During 
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the rounds of checking agendas, I notice that Jill continues her welcome by asking 

questions about each of the children or listening to the continuation of a story begun 

along the walk from the cafeteria.  This routine is interrupted by the sound of the 

television in the front corner of the room hanging from the ceiling clicking on.   

On the television screen is a video of another class of children standing in the school 

library. From the television blares a “Good Morning” from another class from the school 

sitting in the school library.  One child in the group says, “Please join us for the Pledge of 

Allegiance.”  All the children in the classroom rise and face the television with hand 

placed over their hearts and recite the Pledge of Allegiance with the class on the 

television.   

Next another child on the T.V. asks everyone to join her class in the “School Pledge.”  

The children raise their right hand and state: “I am a Caring Carter Cougar.”  They 

continue while using their hands to emphasize their words with abbreviated American 

Sign Language.   

“I am respectful.” (Fingers crossed and brush across their chests outward.)   

“I am friendly.” (Index fingers extended and tap each other back and forth two times.)  

“I am cooperative.” (Index finger and thumb together to form loop and interlaced 

with the thumb and index finger of the other hand.  Then this hand sign is moved 

around in a circle in front of their bodies.)  

“I am encouraging.”  (Both palms raised next to their heads, facing outward and 

fingers and hands shaking.)   
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Next, the class on the T.V. begins to sing the school song while the children in the 

classroom sing along. The school song was titled, "Hey! Look Us Over."  The children 

belt out the following lyrics to a marching tune: 

 "Hey look us over, Come to our school, 

 We're in a place where learning is so cool, 

 You will agree our staff is the best, 

 We will succeed in everything, so put us to the test, 

 We'll show you just what we're made of.   

Cougars are we, 

 Reaching for the stars, we'll get there.  Wait and see. 

 We're the children of the future, all with pride and dignity. 

 We are Carter Elementary!" 

When the song ends and the class on the T.V. waves goodbye, the children in the 

classroom take their seats. Jill turns off the T.V. and moves to the front of the rooms 

nearing the overhead projector, and calls out “Good Morning Everyone!”  The children 

respond with a sing-song “Good Morning, Miss Roth.”  Jill repeats this three times, each 

time the children calling back to her louder, smiling. 

Jill welcomes the class back from Winter Break, telling the class she is glad everyone 

is back and happy and healthy, and jokingly adds, she is glad that no one broke anything.  

Some children call out what they did over the break.  Martin says his house almost caught 

on fire from New Year’s fireworks. Some children snicker at his comment.  Jill does not 
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respond, but turns to the overhead projector and reads through the morning procedure and 

explains the worksheet directions. 

Jill begins to scribble out the answers to the worksheet on the overhead.  As she and 

the children continue in this fashion, the principal enters the room and stands facing Jill 

who is at the front of the room.  Jill looks up and smiles.  The principal returns a smile.  

After approximately a minute, the principal leaves the room. The Morning Routine of 

entering the classroom was almost always the same, except on days for testing or special 

school festival days.  (Fieldnotes  January 7, 2003) 

Jill explains to me later that she thinks getting the children focused on schoolwork 

immediately helps them stay focused and in control for the rest of the morning and for 

when the principal visits.  She adds that her principal is very nice and does not come in to 

"check up" on her, but does a "walk through" of the whole school to let the teachers and 

children know she is there for them.  It is not until later in the semester when some 

children are making paper airplanes and doodling that she expresses dismay and connects 

her uneasiness with their behavior to the principal's visits.  She stated, "If the principal 

walks in, I have to be able to explain what we are doing and if everyone is not doing what 

they are suppose to, I am accountable." (Informal interview, February 21, 2003)  

 

Drawing from critical theory, schools are recognized as institutions that reproduce 

ideological hegemony. As Bloch and Beyer (1996) have noted, routines such as the 

school pledge and song are inculcate certain attitudes and dispositions that support the 
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maintenance of social order.  These practices "provide both teachers and pupils with 

images of the good life, of 'necessary' beliefs and orientations, and of 'American values'" 

(p.27).  The school pledge of Carter Elementary reminded the children each day of the 

school values and defined the dispositions of a Caring Cougar student as “respectful,” 

"friendly,” “cooperative,” and " encouraging.”  Furthermore, these dispositions imply the 

necessity for the children to get along, thus creating "good citizens".  The children can do 

this by being obedient or "respectful" to the teachers and principal, by having a happy 

demeanor, and not being disruptive or challenging.   The school song also seems to 

support the "American" value of competition and winning through the lyrics "put us to 

the test"  "we'll succeed at everything." 

The routine of reciting the daily pledge and singing the school song established an 

image of the "good" student that is used as a way to define the students of Carter 

Elementary School.  In Discipline and Punish, Foucault (1977) explains how different 

institutions, including schools, establish power over individuals by constructing standards 

through which individuals judge his or her self.  At Carter Elementary, the school song 

and pledge begin the day establishing the standard to be compared. 

The portion of the morning routine that includes Jill slowly moving around the room, 

talking with the children one-on-one and reviewing their agendas and notes from parents 

can be interpreted in a couple ways.  On the one hand, based on Jill’s intentions and 

classroom management texts (e.g., Larrivee, 1999), taking time to individually talk with 

students is a way to connect personally and the agenda books is a form of opening 
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communication between the teacher and the children’s families at home.   Getting to 

know your students personally is considered a positive way to begin to establish a feeling 

of belonging and connection to the classroom community.  However, these very same 

techniques can also be viewed as a form of surveillance (Foucault, 1977/1995). The 

practice of checking agendas and talking with the children in the beginning of the day 

uncannily resembles Foucault’s (1977/1995) descriptions of prison surveillance which 

included talking with inmates and checking personal reports as a form of “development 

of knowledge of the individuals” (p. 125) later used to divide “according to the 

dispositions that they revealed.” (p. 126) 

Surveillance is directed toward the teacher, also.  The intention of the principal's 

walk-through visits is to maintain a supportive relationship with the teacher, one that the 

teacher appreciates.  However, these visits function as a form discipline for the teacher to 

keep control of the class.  As she states, “If the principal walks in, I have to be able to 

explain what we are doing and if everyone is not doing what they are suppose to, I am 

accountable."  Reflecting on one experience of the dismissal routine continues to 

highlight the need for discipline and control in order to provide a “safe and comfortable” 

environment. 

 

Dismissal Routine: Keeping Quiet 

 Just as there is a morning routine, Jill has a routine for the afternoon that she and 

the children follow.  When Jill announces the end of the day, each child begins to pack up 
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any books or personal belongings in his or her backpack.  While the children are packing 

up their things, Jill begins to wind her way around the room, stopping at each child's 

desk.  As she stops by each desk, she jots a quick note to the child's family in each child's 

agenda notebook.  Jill also uses this time to say "good bye" individually.  Another part of 

the routine involves one child who is the "pencil" helper for the day collects the pencil 

cans from each pod of desks in the classroom.  The helper puts the pencil cans on the 

back desk in the room where Jill will sharpen the pencils for the next day.   (Fieldnotes 

January 14, 2003) 

 The following is a description of the dismissal experience during one of the days 

of my observation.  Interspersed throughout this recollection are notes from my 

researcher's journal that shows my thoughts and reflections not directly shared with Jill in 

the beginning. 

In the process of lining up to leave for the day, the children are talkative.  Jill 

announces that she will take away 15 minutes from the children's recess the next day as 

punishment.  As Jill and I follow the children out of the classroom, Jill tenses up then 

breathes out a long sigh of release.  She asks me, "Honestly, tell if you think they were 

loud." 

I cringed and thought, "Don't ask me.  You are not going to like what I say.  What 

if what I say puts Jill off?"  I do believe she is being harsh stopping children from 

socializing.  I wonder, "As a researcher what should I say?"  
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I take a small leap of honesty, but qualify my answer, "I'm not the teacher.  My 

job is not to get the children dismissed on time.  But, no, I did not think they were very 

loud at all.  They were talking, but talking doesn't bother me." 

Jill opens up and reveals that she has a fear of children talking too much.  She had 

experiences in the past when parents called upset and complaining that their children had 

been called names.  In those instances, Jill had not known about the insults because it 

happened when the children were lining up or at recess- times when she believed she had 

less control or knowledge of what the children were doing and saying. 

I remember as a teacher feeling that I was "bad" if something happened in my class that I 

didn't know about and didn't handle. Eventually the fear subsided as -I think- I became 

more comfortable dealing with problems in class "after the fact" and as I grew more 

comfortable with the parents.  Yet I have seen Jill's exchanges with parents and she 

seems to have a good rapport with them.  Part of this I acknowledge as fear of conflict. 

Adults lack a trust that when children talk with each other they can handle it.  What do I 

mean by "handle it"?  I suppose I mean conflict.  Because we know something is going to 

happen that is deemed "not good.”  What do we imagine as adults that children are dong 

when they are socializing and talking?  Teasing?  Name-calling? Arguing?  Straight out 

fighting?  Do we ever imagine that "good" could come out of these talking times? 

(Researcher's Journal January 8, 2003 

 

Jill sums up our conversation by adding: "life is conflict."  She recalls how in 
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previous working situations with only adults, conflicts between people happened all the 

time.  She expects the same of children, but she states, "They [the children] don't know 

how to solve the problems." (Fieldnotes, January 8, 2003) 

Keeping the children quiet and in line during the dismissal routine becomes 

another form of discipline and keeping order for fear of conflict.  Jill acknowledges her 

fear of conflict.  Conflict between the children means that she has somehow lost control 

and thus, not succeeding in discipline.  In my reflections, I remember feeling similarly 

when I was a teacher.  While the routines were intended to help the children feel 

comfortable and safe, ultimately these routines were in place to help the teacher feel 

comfortable in her disciplinary role by operating as a way to avoid conflict. Besides these 

routines, class rules were also designed to control behavior of children and maintain order 

and calm in the classroom.   

Obeying the Rules 

During my first day in the classroom full time, I was able to receive a brief 

tutorial on the rules of the classroom that were posted on a board in the classroom.  The 

rules were established at the beginning of the year.  During this explanation of the rules 

with Jill and the children, I began to wonder if a few of the rules contradicted each other.  

On the first day back from break, Jill asks the children to help her review the class 

rules for the new student, Tanya, and as a reminder for everyone after having been away 

on break.  The rules are posted on the wall.  The review proceeds with Jill reading a class 

rule and then calling upon a child to explain what the rule means in their own words. Jill 
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calls out, "Rule Number One.  Be a respectful classroom member." 

 Rosa raises her hand and is called on.  She says being respectful means, "be 

nice."  Charlotte says, "If someone needs help, you help them."  Jill accepts their 

responses and reads the next rule,  "Rule Number Two.  Be responsible to yourself, 

classmates, and adults." 

Derrick says, "If someone needs you, do it." and "Make sure you bring back your 

agenda to school each day."   Martin says it means: "To bring your homework."  

Charlotte says, "Make sure your parents look at your backpack." 

Jill continues, "Rule Number Three.  Raise your hand before speaking to the 

class."  Jill reads this and does not call on anyone but states that we need to take turns 

when talking so everyone can hear. Then she reads, "Rule Number Four. Stay on task." 

Matthew says that means "getting work done." 

Jill reads the last rule, "Rule Number Five.  Mind your own business."  Enrique 

says this means to "stay away from people." Juan adds, "all the time."  Jill explains to the 

class that sometimes a person may want to tell others what to do or become nosey and 

want to see what others are doing, but it is best to not be nosey and do what you are 

suppose to be doing. (Fieldnotes January 7, 2003) 

Dewey (1990) noted that in schools “order is simply a thing which is relative to 

an end.” (p.16) He further drew the distinction between order in schools in which the end 

views children reciting lessons led by a teacher and schools in which the end is “the 

development of a spirit of social co-operation and community life.” (p. 16) He described 
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traditional schools as requiring children to stand or sit in certain ways, while progressive 

child-centered schools require children not to be silent, but busy and bustling with 

activity.  Viewed through the Dewey’s lens of order and activity, the rules of Room 321 

seem to support both ends, thus contradicting a sense of community.  The first two rules 

call for the children to be respectful and responsible to one another, with an intention to 

support the disposition of cooperation and helping each other.  Yet the third, fourth, and 

fifth rules focused on control of the children’s bodies and talk (e.g. raising hands before 

talking) and discouraging interest in one another’s work (e.g. mind your own business).  

In addition, these rules seem to continue to support the “hidden curriculum” (Apple, 

1990) of teaching a positive work ethic (e.g. stay on task) and individualism (e.g. mind 

your own business). 

Examining the routines, procedures, and rules of Jill's classroom that are intended 

to provide a sense of safety and comfort for the children, highlights the contradictions 

imbedded within the foundations of community in the classroom and the context of the 

school culture.   While Jill desired to create a safe and comfortable place for the children, 

she also defined such as place as an absence of conflict.  Therefore, the routines and rules 

designed to help the children feel comfortable and safe in a predictable climate, were also 

designed to control and discipline the children in order to avoid conflict.  Furthermore, 

the larger school and societal norms that require compliance, competition, and 

individualism influenced the structure and functioning of the classroom.  These norms 

contradict the goals of cooperation and interdependence in community.  This tension 
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surrounding controlling for order and avoiding conflict becomes a guiding standard 

throughout our exploration into understanding community, particularly when regarding 

community as a space for working together and helping others.  

 

WORKING TOGETHER, HELPING OTHERS  

Dewey (1916/1944) defined community as members who “are interested, and 

chiefly interested upon the whole, in entering into the activities of others and taking part 

in conjoint and cooperative doings" (p. 24).  In terms of the classroom community, he 

saw these shared activities and cooperation as centering around the subject areas and 

curriculum.  In Jill's classroom, the idea of working together and helping others with 

schoolwork became an apparent theme.  Jill believed that living in a classroom 

community meant a connection with one another through the common interests centered 

on the curriculum or in the children's words "schoolwork."   However, as we examine our 

interactions during shared activities such as class small group work, we discover tensions 

and moments of resistance in working together and helping others. The following are 

Jill's words that describe a time when the children are connecting with each other and 

engaged together and her desire for more experiences such as this to occur in her class.  

  

A Desire to Connect and Work Together 

"I loved how the morning went with, uhm, what my reading group was doing. I 

loved that.  I thought it was great.   First we read the story, then-- which I love that book.  
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[The book was a first person non- fiction story from the point of view of a little girl 

whose mother is blind.  The story describes how the mother and daughter get along and 

do things together that are the same but different than others.] 

“It was personal but it had a lot of academic value and lots of stuff we could talk 

about.  One of the pages was all black and it was a page where she talks about how she 

never sees.  That kind of stuff is great to talk about with the kids. So it was like an 

engaging topic for most people….  And I thought it was valuable work.  It was little but it 

had them comparing the two kinds of moms …I say 'yeah but dig a little deeper' and it 

helps me see where they are coming from because they don't see themselves.  Because, 

academically, I felt really good about the work that they were doing.  And when they 

were finished I didn't have to explain what they had to do next.  It was something brief.  I 

didn't have to partner them up.  It just kinda flowed easily.  They worked at it and they 

worked hard.  It wasn't all alone and people were doing their own thing.  And then later 

when we came together for discussion, people had questions and they had comments.  

And it was good stuff, too.    It wasn't like regurgitating information it was like we were 

actually discussing.  You know.     And I love that……..With this stuff you can dig 

deeper and connect it with yourself.  And if they can connect with each other then that's 

good …. " (Interview Transcript January 30, 2003) 

Through Jill's desire to have the children connect through working together, she 

seemed to be setting up criteria for a "good" example of working together.  Working 

together was "best" when it was based on what she thought was academically valuable 
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activities and what the children found interesting and personally engaging.   Most 

importantly, perhaps, is that working together should "flow easily" with little conflict. 

 

Group Work Experiences 

 As Jill had explained in our earlier interviews (Interview Transcript November, 

2002), she believed that in a classroom community, the children work together and help 

one another with the academic work.  From the first day of my observation of the 

classroom and throughout the semester, Jill planned several times a day for the children 

to work together.  For example, the children would break into groups of three or four and 

try to solve a math problem together using the techniques that Jill had modeled.  Or the 

children would read passages of readings with partners and discuss and answer questions 

on a sheet together.  Another time the children were to plan and present a simulated 

newscast of their readings about children in Iceland who tried to save puffins each year.  

Spelling tests were practiced with partners with each child reading the words and the 

other writing out the word.  Jill explained that for the children to work together they 

needed to know how to work in partners and large groups. 

As mention earlier regarding routines, Jill believed if the children knew what was 

expected of them while working together, there would be less time "disciplining or 

stopping" and a sense of “calm.” However, when the children were working together Jill 

found that the interaction was not always "calm" as in her example of the ideal way of 

connecting with each other. The following are three vignettes illustrative of the times the 
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children worked together in small groups.  While Jill saw working together as an 

opportunity for the children to connect with ideas and with each other and an opportunity 

to help each other, the children resisted each other’s help, were encouraged to “get along” 

rather than discuss differences, and often preferred to work alone.    

 

Go Along with the Majority 

The children are sitting on the rug facing Jill who is seated on a chair.  They have 

just finished listening to an audio-tape of the story of the Titanic ship and how it crashed 

into an iceberg.  Jill reintroduces the concept of a KWL chart.  A KWL chart is a list of 

what you “Know” about a topic, what you “Want” to know, and what you have 

“Learned” about a topic.  At this step in the research process the children are asked to 

make lists about what they already know and what they want to know about icebergs.  Jill 

asks the children to find a partner and make their own chart about icebergs together. 

Tanya leans over and hugs Angela, the only girl she knows from her after school day care 

center.  As children pair up, mostly be gender and what I assume are friendships, Derrick 

is left out.  He asks Juan and Matthew if he can join them.  The answer is an 

unenthusiastic "maybe".  Derrick then asks to join Isabel and Rosa.  They say "yes" and 

wiggle on the floor to make room for Derrick.  He settles down next to them and begins 

talking about the Titanic with the girls.  The pairs of children now move to the desks to 

work.  While music is playing low in the background Jill walks around the room to each 

small group, listening to the conversations.  If the children are not talking about the 
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Titanic or icebergs she asks them to stay on task.   After a while Jill gives a 6 minute 

warning and states to the whole class that the purpose of this assignment is to get down as 

many ideas as possible so they can feel free to print if writing in cursive is taking too 

long.   

Jill and I quietly watch the children from this vantage point.  The children are 

huddled over the pods of desks, talking and intermittently writing.  There is a hum in the 

room with the chatter of their voices. Jill leans in and whispers to me, "This is going to be 

interesting with Derrick, Rosa and Isabel."  (Their voices are beginning to rise.)  Jill 

walks over to the trio. Isabel tells her that they are telling Derrick "don't" but he is not 

listening.  It is unclear to me to what they are saying "don't."  Jill does not ask what 

Derrick was doing.  She tells Derrick "our focus now is on the work" and "when we are 

in a group of three people and two people say 'don't do something' we should go along 

because the two make the majority." 

   Abruptly, a timer rings and Jill calls out to everyone, "Okay.  Three minutes to 

finish. Go back over your questions and make sure they make sense."  After three 

minutes the children are asked to come to the carpet and bring their paper and sit with 

their partner.  As the children slowly make their way to the carpet the are chanting, "SH! 

SH! Cougars are creeping." The children do sit as partners and each group takes a turn 

telling what they brainstormed.  When it is the trio's turn to share, Rosa speaks for Isabel 

and Derrick.  Isabel gazes onto Rosa as she reads from the paper.  Derrick is staring at the 

door of the classroom, and then looks at the clock.  At that moment, the sharing time is 
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interrupted by children returning from a special reading tutoring session conducted 

outside of the class.  Jill notices it is time for independent reading and asks the group on 

the carpet to return to their seats. (Fieldnotes January 7, 2003) 

 In this example of working together, the class rule “stay on task” and the 

unwritten rule to avoid conflict predominate the desire for the children to connect and 

communicate.  Jill also takes the opportunity to teach the lesson that “majority rules” 

which implies that dissenting voices are not considered when collaborating.  By 

enforcing the “no conflict” rule, Derrick no longer engages in the activity or following 

discussion. 

 

Forget It 

There are two groups of children huddled over their desks.  The assignment is to 

design a news report about the story they have just read about children saving puffins in 

their hometown in Iceland.  David, Juan, and Martin are sitting together.  Juan is writing 

down the script that the others are dictating.  They are making jokes as they go along.  

Matthew comes to join them and asks to see what they have written so far.  They boys 

make other suggestions all of which Matthew rejects.  David, Juan, and Martin make no 

efforts to change their ideas and Matthew continues to reject their ideas.  Finally, 

Matthew says "forget it" and walks away.  Jill talks with him outside the classroom door.  

Matthew returns to the group says he will go along with whatever they want, but sits 

silently for the rest of the group time. (Fieldnotes, February 2003)  
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 In this example, Matthew resists working with the others in his group.  There is 

no explanation for why he resists, but after talking with Jill, he returns in a conciliatory 

mood.  Matthew does not engage with the others, nor does he try to block the group’s 

work.  Again, disruption is avoided, but a child does not interact or collaborate either. 

 

“Taking Turns” 

The children have been assigned partners to solve a worksheet of math problems.  

Each group may use colored unit cubes to help them.  Each pair is given a piece of paper 

to share and on which to write the problems and methods of solving the problems.  Eliza 

has been paired up with Alexandra.  She rushes to the tub of cubes, quickly grabs the 

cubes and returns to Alexandra.  Alexandra reads the first problem aloud.  Eliza begins to 

break the cubes apart in an effort to solve the problem.  After she manipulates the cubes, 

she grabs the pencil and paper and begins writing.  Alexandra asks when it will be her 

turn.  Eliza does not respond but continues writing. Alexandra waits patiently.  Mary, 

from a group nearby, tells Eliza to let Alexandra do something.  She explains that when 

working with partners, they are to share the job.  Eliza says she will but right now “it’s 

my own business.”  When she finishes the problem, she hands the pencil to Alexandra 

and tells her she can do the next one.  Alexandra begins, but soon Eliza has gained 

control of the cubes again.  (Fieldnotes January 21, 2003) 

In this example, rather than following the class rule of “being responsible to 

others” by sharing the process of problem solving with Alexandra, Eliza chooses to use 
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the class rule of “mind your own business” to support her individual efforts in the task.  

She resists working with Alexandra or helping her.  An activity that was designed for the 

children to collaborate was circumvented by the very rules of the class and a child’s focus 

on individual performance.   

Reviewing these examples of the children working together, or resisting working 

together, again highlights Jill’s need for control and avoidance of disruption.  Rather than 

explore what Derrick and the girls were arguing about or exploring Matthew’s 

frustration, the message from Jill to the children was to get along and not disrupt the flow 

of the class work. Jill’s orientation towards working together within a classroom 

community continues to reject conflict as a part of the process.  She envisions instead “a 

social reality…that tacitly accepts ‘happy cooperation’ as the normal if not the best way 

of life.” (Apple, 1990, p. 93)  In the following section, Jill, the children, and I attempt to 

explore the tensions with working together and helping others. 

 

Questioning Collaboration: A Class Discussion 

  The children's struggles and resistance with working together begins to 

wear on Jill's mind.  While she believes that working together is a critical tenet of 

building community, she also sees the children's struggles with working together as 

"getting in the way" of the academics.  While watching the children working groups one 

morning Jill explains, "I usually pick groups for them because someone always gets left 

out when they choose on their own.  I guess because I'm anal and I want everything to 
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go- (she finishes her sentence with a hand gesture pointing straight ahead.  I interpret this 

to mean "everything to go smoothly" or "just right").  Jill continues, "But I know they 

have to work through it and relationships get in the way." (Fieldnotes Jan. 7, 2003) 

While the children are arguing or resisting participating with one another, Jill 

becomes frustrated.  She expresses her concerns and her dreams for the class one day.  

While walking the children to the front of the school building at the end of the day Jill 

says, " I have one dream that's attainable.  I know it is.  It's for them to listen to each other 

and actually care about what the other says.  We don’t have that.  How can we do group 

projects if we can’t listen to each other?"  (Informal interview February 5, 2004) 

 Jill is so concerned about the issue of the children not working well together that 

she brings up the topic the next day during a class meeting. Jill, the children, and I are 

seated on the carpeted floor area in the front of the room.  Most children sit with their 

legs criss-crossed, and face Jill.  As the discussion progresses, some children begin to 

lean on one another or lie on the floor.  The following is a transcript of discussion: 

  Jill:  In our last discussion I noticed a lot of people were not really listening to the 

people who were talking.  And it's beginning to bother me that we don't listen to each 

other because it sends a message that you don’t care.   

Tanya: I do care what they are saying it can be distracting and don’t totally ignore them. 

It's just not a good day.  I 'm tired cause I was coughing all night. 

Enrique:  I get distracted and bored especially when people are making their 

presentations in math and science. 
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Alexandra:  I get distracted too. 

Jill:  I am wondering if we should even work in groups or partners if we can’t listen to 

each other.  I wonder which you prefer, groups, partners, or alone. 

(Here the Jill asks the children to share their opinions.  Each child answers the question 

one after another going around the circle.) 

Alexandra:  I like working alone.  I want to use your own brain. 

Juan: Alone. 

Rosa:  I like both. With two people ‘cause if you need help and you get it.  And I like 

alone if it's not a big problem and it's ok if you are wrong because nobody makes fun of 

you. 

Robert:  Alone is easier to concentrate. 

Jose: Alone. 

David:  Alone, some people do not like others to copy. 

Ethan:  Yeah, I like alone 'cause I don’t like other people copying my work and you go 

slower when you're with a friend. 

Kylee:  Alone because when the group is on silent everyone keeps on talking. 

Martin: Alone, partners, and groups. I like talking. 

Eliza:  Alone and partner and group, but we should be silent all of the time. 

Tanya:  We can't be silent all day. 

Isabel:  Alone because we are in third grade now we don't need a partner.  I want my own 

grade. 
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Matthew:  Yeah the other person might not be as good. 

Mary:  From my point of view, I want a partner if they are as good as me. 

Angela:  I don’t work with groups that well. 

Tanya:  I don’t like a whole group of like four people.  Two people or one other person 

but I'm not gonna say who. 

Enrique:  I think the same as Mary.  I 'll have a partner if they are as smart as me. 

Jerrold: I want to be alone.  Other people may distract me. 

(Transcript, February 6, 2003) 
 
 
 At this time I was reflecting upon these observations and my own experiences 

with working with others in school, trying to understand how it can be so difficult despite 

the fact we desire it so and feel it is "good" for us and for community.  

Asking for help.  The children had a class meeting about the different ways each prefers 

to work in class. Most said they preferred to work alone.   However, they did not mind 

working with a partner if the partner was "smart" and could help them.  No one wanted 

to work with someone who might slow them down or be wrong.  But I notice that very few 

seem to want to admit that they need help when they are working together.  Do they 

recognize when they need help?  When they work in groups I notice that they will often 

ask Jill before each other. I've watched them try to explain to each other the "right" way 

to solve a math problem but the other refuses to listen.  The other does not trust her 

partner might be right or have a point.  Some will say straight out, "I want to figure it out 
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myself."  They resist each other’s help. 

 I do not know why they would do this but I identify resistance in my own situation.  

Throughout the process of writing this dissertation I have resisted asking for much help.  

I do not want to bother my committee with things I feel I ought to know or should know.  

It is difficult to admit I need help, to admit my weaknesses, to appear less than perfect.  

Just as there are several ways to do a math problem, there are a million more on how to 

do qualitative research.  Still I have convinced myself that there is a right and wrong way 

and the fear of exposing myself as inadequate has become paralyzing.  So I put on an act 

of competence so others will not need to concern themselves with me, while trembling 

inside.  And the fear isolates me from my research "community"- the one place where I 

can find help.  I wonder if the children are reluctant to take risks in doing their school- 

work when the emphasis is always on getting the answer right in preparation for the test, 

to pass to fourth grade. 

February 13, 2003 Researcher journal 

 

 The children’s responses during the class meeting continue to concern Jill and me.  

We were wishing for the children to engage with each other and thought we valued 

children working together in class.  Yet what we experienced each day with the children 

as they worked in groups did not support our hopes and beliefs.  The consensus from the 

class meeting that most of the children preferred working alone when working on 

schoolwork. As much as we wished, hoped, or believed working together was essential to 
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building a community, the children were rejecting working together in class.  In search of 

some explanation I reviewed my field notes.  I find a comment made by Kylee just before 

the children were breaking into partner groups to practice test questions on counting 

money.  The children are given five word problems and Jill tells the children that they 

should follow the five steps of problem solving used for all math problems.  Jill asks the 

children to remember to help their neighbor or partner if they have trouble.  Kylee asks, 

“But what if we get it wrong because they [a classmate] explained it wrong to you and 

you get it wrong?”  Jill says it is okay because this is “just practice.” (Fieldnotes February 

3, 2003)  

A few days later Jill and I are able to catch up with each other about the class 

meeting discussion of working together.  Despite the children's struggles with working 

together, Jill is surprised at their response.  She wonders why most would choose not to 

work with others.  I have been wondering the same thing. I recall Kylee’s comment 

during the test practice. I throw out an idea for us to consider, "Jill, do you think the 

children might not want to work together because they are so worried about getting the 

right answer, that they don’t want to trust someone else?" 

Jill says she had not thought of that, but believes it could be very possible.  We 

review some of the essays the children have written describing their school and 

classroom community and find that many are acutely aware of the importance of 

“passing” in their budding academic careers.  This is the first year that the children in 

third grade must pass the state test in order to pass on to the fourth grade.  The following 
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are a few sample excerpts from the essays the children had written about work and 

passing in school. 

Enrique's Essay: 

It feels good to be a kid at Carter.  It is good that we do very vital stuff.  It is very vital to 

do our homework or else you might not pass the TAKS test.  We do homework everyday 

except on Fridays and weekends. 

 

Martin's Essay: 

I love to learn everyday at school.  When I go in class in the mornings I do the work that 

is on my desk when I am done I do some stuff in my purple folder. 

 

Only one child mentions that the helping others is a part of the classroom 

community in her essay: 

Alexandra’s Essay 

There is different stuff to do around here like help the teacher do things and you get to 

help others with their homework and you can help them with their school work. 

  

Working together and helping others are Jill’s goals for a classroom community 

and are even reinforced each day in the routine in the school pledge to be a “Caring 

Cougar” for the whole school.  However, these goals become contradicted within the 

context of testing, passing grades, and an emphasis on individual academic work. When 
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Derrick does not go along with the group, instead of focusing on the ideas or the content 

of the disagreement, he is instructed to go along with the majority.  Matthew's reason for 

resistance to the working with others is unclear, but again demonstrates that the emphasis 

is maintaining the classroom climate of cooperation rather than exploring larger reasons 

for the resistance.  Finally, Eliza rejects helping another or asking for help from her 

partner.  Work experiences in the classroom are not always experiences of “happy 

cooperation,” but instead sites of resistance and struggle.  In the context of "getting it 

right" and doing well enough to "pass," working together and helping each other do not 

seem as important.  In addition, Jill’s perspective views personal relationships as 

interfering with the group activities.  This perspective opens another point of tension with 

the children perspectives of community.  For as described in the following section, the 

children define community through their friendships and personal relationships, not just 

through schoolwork.  

  

DRAWING THE PERSONAL BOUNDARIES OF COMMUNITY: ADDRESSING 

INCLUSION AND EXCLUSION 

During read aloud time Alexandra announces to no one in particular, “Just 

because people look different than you that doesn’t mean you should leave them out.” 

While this statement seemed to come out of the blue as many comments usually do in 

early childhood classrooms, I was intrigued with Alexandra’s ability to easily summarize 

an emerging theme of community living in her classroom.  Throughout this study, the 
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children never used the terms exclusion or inclusion to describe their experiences, but 

most of their time and extra energies seemed to be focused on their relationships with one 

another and planning play activities together.  According to the children, inclusion was 

usually defined through friendships and participation in playgroups and exclusion was 

defined by being left out of such experiences.  As Noddings (1999) reminds us, the dark 

side of community is that it does draw lines or boundaries around one group of people 

from others.  This section explores how the children and teacher drew those lines and 

their understanding of how those lines are drawn.  

A Desire for Friendship and Being Included 

 A few weeks after my arrival to the classroom, Jill decided to invite the children 

to write about their feelings about their school and classroom community.  She thought 

that their written responses might offer an insight into what the children thought was 

important to them when considering classroom community.  I found that almost all of the 

responses referred to having friends. The following are excerpts from the writing 

assignment that seem to outline the importance of friends in the classroom.   For 

example, Robert lists the schedule for the school day, and highlights lunchtime when he 

can talk to his friends.   

 

In Carter Elementary you work hard and have a break and get back to work.  We have 

two breaks a day.  We have one break at lunch and a second one at recess.  Lunch is a 

time when you can talk to your friends and get all the hunger out of you.  I got three 
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friends in my class.  They are David, Juan, and Martin. (written by Robert Jan. 14, 2003) 

  

 According to Matthew, friends are important to him at school because they help 

him feel secure which in turns helps him focus on his work.  

 

I sometimes feel different when I come to school because I have friends that I can hang 

out and be safe with.  My friends make me feel good because I have a good time at 

school.  When I feel good I can concentrate on my schoolwork in class.  My class makes 

me want to just do work for the whole day in it.  (written by Matthew Jan. 14, 2003) 

 

 After discussing with Kylee about her written response, she was able to explain 

that friends can help you when you have problems.  Also, that playing is a time to build 

relationships with the other children. She stated: 

 

I like being a kid at Carter Elementary because you can make new friends.  Carter is a 

good place for me.  It feels good to be [friends] when you have problems, when you play 

games it makes new friends. (written by Kylee Jan. 14, 2003) 

 

 In addition Tanya’s response began to hint at the struggles of friendship, or rather 

the lack of friendship in a school classroom. 
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It is exciting to be a kid at Carter Elementary because you can just walk in the door and 

everyone knows you.  When you are excited you can make it easier.  Sometimes when it's 

easier it seems harder but it's not.  It's harder when you have no friends.  Some people 

have friends.  Other people don’t because other people laugh.  Laughing at people makes 

them sad.  They are sad because they see what they are and they really aren't. (written by 

Tanya, Jan. 14, 2003) 

 

The children’s claims that friends were what made their class community feel fun 

and safe brought back memories of my own childhood school friendships.  In my own 

journal I realized that for me friendships in school did equate to a feeling of safety.  If we 

consider friendship from the point of view of these children as a part of their 

understanding of community, I can see a connection to Noddings' (1999) explanation of 

why we desire community in the first place- to feel safe and connected and cared for. 

Lately I am flooded with memories of my childhood in school, of my wanting to 

belong and have friends.  I remember my best friend from kindergarten and all 

throughout school was Julie.  We formed a bond based on a similarity- our height.  We 

were the two shortest girls in class and for some reason that was always how we were 

lined up or grouped.  I remember being very self-conscious of my size at this early age.  

Adults and older children would always say, "She's so small!"  And I would blush, 

embarrassed. Yet it didn’t seem so bad with Julie by my side. 

 I also bonded with Annette.  She and I rode the same school bus.  Our families 
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went to the same church and Annette had two older sisters who knew all about how 

school worked.  School was terrifying for me at first.  I was not used to crossing streets 

full of cars. Hallways seemed so long and cavernous.  I did not know how to navigate a 

large building full of steep stairs, ringing bells and rushing bodies.  The kindergarten 

classroom was in the same hallway as the high school.  When bells rang, large bodies 

would come crashing to their lockers in the hallway outside our classroom.  This was the 

same hallway that led to the bathroom.  My fears of getting stepped on, lost, or left 

behind kept me alert at all times.  I enjoyed my time with Annette and Julie, coloring 

pages together, pretending, playing tag, but really if I thought anything would go wrong, 

they were my beacon of help that I would turn to.  If I were unsure about anything, I 

would look to them for help.  I would watch what they would do and I would follow 

along.  Being close to them felt good. 

  As I grew accustomed to school, I relied on Julie and Annette less for guidance 

but for a different kind of security.  I liked the idea of having friends.  Without friends by 

your side, lunch, recess, everything was lonely.  And being lonely was frightening, too. 

When Annette became "best friends" with Jenny, I was heartbroken.  No longer did I have 

that feeling that I could be safe.  Like in the game of “Tag” when children use a physical 

structure like a wall or tree as “base” where no one can get you, my friends were my 

“base” in the game of school.  As I write this now, I wonder if being alone is something 

these third graders worry about, too.  I wonder how much these friendships mean in the 

context of community.  In regards to my childhood, I saw friendships as a way to 
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determine if you belonged.   (January 14, 2003 Researcher journal) 

 

  

 Jill wanted to create a safe and comfortable place for the children by providing 

continuity in routine and rules.  The children valued a feeling of safety in their 

community, too.  However, they identified their friendships as a source of safety and 

security.    

Play Experiences:  Clubs and Games 

One way that friendships are cultivated is through play.  Physical and temporal 

spaces where children attempt to connect with one another during the school day is at 

recess on the playground or during free play time in the classroom.  According to Dewey 

(1902/1990), young children's play activities provide the context for experiences for 

participation and belonging in a community.  As the children of Room 321 expressed in 

their writings, friendship was important in their school experience and play was an 

avenue they used to become friends.  Participation in playgroups at recess, at lunch, and 

any other free times then became a marker of inclusion in the class.   

This shared experience is usually sanctioned during recess times on the 

playground (composed of a playscape, swing set, track and field, and basketball courts 

behind the school building), in the classroom during rainy days, or in the school cafeteria 

before school and at lunch. During these times the children break away into small groups, 

negotiating who will participate, what will be the play theme, and how to engage in the 
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play.  Even while children from other class inhabited the same playgroup or indoor 

spaces, the children of Room 321 exclusively played with each other in small groups.  

The following are scenarios of such playgroups. 

  

Nachos and Cheese Dance Troupe: Club Talk and Performance 

 For the last two weeks Alexandra, Mary, Derrick, Rosa, and Angela have been 

working on making up songs, choreographing dances to go with the songs, and creating 

signs as invitations to their "show".  This seemed to begin during lunchtime one day 

while the children were eating in the cafeteria at their designated class table.  The girls 

generally sit at one end of the table, while the boys sit at the other.  However, Jerrold and 

Derrick are the only two boys who sit with the girls.  The other boys do not "save" them 

seats, nor do they ask Jerrold or Derrick to sit by them.  The girls generally do not talk 

with these two boys.  Jerrold is known for talking to himself or Eliza.  Derrick spends his 

lunchtime asking anyone sitting by him if they can give him any of their food.  Derrick is 

the tallest in his class and demonstrates a voracious appetite.  Usually his appeals for food 

are rejected, until one day he begins to sign/rap his request.  Derrick calls out: "Gimme 

some nachos and cheese, please. I am so hungry. Put it in my mouth!"  The girls laugh 

and Derrick's request is answered.  This type of song and food game continue for several 

days until one day Mary takes it upon herself to write down the words to the songs: 

Give me sweets, give 

Me food, you do not 
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Know.  How hungry I am. 

So put some food right in my mouth.  Unless I 

Will do it myself. I M 

Hungry! 

Nachos are hard 

Cheese is so soft. 

They are my favorite 

Thing in the world. 

So why don’t you 

Just go in our special 

Club, if you like nachos and cheese. 

 

After lunchtime, the group of girls sitting by Derrick proceed outside for recess on 

the playground.  Here they dance, sing, and jump to Derrick's orders.  One of the girls 

decides that they should be a club and put on their show for the school.  As the days 

progress and this lunchtime and recess routine continues, the club designates roles for its 

members: 

 

Drums- Isabel 

Chicken- Mary, Charlotte, Alexandra, Angela 

Cheese- Tanya 
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Singer- Derrick, Charlotte, Isabel 

 

At recess time the club’s “rehearsals” of their performance begins to draw an 

audience of other children in their class.  The others are told that the club is “full” and if 

they are interested the performance they should come to see them at their upcoming 

event.  At this time, Mary, as club secretary, develops the following announcement. 

 

Come see some of Ms. Roth's class on February 21 on Friday 

It starts at 6:53 pm Be five minutes early to get a good seat.  Meet us at Carter's 

playground.  

 (January 29, 2003  Field notes and artifacts) 

 

Yu-Gi-Oh Card Games 

  Due to damp and chilly weather, some days the children of Room 321 stay inside 

the classroom for recess.  As the children filter in from the single file march from lunch 

in the cafeteria, they break into small groups.  Isabel and Angela each grab a piece of 

chalk and begin drawing portraits on the blackboard.  Alexandra and Rosa find crayons 

and paper and begin drawing.  Ethan and Jose pull out large stacks of Yu-Gi-Oh cards 

from inside their desks.  As they begin a game, Juan, Tomas, David, Matthew, Tanya, 

Jerrold, and a few others huddle around the boys with the cards.  Yu-Gi-Oh card games 

include special cards with pictures of magical characters.  Two players play a “match” 
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and “duel” one another with the cards.   Collecting “powerful” and many cards also 

seems part of the game. As Ethan and Jose play the game, Juan and Tomas as questions 

and the four boys debate over the rules and “powers” of certain cards.  I stand outside the 

circle next to Tanya.  I explain that I do not know the game well.  I ask if she knows how 

to play.  Tania replies that she would like to play but she doesn’t own any cards and the 

boys won’t explain the game to her. 

(Fieldnotes January 10, 2003) 

 According to the children of Room 321, being considered a part of the classroom 

community was defined by friendships and participation in playgroups.  Through the play 

scenarios reviewed here, we see that while the playgroups were a means for children to 

join together and form friendships, the playgroups were also places for exclusion.  These 

moments of exclusion became the starting point for discussion about the children and 

teacher's understanding of inclusion and exclusion in the classroom community. 

 

Validating Exclusion  

Jill says she is concerned because Eliza has told her that Alexandra is her best 

friend.  Jill believes that Alexandra would probably not agree.  Jill states, "The goal is not 

to be friends but not to be exclusive or make people feel yucky." (Fieldnotes January 29, 

2003)  

When describing their classroom community, the children of Room 321 explained 

that having friends was important.  According to the children, friends helped you feel 
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“safe” and “excited” to be in school and friends help make things “easier.”  Not having 

friends in the classroom was sad and lonely.  Yet their teacher Jill did not see friendship 

as important to the classroom community. The following sections outline how Jill and the 

children explain their views on exclusion in the classroom. 

 

Natural Exclusion 

 I share with Jill that I cannot help but be concerned with the children who are left 

out at recess, lunch, during the playtimes, and even during the group work times in class.  

I use the example of the Yu-Gi-Oh card games and how the children often exclude each 

other based on gender or by ownership.  She replies: 

“So I guess I understand why some people might be left out by that.  And I guess we need 

a conversation about it.  But I'm not gonna step in and be like:  "You can't do that."  Now 

if somebody is saying something or their actions are really disrespectful then I would.  I 

would say, "In our classroom we aren't like that."  But to me that's almost natural 

exclusion.  You know what I mean?  It's like -we all like something.. We all like to… 

You know like John [her husband] and his friends.  I'm excluded from their game group. 

But that's natural exclusion.  It doesn't bother me because for one thing, I'm not a guy and 

I don't want to play the game.  You know? But that feels like natural exclusion to me.  So 

when they talk about these things (referring to John's games), I don't know what's going 

on, but I have a choice.  I can find out about the stuff or I can deal with it.  And that is 

kinda natural.  Now if they were over there like "Stay away from us.  Go away." To me 
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it's like it is exclusion.  That's why I don't allow that kinda of stuff.  But to me, the natural 

exclusion stuff- that's gonna happen.  That's life.“  

Jill’s perceives the way the Yu-Gi-Oh card games are conducted as not one of 

overt exclusion and, therefore, is acceptable in the classroom.  I try to understand what 

she means by “natural exclusion.”  I ask, “Do you see it as a difference between interests 

opposed to a difference between people? Or not?” 

 Jill explains, “I think it's both.  Take the Yu-Gi-Oh cards.  That to me is that it just 

happens.  I mean the guys like it or whatever and the girls don't or whatever or take some 

of the guys who don't.  Enrique started bringing his cards because he felt left out but take 

Jerrold.  He wasn't into that.  You know.  Now you take another (kind of cards) and 

Jerrold would go over there and it would still be another type of exclusion because they 

are different people.  The way they are, their maturity levels.  The way they talk and the 

way they communicate.  I guess it depends on the situation.” 

 Jill gives another example of how she sees friendship and play as part of the class 

community: 

"Like Mary and Eliza are friends today.  Like yesterday, was it yesterday?  Yeah.  

Eliza and Mary were sliding on the slides forever yesterday at recess.  And they were 

having the BEST time.  So what does it lead to?  Today Mary and Eliza say they are 

friends.  Is it gonna last?  No, I don’t think so.  But they had an activity that connected 

them so now it's going into other areas.  I think there are differences because of who they 

are that they'll be apart again." 
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(Interview with Jill January 30, 2003) 

 What Jill description of the Eliza and Mary’s play and perceived friendship 

displays the fragileness and slipperiness of friendships in school settings.  Other research 

on friendship, peer culture, and play (Corsaro, 1985; Fernie, Kantor, &Whaley, 1995)  

have also demonstrated that children’s social positions in sub-groups within classrooms 

are fluid and controlled by the children through play rituals (like the sliding) and props 

(like the cards).  Jill also believes that these friendships or forms of connection are 

something separate from the academics or schoolwork.  Yet she recognizes these 

relationships influence the academically-focused portions of the day, mostly by 

interrupting the comfort or calm of the day.  Jill recognizes that some exclusion is just 

“natural” based on the children’s interests or personalities.  However, I become 

uncomfortable with the acceptance of any exclusion.   

It is difficult to not reduce classroom community to a notion of inclusion and 

exclusion, especially after having lunch with the children today and watching Jerrold.  

No one gives him eye contact or sits by him.  When someone does come close he talks 

frantically into his or her face.  The other child gives no response and walks away.  I 

wonder how he perceives this distance.  I watch how he chooses the back of the line each 

time we line up to walk somewhere.  Does he understand what he and the others are 

doing by creating this distance?  So if community is not simply a matter of inclusion and 

exclusion, why does it feel so bad when someone is left out or pushed out? (Researcher’s 

Journal Excerpt January 28, 2003) 
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 There is this strong desire in me to bring everyone into the “fold,” to protect the 

weak and yes, maybe to punish or at least stop those who hurt others.  I thought that, as 

the teacher, if I focused on community, on having everyone feel included, I could teach 

peace, protect, and defend.   (Researcher’s Journal Excerpt January 31, 2003) 

 

 At this point I take caution with my own attitudes towards the exclusion of others 

during the school day.   The same past research by Corsaro (1985) and Fernie, et. al. 

(1995) that recognized the fluidity of inclusion and exclusion in peer culture in 

classrooms, also, cautioned that adults are inclined to impose their own understandings 

on children’s activities, worry about exclusion, and thus, try to control children’s 

activities.   Adult attempts to control the children’s play routines of exclusion generally 

led to children’s circumventing new rules to continue exclusion in other ways. 

Furthermore, peer culture research has purported that as children negotiate this practices 

they become more socially adept.   

What has emerged are competing beliefs about friendships and their connection to 

inclusion between Jill, myself, and the children.  My reflections on exclusion in the 

context of classroom community do seem to demonstrate worry, possible imposition of 

my adult meanings, and my desire to control the activities of the children.  Jill’s 

perception that the exclusion is “natural” based on interests or personality shares the 

same sentiment as the peer culture research that insists exclusionary practices can be a 

crucial component of children’s social development.  In addition, Jill views the 
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negotiations related to social relationships as an obstacle to school work.  For the 

children, the concept of inclusion in the classroom community is intimately experienced 

and understood through their friendships.  In the following sections, we continue our 

exploration into how exclusion becomes acceptable, despite the general understanding 

that “leaving people out” is wrong.    

 

Why We Leave People Out 

 Returning to Alexandra’s statement, “Just because people look different than you 

that doesn’t mean you should leave them out,” one can see that “leaving others out,” or 

exclusion, is a concern for her.  Alexandra seems to be telling her classmates that 

excluding based on differences is not right.   

 The interview begins with me letting Charlotte and Tanya know that this is a time 

to tell me anything they want about their class and how they are a community.  Tanya 

jumps in with a statement. 

Tanya:  Well, Miss Smith [the school counselor] is a miracle worker. 

Debora:  Why do you say that? 

Tanya: ‘Cause she- uhm- got us to get along. 

Charlotte:  Yeah.  At the beginning of the year, everyone made fun of Karen because she 

talks funny.  But then they got to know her and they stopped.  I think they thought, “What 

if they got picked on?” and I think they changed. 

  But we don’t get along right now.  I don’t think the clubs and groups are fair.  I 
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think we all should start getting along.  Not just some people, but all.  I don’t care if 

they’re not popular.  It’s not like that in our class. 

Tanya: Yeah, I want to tell the others “How would you feel if we made fun of you?” 

Charlotte:  You know what would be a miracle?  If we all could get along. 

(February 24, 2003 Interview Transcripts) 

Alexandra was not the only one concerned about leaving others out.   Tanya 

recognized that some class members were teased, or “made fun of.”  Charlotte was 

concerned about the fairness of the playgroups and clubs.  Both girls also seemed to 

believe that something could or should be done to change these behaviors.  This was not 

the case with Matthew and Ethan. 

Matthew and Ethan and I are seated at a child's desk in the hallway outside the 

classroom.  I begin by saying this is time for them to tell me about their class and what 

they think about community.  I comment that I have noticed that some in the class are 

concerned that some children are often left out.   

Matthew:  Like Derrick.  Yeah. 'Cause he is always making things up.  He lies.  And in 

P.E. today he was bossin' us around, tellin' us what to do in the tug- of- war and he pulled 

me away!  That's why we leave people out. 

Deb:  You don’t think you guys could work it out? 

Matthew: No.  Like with Jerrold.  He copies and we don't want him around us.  He acts 

like his older brother.  That's just the way it is. 

Deb: It seems to me that sometimes you belong and sometimes you don’t. 
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Matthew:  Yeah.  That's life.  It's not fair, but…. (Matthew sighs and shrugs his 

shoulders.)  (February 24, 2003 Transcripts) 

 In each of these separate interviews, all the children recognized that there are 

some children who are “left out” or excluded.  However, the girls seemed to believe that 

the exclusionary practices should be and could be changed so that everyone in their class 

could be included, while the boys refused to consider ways in which their differences 

could be worked out in order to get along.  In addition, the girls explained that exclusion 

happened because the majority was not accepting of a few who were different or “not 

popular.”  On the other hand, when the boys explained why some were excluded they 

described how the marginalized children’s actions were the problem.  Finally, we see that 

Matthew shares a similar belief with his teacher Jill that being “left out” or exclusion is a 

matter of course in life whether it is fair or not. 

 

Being Normal 

 In the book You Can’t Say You Can’t Play (1992), when considering the patterns 

of children’s rejection in a classroom, Paley notes that “it is the habit of exclusion that 

grows strong; the identity of those being excluded is not a major obstacle” (p. 117).  She 

explains that the children who are excluded are not different than the others.  Rather, 

“what makes them outsiders is simply that they are treated as outsiders” (p. 68).  This 

theory that identity is not a major issue is difficult to ponder in Room 321 where the 

reasons for being excluded are often described in relation to the differences between the 
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excluded and the included.  Jill believed that some children were excluded “because of 

who they are.”  In other words, some children’s identities were perceived as a critical 

basis for exclusion.  Despite the observation that playgroups and clubs could maintain 

some fluidity, (for example Tanya is excluded from playing Yu-Gi-Oh cards, but 

included in the Nachos and Cheese Dance Club or Mary and Eliza are friends sliding 

today but not tomorrow), there remains some children that are excluded more often than 

others.  The children’s and Jill’s explanations of exclusion hint at differences in ways of 

being (i.e., talking funny) or identity  (i.e., “they are different people”) as the main 

reasons for exclusion.  The differences in children become an obstacle for inclusion of all 

children in work and play during the school day.  I wonder, what are the differences that 

set the excluded children apart from the accepted children in Room 321?   The following 

transcripts and vignettes reflect discussions of descriptions of some children in the class 

in which the concept of “normal” is commonly used. The idea and desire to be “normal” 

in Room 321 reveals another nuance to “why we leave people out” or a validation of 

exclusion in the classroom. 

 The idea of being normal arises during a class read-aloud of the book “The Wheel 

on the School” with the children.  Before continuing with the reading of the book I ask 

the children to name and describe the characters in the book.  The story is about six 

children in a class and I wanted to make sure the students could follow the story by 

distinguishing the characters.   Isabel says there is only one girl in the class in the story.  

Her name is Lena.  David says there are two brothers who are twins.   When I call on 
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Ethan he remembers the name of one of the boys in the story is Auka.  When asked how 

we know which character Auka is, Matthew replies, “He’s the normal one.”   

I am taken aback.  Everyone seems to accept Matthew’s description.  There is no 

objection, but I am curious.  I wonder what they think makes Auka “normal”?  I ask 

Matthew, “What do you mean by normal?”   He replies,  “Well, he’s not a twin.  He’s 

not…You know what I mean.”  I say that I don’t.  Ethan seems to become impatient and 

yells, “ He’s just normal!”  I feel like he and the other children are impatient with me and 

think I must be teasing them by pretending not to understand the simplest idea.  I drop the 

subject and begin reading the book.  (Field notes February 13, 2003) 

What makes one normal?  Why does it feel as if being normal is the understood 

rule in this class?  When I asked Matthew what he meant by normal today he could really 

say and I got the distinct feeling that the children were getting angry with me for even 

asking.  It seemed as if I was asking about something so obvious and irrelevant to the 

story we were reading that they did not want discuss it at all.  So I dropped the matter 

and began to read.  Now I wonder why I am so taken aback by the term “normal.”  Is it 

because there are other characters in the book that seem “normal” to me but not to 

Matthew and the others?  Is it because the children described the other characters by 

gender or body type, but the one boy described in the book as being of “average” height 

and intellect is perceived as normal by these children?  Why isn’t the female character, 

Lena, normal?  I suppose I am concerned because I wonder if this is how the children 

think about each other in class.  The character Auka may seem normal to Matthew and 
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Ethan two athletic young white boys, but is that also normal to the Hispanic girls in our 

class?   

I believe my frustration with this event is twofold.  First, by identifying someone in 

the group as “normal,” I found myself assuming that being “normal” is something 

desirable and something everyone wants to be.  In my background experience being 

normal was better. And in the back of my mind I always knew that by some unspoken 

definition I was not normal.  And now I see that some children in this class are not 

considered normal either.  Secondly, my other frustration is the way I handled the 

situation with the “normal” comments.  I honestly didn’t have the words at the time to 

express my uncomfortable feelings with the term “normal.”  (Researcher’s Journal 

February 13, 2003) 

  

Later during our interviewing time, I ask Matthew and Ethan again about what it 

means to be normal.  Matthew explains as Ethan listens, “Being normal is like wanting to 

be perfect.  Like you probably think of doing bad things but you don’t do it.  That makes 

me feel bad because it is normal to mess up.” 

 “Who do you think is normal in your class?” I ask. 

 “David is normal,” Matthew states. (David is one of the taller boys in the class.  

He is quiet during schoolwork, but cracks jokes when the teacher isn't present.  The 

teacher considers him one of the better students academically.) 

 Ethan interjects, “I have something to tell.  Our class is normal.  WE like it the 
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way it is because we got cool people in it.”  

(February 24, 2003 Interview Transcript) 

 Defining normal is somewhat difficult for the boys to do, but being normal, 

despite Matthew’s concession that it makes one feel bad, is desirable.  The concept of 

being normal elicited strong emotions from myself and the children.    There was an 

implicit practice of categorizing people as normal or not by the children in Room 321.  

This subtle practice was not limited to the children though.  I realize that Jill and I had 

been thinking of the children in these terms.   My conversation with Jill during the pilot 

study, in retrospect, has a deeper meaning.  The semester before this study began I had 

interviewed Jill.  During the interview I casually asked if she could tell me about the 

children- a vague open question.  She promptly responded with a list of descriptions: 

“Jerrold is a character.  He hits himself. Just doesn't get a thing. There is always a 

mess around his desk.  He annoys and is loud and never on task.  He could be ADD but 

maybe he doesn't fit the system and we look for something wrong with him.  But he feels 

bad, I think. You know when a person can feel when they're not with it. 

“There is also a girl who I would call the pesky little sister.  Other kids hate her.  

She is juvenile compared to the others.  She could fit into a kindergarten or first grade 

class.  

“There is an autistic child and the others make fun of her actions.  Sometimes they 

do beg to be made fun of.  She stands out like this- [Jill puts are arms out and hands 

extended]. The counselor even came to talk to the kids about her but even when they try 
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to help her it seems they're making fun.   

“There is one disrespectful boy to me.  He doesn't realize his body language is 

disrespectful and doesn’t understand.  His grandpa said he has this problem everywhere.  

I feel like it is a power struggle with him.  Those are the four that drain me.  The others 

are pretty normal.”   

(Transcript, December 2002) 

 Jill’s categorization of the children in her class, along with the children’s 

understanding of normal, provide powerful insights into how children are included and 

excluded in the context of classroom community.  What was considered “natural 

exclusion” based on simple differences of interests or in personality, upon further 

exploration, is revealed to be imbedded in larger societal norms that controls how people 

are perceived and identified.  In this case we can see that how the class understands and 

lives inclusion/exclusion in a classroom community is influenced by the broader 

discourse of normality and the process of categorization.  Jill’s descriptions of the 

children in her class who are not “normal” highlights a practice of labeling within our 

educational system that has been described critically as a function of social control that 

sorts out students into predetermined categories (Apple, 1990).  “Juvenile,” “ADD,” 

“autistic,” and “disrespectful” have socially constructed meanings that can be used to 

control and determine how difference is understood.  The children described as not 

normal, are categorized as such based on qualities designed through larger 

developmental, psychological, and cultural “systems of reasoning” (Foucault, 1991).  
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When I consider this labeling in connection with the children’s perspective of inclusion 

and exclusion from the view of friendship and play, there is no surprise that the four 

children who are not “normal” are predominantly isolated or rejected in the class, (as 

demonstrated in previous vignettes and will be revisited in Chapter five.)  The labeling 

and categorization of these children have an affect on how these children’s identities 

were constructed in the classroom and thus how they were treated within the community.   

 These discourses that are used to define normalcy and thus acceptance is related 

to how the children perceived one another and monitored their inclusion into playgroups 

or clubs.  Jill attempts to make a connection between the children’s personal exclusionary 

practices in making friends and creating clubs with larger societal issues in a discussion 

regarding the message of Martin Luther King Jr.’s life work to end segregation and work 

for civil rights for African Americans. 

Martin Luther King Jr.’s Lesson: We still don’t “get it” 

The Friday before the Martin Luther King Jr. National Holiday, a movie is shown 

to all of Carter Elementary on the close circuit television system.  Jill's mother happens to 

be visiting this day.  The movie shows old television clips of the civil rights movement in 

the U.S. during the 1960's.  Black and white grainy images of protesters being doused by 

water hoses and sermons being preached from tall podiums are inserting in an animated 

story about a group of children who through magic imagine what their lives would be like 

if Martin Luther King Jr. had not lived.  The movie documented much of the civil rights 

leader's life.  After watching the movie a discussion about Martin Luther King Jr. and 
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racial prejudice begins.  Kylee says she doesn’t understand why people can be so cruel.  

Derrick, the only African American in the class, says some people just have a bad 

attitude.  Jill's mother shares how she lived through the civil rights movement.  Mary asks 

if Jill’s mother agreed with Martin Luther King Jr. and Mrs. Roth replies that she did.  

She said that she thought everyone should get to go to the same schools. She stated that 

Martin Luther King Jr. was about self-control and love and she tries to live that way, too.  

Jill asks the children if they would know why we still remember Martin Luther King Jr. 

and learn about what he said and did.  Isabel says we remember so we can learn not to do 

what the "bad" people did to the "other" people.  Martin says it is a good thing to 

remember so that “black kids” can come to school, too.  Jill comments, “We still exclude 

others in our class, though.”   Matthew says we still need to learn about him because we 

still don’t "get it" yet.  There are no comments from others and the discussion is ended. 

(Fieldnotes January 20, 2003) 

 Multiple sites of tension arise during our exploration and understandings of 

inclusion and exclusion in the classroom community.  The desire to be accepted, 

befriended, and included is a powerful force for the children in Room 321 of Carter 

Elementary; but the teacher considers friendships and the social relationships of the 

children as obstacles to “academic” learning.  Instead, the teacher believes inclusion 

should be a form of getting along because exclusion is natural and inevitable in the realm 

of friendships.  When examined more deeply, we found that the “governing” (Foucault, 

1991) concept of normalcy distinguished which individuals would be excluded and 
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validated the naturalness of exclusion that seemed just part of life.  Despite the feeling 

that forms of exclusion in the classroom were natural and part of life, the teacher and 

children did not rest confidently with this conclusion when considering their own 

practices in the context of the civil rights movement in American history.   This link 

between the personal and the political leads us to the theme of doing democracy in the 

early childhood community classroom.  

 

DOING DEMOCRACY 

 “A democracy is more than a form of government; it is primarily a mode of 

associated living, of conjoint communicated experience.” (Dewey, 1916/1997, p. 87) 

  

 Teaching the children to be good citizens in a democracy permeated the school 

culture and was a predominant part of the third grade curriculum in Carter Elementary.  

Kessler (2001) has noted in a review of social studies education in early childhood that 

the topic of community has been a critical part of a democratic education growing out of 

the philosophies of Froebel and Dewey since the beginning of the 20th century.   The 

recommended topics for the kindergarten through third grade curriculum are:  

Kindergarten, self, school, community, and home; first grade, families; second grade, 

neighborhoods, and third grade, communities.  The goal of this approach was designed to 

develop citizens with the appropriate dispositions, morality, and characters.  The social 

studies text used in Room 321 called “Communities” published by Macmillan/McGraw-
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Hill (1997) adheres to this approach.  The following is an excerpt from a lesson summary 

describing the general principles connecting good citizenship and community that 

becomes a part of the discourse and activities in Room 321: 

Good Citizens  

Good citizens act for the common good by doing what is best for everyone. Good citizens 

also obey laws, vote in elections, and get involved in their community. 

Giving Something Back  

People get involved and help their community in different ways. Some, like Dale 

Sherman, do volunteer work. He helps people learn how to read. Others, like state senator 

Liz Figueroa, become involved in government. 

Sharing and Caring  

Good citizens care about their community and their country. No matter what your age, 

there are many ways to help others who may be sick or in need in your community. 

Saying the Pledge of Allegiance is one way to show that you care about your community 

and your country. 

http://www.mhschool.com/socialstudies/2003/student/summary  

A Desire to be Good Citizens  

  At the beginning of the semester of the study, Jill had given each student an 

index card and asked them the question, “What do you think of when you think of a 

community?”  On the index cards the children wrote or drew pictures of what they 
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thought of community meant.  Then they came together in a group to share their ideas.  

There were several similar answers.  According to the cards and the children's comments, 

the most common responses were that community meant: helping pick up trash, getting 

along with others, playing with others, giving donuts to the hungry, eating lunch together, 

and growing up together.  One child said community meant being "one" with the world, 

and drew a picture of the globe. (Field Notes January 15, 2003) 

After Jill's mother's visit to the classroom she confides that she thinks teaching 

about democracy is one of the hardest things to do.  She said, "My mom says it's easy.  

You just have to teach them how to vote and that it's important that each person gets a 

vote.  But I think it’s a lot more complicated than that." (Informal Interview and 

Fieldnotes January 25, 2003) On another day Jill reflects with me what she thinks it 

means to be a good citizen.  She says that she tells the children one way to be a good 

citizen is to help others and by being nice.  (Field Notes February 5, 2004) 

Jill and the children’s descriptions of what they thought community and 

democracy meant hearkened to their description of classroom community.  The ideals of 

working together and helping others and being concerned for the well-being of others 

was attempted to be practiced in the classroom, in hopes to extend that way of life or as 

Dewey described it as “associated living. ”   Being a “good citizen” requires the same 

dispositions and skills of being a good classroom community member- being helpful and 

getting along. 
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Curricular Experiences and Conversations About Democracy 

Studying Americans Who Did Good Things 

 In order to extend the children’s understanding of democracy and community 

beyond the classroom, Jill followed many of the lessons from the social studies text book 

that were designed to study the lives of good American citizens.  Harriet Tubman and 

Ben Franklin are two of the highlighted good citizens because as Jill explained to the 

children,  “They helped others and contributed to their community.” 

 Over a course of a few days, the children were guided through a series of 

explorations through the text and internet sites to find out the details of Harriet Tubman’s 

life.  The children took notes and answered questions about the Underground Railroad 

and Tubman’s influence on the escape of slaves from the American south.  Jill also read 

children’s picture books about Tubman and tried to spark discussion with the children.  

The following is a small part of one of those discussions: 

Jill asks the children, “Do you feel a responsibility to help others?”   

David responds, “I don’t understand.” 

Jill explains, “One of the reasons we study Ben Franklin and Harriet Tubman is 

that they were good citizens.  What did they do?” 

Jerrold answers,  “Harriet helped free the slaves and they helped people.” 

“Changes cannot be made in the world without people.  These people did not just 

look out for themselves.  Harriet Tubman could have saved herself and not thought of 

others,” Jill indicates. 
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Enrique remarks thoughtfully, “I usually help people on stuff but not like saving 

them from getting run over by a car.  I never saved anyone's life and the slaves are 

already freed.” 

(Fieldnotes and Transcript  January 31, 2003) 

 Jill is wishes the children could learn to understand how to think about others, not 

just themselves.  She uses Tubman as an example for the children.  Enrique seems to be 

thinking about being a good citizen, too.  He asks Jill in passing a few days after the class 

discussion, “Was Martin Luther King Jr. the newest person who did a good thing?”  This 

sparks a class discussion about other heroes and a debate over what the criteria should be 

to be considered an American hero.  Tanya thinks Elvis could be because her Grannie 

told her people called him the “King.”  Others disagreed because Elvis didn’t save any 

lives. 

In the class discussion Jill asked the children to think about what they could do as 

kids for the larger community, like the good citizens.  Some children thought giving to 

the poor was a good thing. Jill asks, “What can we do as a class (not just as individuals)?” 

 The first response was, “No clue.” One child suggested picking up trash.  

Another laments, “There's nothing we can do.” 

“The homeless have no toothbrushes. We could give them stuff they don’t have.” 

“That's too difficult.” 

Jill suggests, “We could call a homeless shelter to help us. All we would have to 

do is gather stuff from the school and make posters.” 
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I recommend that we could give items needed to the Ronald McDonald House. 

Martin says, “That is way too hard.  We can’t do this; we’re just kids. How could 

be even get the stuff to them.  We can’t drive!” 

It is time for lunch.  Jill asks the children to think about doing a community 

project. 

(Field Notes February 6, 2003) 

 Despite Jill’s desire to have the children feel responsibility towards others and 

despite studying about “good citizens,” some children had difficulty imagining 

themselves being able to contribute to others outside of their class.  Martin did not realize 

that is comments “that is way too hard.  We can’t do this; we’re just kids.” would have 

such a profound affect on his teacher and me. 

 

A Community Project: Doing the Impossible 

Jill will not let the subject of helping others rest.  At lunch she shared with me 

how important she felt it was for her to see the children do something special like this.  

She admits that she cannot approach any class project until after the testing in March and 

April.  I share with her that I too really want the children to have the experience of 

working together on a big project.  I relate that I have felt anxious with the curriculum 

because I see so many opportunities for community connections, but know we must wait 

for the testing to be over.  I state that I recall my parents’ participation with church and 

community projects with others when I was a small child.  I wonder if this is why I 
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cannot help but think about community as doing something.  

Jill revisits the topic with the children from the morning discussion after lunch.  

She asks the children if they want to do a project.  Angela begins the discussion by 

stating, “I think we should do it because poor people need it.” 

Matthew suggests, “We should take a vote on it. And give to a church.” 

Robert says, “Poor people need it.” 

Tanya informs us, “ Poor people don’t have houses.  They are cold and hungry 

and they need to brush their teeth, too.”   

“I think we could do it.  Like we have stuff we don’t need or use.  I was thinking 

we would give it to a church,” Enrique agrees. 

The children begin to discuss doing something for the homeless.  A few begin to 

tell stories about how they have seen homeless people on the way to school.  They begin 

to wonder how they live without a house and things.  Someone remarks that he thinks 

such a project is “impossible.” 

  Jill and I remind them of the book we were reading about the children bringing 

storks back to their town, The Wheel On the School.  The children in the story first 

thought it seemed impossible at first but they asked for help and worked together and did 

it.   

Kylee agrees with Matthew, “We should vote. Ok? Should we close our eyes?”   

Jill and the children come to a consensus that if they would do a class project it would be 

something for the poor.  She takes a class vote.  The children raise their hands for “Yes” 
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or  “No” to the question “Could (or should) we collect items for the poor and give them 

to an organization that could distribute the items?"  Jill writes the question on the white 

board.   The children overwhelmingly vote to do the project.   

 (Field notes February 6, 2003) 

 Jill and I become determined not to let the children down and to support them in 

an experience that makes them think of others and shows them they too can make a 

difference even if they are “kids.”  However, the test preparation is taking up a good part 

of Jill’s time and efforts.  I offer to help by researching a local area Homeless Shelter and 

presenting information about the homeless through their literature.  Finally, a day in the 

beginning of May, when the test are all over, I present my findings to the children.   

The children all sit on the carpeted area and I pull up a desktop computer to face 

them.  From this position I introduce the children to a website for the Capitol Area 

Alliance, a local organization that cares for the homeless.  We read stories about people 

who are homeless and trying to make a life.  The stories are mostly of men who have lost 

their jobs, become physically or mentally ill, and find themselves homeless.  The stories 

tell how the Alliance has helped these men get help and a home.  We find a list of things 

the Alliance needs for the homeless.  That day we outline on chart paper what we would 

need to do to collect items for the homeless.  The children decide they want to ask all the 

classes in their school to join them.  Over a course of two weeks the children ask 

permission from the principal to do the project, make fliers and hang them on the walls of 

the school.  Small groups make announcements on the PA system and go room- to- room 
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asking the whole school to donate the items.  When the collection week arrives, children 

from all the other classes of Carter Elementary bring items to their class, creating piles 

and piles of various personal items and blankets.  They collect 451 items in all.  Jill's 

husband comes to school with his car and the children sort, count, and help Jill, her 

husband and her mother pack the car with the items.  Jill' s husband drives the donations 

to the Alliance.  The children write in their journals how important it is to help others and 

how bad they would feel if they were homeless. They seem proud that they did it and had 

fun being "grown up " by making the announcements. Some wonder why there are 

homeless and others admit they are scared of them and that their parents have told them 

to not trust the homeless.  The following are excerpts from the journals they kept during 

the process of the project. 

 

Eliza's Journal Entries 

May 9, 2003 

I was not a homeless person when I was born.  I am sorry for the homeless because they 

don’t have a house, clothes (just ragged clothes.)  If I was a homeless person I would just 

ask people that go by if they had stuff I can use.  If you were a homeless person what 

would you do? 

May 28, 2003 When we did this we put posters on the hallways and people got the stuff 

we needed to bring.  After we got them our teacher Ms. Roth went to her car and then she 

went and she put them in a store and they gave them to the homeless.   
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I feeled like this is a good idea.  It made me feel happy because we were helping the 

homeless.   

It is also good to help the homeless because when you help the homeless you help 

yourself.  I mean when you help the homeless it helps you in a way that you are good in 

your state. 

 

David’s Journal  

May 2, 2003 

Once when I went in the woods with my brother.  And we saw a homeless person we 

tried to get out fast because we were freaked out. 

Once my mom and I saw a group of people under the freeway.  I thought they were 

homeless.  Then we went towards another freeway and we saw a man sleeping under the 

freeway. 

May 28, 2003 

What we did for the homeless was we sent out flyers to each teacher.  And we put up 

posters in the school.  Then the class went to pick up the items.  We had 451 items.  After 

that we sorted everything out and we had a lot more items than I expected.   

I think we did a very good deed for the Capital Area Homeless Allience.  At first I 

thought we couldn’t collect items for the homeless.  Once I saw we had 451 items I felt 

really surprised. 
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Ethan's Journal Entries 

May 2, 2003 

If I was on the streets at this age, I would be very lonely. 

May 28, 2003 

We made posters and one or two students talked on the speaker in the office.  We handed 

out flyers to other classes in the school.   

I thought that it was a good idea because we were helping the homeless. 

I felt like it was a good idea because we helped the homeless and our community. 

Kids probably won’t think to help the homeless because they’re too busy to think about 

things like that.  But if kids just sat down and thought about it, I think they could help too 

if they tried. 

 

 

 

Enrique's Journal Entries 

May 2, 2003 

My dad always tell me don’t trust anyone you don’t know.  Sometimes my dad tells me 

again that sometimes people act like poor people and they ask people in their cars to give 

them money for no reason.  The project will take a few days because we have a lot of 

ideas and they take long. 
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May 28, 2003 

I didn’t bring that much stuff because I forgot this project so I brought shampoo.  

But then she [Ms. Roth] gave out copies to the whole school about everything about our 

project.  And when everyone in the school brought the things we needed I counted the 

things.  When I did the first part at the top of the page I didn’t feel helpful but at the 

bottom I felt very helpful.  I felt really really good. 

 

Matthew's Journal Entries 

May 2, 2003 

Dear Homeless People, 

 Did you have parents or some type of family you lived with when you were 

young?  Is it a hard life being homeless or poor?  If our class will help you with our 

donations we will try to get what is on your list on the internet.  And how come you need 

money?  Is it that you don’t need it because you have enough of it or you only need 

supplies so you don’t need to spend the money we gave you?  But one more thing, do you 

need any food for you do eat and drink for when you get thirsty?  If you do, send a note 

to me Matthew with all the answers to my questions. 

 

May 28, 2003 

It’s been a long time since we wrote so what I’m about to say might be a little different.  
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Well, we got  a lot of donations and I think our teacher sended them to you.  We go 451 

donations!  That should last you for at least 4 weeks or even more.  We really wanted to 

help you grow to have houses, jobs, and food.  We hoped you liked the conditioner, soap, 

razors, combs, clothes, blankets, shampoo and all the other stuff.   

Now we feel like you could have houses and all the things you wanted to do.  And at first 

I thought we weren’t going to get any donations but after we got 451 of them.  And when 

the donations were in the classroom we had to count the donations and put them in 

certain types of bags.  And we just wanted to help out our community and that’s why we 

wanted to help you. 

 The class project was a dream- come- true for Jill and me.   More than wanting 

the children to learn to be “good citizens” as we desired when we began considering a 

class project, we wanted the children to achieve something they felt was impossible.  

Hearing Martin lament that helping others just was too hard for kids and hearing the 

others declare helping others was “impossible,” was disheartening for us.  When 

considering the children’s project in light of our understanding of democracy, we knew 

that the children would confront issues in their neighborhood communities many times in 

their lives that would seem impossible.  If we did not support them in their project, we 

felt that we would be sending a message of hopelessness and defeat.  We believed that 

these attitudes are harmful to maintaining democracy and discouraged participation in 

any future community issues that might call for action. 
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Obedience or Working For Change? 

The curriculum that shaped the children’s experiences and their idea of a 

democratic community focused on what they could give back to their community, thus 

emphasizing socialization into a larger world that required them to have the skills and 

dispositions to work together to keep social order. (Kessler, 2001)  Jill had emphasized a 

sense of responsibility to others, “getting along,” and helping others.  I, too, supported the 

need to contribute something to the larger community.  Through the children’s 

community project they were able to work together to help others.  This became a 

powerful experience for them considering at they beginning some believed that as 

children it was impossible.  The curriculum in conjunction with the larger school culture 

that required obedience and getting along gave an impression that living in a democracy 

demands conformity to a social order. 

  In reflecting upon the community project to help the homeless, I draw upon the 

cyclical nature of critical research of action and reflection.  As Crotty (1998) notes: 

“critical inquiry cannot be viewed as a discrete piece of action that achieves its objectives 

and comes to a close.  With every action taken, the context changes and we must critique 

our assumptions again.” (p. 157).  Jill, the children, and I wanted to take action in our 

community and make a difference.  We desired to break out of the mundane and 

controlled structure of the testing curriculum and become active.  We were imagining the 

possibilities of engaging with the community outside of the classroom. But despite the 

positive and almost triumphant feelings evoked by completing the project for the 
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homeless, the message about democracy, community and the homeless was still 

uncomplicated and there was a glossing over of the conflict that historically has been a 

part of American democracy.   

The principles as presented in the curriculum and on which we based our beliefs 

about what it meant to be a good citizen, such as giving back, and sharing and caring, 

provided an uncritical view of community and democracy. The “good citizens” that were 

regarded as heroes were framed as those who helped others in their community.  The 

oppositional nature of the historical African American figures to the social order of the 

times was not emphasized very much.  This issue emerged when Jill and I were reflecting 

on what it meant to be a “good citizen.” 

I ask Jill, “But what about Rosa Parks and Martin Luther King Jr.?  Someone at 

that time was saying by their actions they were not being good citizens through 

protesting. But in retrospect, we say ‘Thank goodness for their bravery.’” 

Jill replies, “That's funny because I never thought of that or would have thought 

about that.  Hmm. Interesting. And that is true.  And that is a valid point and you could 

talk about that [with the children] because those are people they are familiar with.  We 

could have a discussion about this.  I see what you're saying.  It's how we see things. How 

the teacher looks at the world that permeates what they [the children] see.  

And not only how the teacher sees the world but the restrictions that are placed upon 

them and imposed upon the kid.  When we talk about the things I do and that I don't 

agree with, that doesn't mean you just all of a sudden know how to change it. Maybe you 
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don’t like the system but then turn around and saying ‘but what I wanted it to look like’ 

that's much more difficult to do.  So when you are bucking the system you want to make 

sure you know what you're doing.  I mean …(laughing ).  It’s not just how you look at the 

world, but also the how the head people look at the world.  Or how they look at 

everything.  Our curriculum is totally based on what some other people have decided we 

should do or think about."   (Interview Transcripts February 27, 2003) 

 Doing democracy and engaging in a community project opened up a space for the 

children of Room 321 to imagine life from another perspective, connect with others 

outside of the classroom, and work together.  While other class assignments requiring 

group work and collaboration had been resisted and tolerated, when the children engaged 

in their project, the resistance seemed to melt away.  The community project offered an 

autonomous engagement for the children.  There was no “Five Step Process” directing 

the planning of to how to collect and distribute personal items to the homeless.  For a 

moment there was a feeling of optimism and connection with the children when the 

children were engaged in an activity that was not designed to test them or control their 

fate in moving onto the next grade. 

 However, Jill and I began to recognize that studying good citizens and doing 

community projects are limited views of democracy that overlook the conflict and 

sacrifice often needed to make change for justice in the United States.  The children did 

reflect on the plight of the homeless and began to ask questions about how homelessness 

happens in our country, but the project ended when the personal items were delivered.   
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In the delight of doing something useful and helpful for the homeless, the possibility of 

exploring larger societal inequalities that allow homelessness was not considered. 

 

THE COMMUNITY STANDARD 

At the beginning of this study I recognized that the notion of a classroom 

community evoked strong feelings in me.   Through a review of the literature and my 

reflection journal, I attempted to trace the roots that were the foundation for my beliefs 

situated in the field of early childhood.  I also expressed a hope for alternatives to our 

understanding. Yet despite these hopes for a new way to think about community, through 

the course of the study, I found that my firm beliefs in how community should be in the 

classroom became an ideal to which the teacher, the children, and I were to be judged.  In 

fact, we were all (the teacher, children, and me) at some point judging ourselves and each 

other based on our constructed ideas of community.  Classroom community no longer 

was simply an idea to unite us; our community ideals became a form of disciplinary 

power (Foucault, 1980, 1995). In other words, our understanding of community lived 

within the context of public schooling and guided by progressive educational theories, 

constructed “community standards” by which to judge ourselves.   

This segment of the data is used not to reflect how we understood community; 

rather the following data illustrates how we were operating under our beliefs about 

community.  Jill was judging her value as a teacher based on how her dreams of how a 

class community should be.  If she could not provide a safe and comfortable climate or if 
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the children were not working well together, she was not a good teacher.  She and the 

children judged themselves against their own ideals of what they thought a “good 

community” should be, also.  If the children were not working well or helping each other, 

they were not a good community.  If a particular child was considered not “normal” and 

disrupted the safe and comfortable feeling of the class as defined by order, the child 

would be considered not an acceptable community member.  During our exploration of 

our understanding of community, we did not consider the tensions and contradictions 

within our lived experience as a part of community; rather, we saw these struggles as the 

antithesis of community.  The following vignettes trace our reflections and discussions 

(or lack of discussions) around the frustrations, fears, and disappointment with our selves 

and each other as community members.   

 

A Teacher's Frustrations 

Jill brought to this study her strong feelings about what community meant to her 

from her youth growing up in the suburbs of a major metropolitan city in the southwest 

and her personal experiences.  "When I think of community people I think of people who 

know each other.  When I was growing up I thought I was in a community.  I would see 

the same people frequently like at school, the mall, the grocery store. I have fond 

memories of the adults.  Now I think of my parent's community.  They live in my mom's 

hometown where she grew up now.  There are generations of people who know each 

other.  When I go back they say, 'I know you. You’re Betty Roth's daughter.'  There I can 
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say it's my area.  I felt at home and I know how things work. 

 “Today I think of where I work as a community.  If you need help you know you 

can call someone from school.  When someone is sick we stand together and pray or 

bring food for each other." 

Jill’s beliefs about community outside of the classroom resembles Tonnies’ 

(1957) sociological definition of community that emphasizes commonality in geography, 

goals, and kinship.  However, Jill recognizes this definition does not apply well to the 

conditions of the public school classroom community.  She stated in an interview, “I 

think of community having to do with location. We don’t live next to each other and our 

shared experiences are limited to school.  In the past everything was connected.  Now it 

seems contrived.  The curriculum wants you to focus on location but in the classroom it’s 

one year of being together and that’s it.  Community means everyone is equal but in the 

classroom, I’m the one who is suppose to control it and it is limited to one area only- the 

academics.  There is some social but your relationship is confined to one area.  But a 

classroom community is expected to be built.” (Interview December, 2002)   

   At this point, I return to some of Jill’s comments used at the beginning of this 

chapter as a reminder of Jill’s initial perceptions of classroom community.   Jill described 

how her view of community was connected to her curriculum:  "In language arts we 

always talk about a community of readers and writers.  My goal was that they liked 

reading and writing and sharing ideas about what they read and dialoguing.  Everyone 

would be working on different things but they would be busy like Santa's little workshop.  
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“In the beginning of the year we talked about showing respect, played getting to 

know you games, talked with partners about yourself, talked about how it feels when you 

are left out.  How no one likes it so we don't do it in our class.  I had goals at the 

beginning of the year.  My goals for the kids were for them to work with each other, work 

on academics together, and set up a class that is predictable so they are comfortable.” 

(Interview Transcript, December, 2002).     

I place Jill’s first impression of classroom community before the participant 

observation phase of the study here in juxtaposition to when she approached me only two 

weeks into the study.   The tensions of community in the classroom as illustrated in this 

chapter have an effect on Jill when she views classroom community as an ideal and 

reduces such an ideal to a checklist of goals.   She begins to feel that she is not “doing” 

community.  The following vignette describes Jill’s first confrontation with me 

concerning her fears and anxieties with building community while preparing for the state 

standardized tests.   

 

Today is a Benchmark testing day.  This is not the standardized test that the 

children will have to pass to move on to the next grade.  Still, Jill stresses to the children 

that it is important and will help her teach them.  After a morning of everyone quietly 

filling in bubbles, sighing, staring at the walls, "absolute quiet and no getting up", the 

children, Jill, and I head for the relief of the school library.  Once in the library the 

children sit in a carpeted area where the librarian reads to them.  After the read aloud the 
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children get up and wander around the room perusing the bookshelves, picking just the 

right book to check out and whispering to each other.  While they are on their own Jill 

takes me aside to a table away from the children and shares with me here apprehension 

with our inquiry into community so far: "I am feeling like you are not getting what you 

need.  I have all this anxiety about the tests and I am not going to change the schedule.  

We have to prepare for the tests."   

 I respond by imploring that I am "getting plenty" and of course going into the 

project we knew there would be struggles and here we have found one.  We both admit 

however, that during the morning the children and Jill are usually very focused on 

"academics" for test preparation and that my role should be one of tutoring support.  

Class discussions, read a-louds, and group projects would be scheduled for afternoons. 

We also decided that when I begin to lessen my time in the classroom, I would spend the 

lunchtime, specials days, and afternoons in the classroom. I would respect Jill's need to 

fully focus on test preparation in the mornings. 

 This was not all that was bothering Jill, though.  She also mentioned her 

difficulty connecting with the children.  She felt this is getting in the way of exploring 

community.  "I know this group," she adds.  "They have a hard time getting along.  And 

there is one I keep clashing with.  He is pushing my buttons and I am getting ready for 

some day when ……." Jill does not finish her sentence, but looks off to the children.  The 

children are finished checking out their books and are sitting in a line on the floor waiting 

for Jill to give the word to return to the classroom.  She stops our conversation and goes 
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to join the children. (Field notes and Transcript January 15, 2003) 

In this conversation Jill and I both seem to have reduced our ideas of classroom 

community particular class activities like “class discussions, read a-louds, and group 

projects.”  The logic seems to follow that since Jill is unable/refuses to give time for these 

activities and since she is having a difficult time connecting with the children and getting 

the children to connect with each other, she and the children are not a community.  This 

sense of failure in the realm of building community upsets Jill so greatly that she 

considers leaving teaching.  She states, “No wonder I want to quit, if I can’t do the one 

most important thing.” (Fieldnotes and Transcript  January, 24, 2003   

The following comment illustrates how Jill actually was thinking of classroom 

community as “perfection” for her class. 

Jill seems elated when I join the class.  She gushes, "I can't wait to talk to you.  

It’s been a week of epiphanies.” At recess she shares, "You know, the ideal is not reality!  

I need to be more realistic.  Our class is never going to look like picture perfect.  There is 

always conflict and turmoil and I have to get used to that.  But now that I know that: 

What can I do now?" 

(Fieldnotes and Transcript  February 13, 2003) 

 Jill begins to come to terms with the idea that a classroom community will have 

tensions and conflict.  Perhaps classroom community also includes conflict.  Yet if this is 

possible, Jill is left wondering how this revelation will change her actions as a teacher. 
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The Researcher as Judge 

 Throughout the process of this study, I found myself judging Jill harshly against 

the image of the good teacher who builds classroom community.  I was using the ideal of 

the classroom community teacher, as cited in the literature earlier (e.g. Balaban, 2003; 

Devries and Zan, 1991; Peterson, 1992; and, Pohan, 2003), as criteria for her role and 

how she should be managing her classroom and relating to the children.  The following 

journal entries document the myriad ways in which I was judging Jill and her decisions. 

I am back in Jill's classroom and scared to death.  I never realized how strongly I 

have these images of things going right and already I am thinking I am not getting 

enough.  (Enough of what I expect to see in a classroom community: More time for 

children to talk with one another, rituals for welcoming new students to name a couple)  I 

wonder if I am in the right place.  Jill is focusing so much on test preparation and I watch 

as different children filter in and out of the classroom at seemingly random times to go to 

other rooms for special education.  The bulk of the morning is spent working through 

math problems using only one certain way or half the class is being pulled out by a 

reading specialist- all in the name of preparing for this test.  What an awful time to study 

community- in the spring during the testing season.  Part of me wonders: Does 

community stop during testing?  I don’t want to come out of this study saying, "Guess 

what!  Testing and community building do not go together."  It seems obvious to me. 

Testing puts the emphasis on the individual's work and final score.  The pressure from 

testing takes over.  Maybe a different teacher might approach this differently.   I really 
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need to think what this particular case study means.   

Perhaps I am judging Jill too much.  I do see steps on Jill's part to offer time for 

building community- special times to talk with friends, her encouraging words.  I already 

can see friendships between certain children, but mostly I see diverted eyes and only brief 

accounts of intimate contact in the classroom.  But this has only been one day. 

 (Researcher Journal January 8, 2003) 

 

I can't believe Jill has a clip system!  If a child does something wrong, she adds a clip on 

a chart by his or her name.  Each clip equals a certain form of punishment like losing 

minutes from recess or getting a note sent home to your parent.  I've always believed and 

taught my college students that this can be detrimental to building a class community.  I 

want to say to Jill, "You're doing it all wrong?!"   

Researcher's  Journal January 10, 2003 

  

I was upset to hear Jill admit that she saw exclusion as a natural part of life.  

Once I thought about it she made a very good point that I was unwilling in admit: 

exclusion DOES happen and WILL continue to happen in classrooms, playgrounds, 

faculty meetings, business offices, etc. throughout life.   However, what upset me the most 

is that Jill did not seem bothered by this fact.  Is it because she saw exclusion more as a 

choice from her perspective?  Why did she not have concern for those for whom it is not a 

choice?  Why did it not bother her that the same children were excluded regularly?  It 
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seemed that she believed that it was okay that children that were not "normal" were 

excluded.  It just seemed to make sense to her.  Why did she not feel like this needed to be 

changed?  Or would she like to change it but feels that there was little she could do?  Or 

maybe she didn't know how to make change. 

What is interesting is how I lay the blame at her feet each time I felt like the 

community was not "right."  In the case of seeing exclusion on the basis of being normal 

as something natural, Matthew, one of the children, expressed similar sentiments.  Yet I 

was not as upset, nor did I wonder why he did not want to work to include his peers.  He 

refused to imagine any way of negotiating or working things out with Derrick during the 

Tug-o'-War game.   

What is interesting, as well, is I did not discuss this with either Jill or Matthew.  I 

keep thinking my place is not to be so judgmental, but to try to understand.  But how am I 

ever going to understand if I don't let them know how I feel or how I see things? Doesn’t 

community require communication? 

Researcher’s Journal February 20, 2003 

 

 How many times have I begun a journal entry about my feelings towards Jill and I 

have stopped because I felt guilty for judging her so badly?  How many times did I not 

approach a topic for fear of jeopardizing our relationship?  When we entered this study 

together, the plan was not for me to disparage her for everything she does.  

Researcher’s Journal July 8, 2003 
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  A review of these journal entries shows how I was judging Jill, as well as, 

how I began to (hesitantly) question my own participation as a community member in 

this class.  Based on Dewey’s (1997) social and educational philosophy, community 

required communication and consensus.  I was concerned that my lack of open and 

honest communication with Jill indicated that I was somehow working against 

community.  Fearful that my thoughts would upset Jill or jeopardize our relationship, I 

did not engage in a discussion with Jill about what I was feeling.   

 

The Children's Lament: Sometimes We Don't Get Along 

While Jill and I never explicitly asked the children if they even thought they were 

a community or not, it seemed clear that they did think about it.  Or they at least seemed 

to measure their actions according to the standards that they believed should be a part of 

community such as working together, helping each other, not leaving others out, and 

obeying the rules.  The issue was brought up indirectly during our read aloud discussion 

of the book "The Wheel on the School."   

 

The children are seated on the carpet.  I am sitting in front of them and have just 

finished reading another chapter in "The Wheel on the School."  We have just read about 

how the six school age children of a school in Holland have begun to work together to get 

a wagon wheel put on the roof of their school so that storks might come to nest there.  At 

the end of the reading, I make the comment that I thought these school children were part 
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of a community, just like what we were studying in our class.  Charlotte exclaims with 

the exuberance that accompanies a sudden discovery, "Hey, that sounds like us!  They are 

doing teamwork."  Matthew responds with an incredulous, "Nuh-uh!  That is not us."  

Mary adds, "Well, they are kids who are working together.  That is like us."  Mary, 

Charlotte, and Matthew begin to stand up and face each other to continue the debate.  Jill 

announces that we will have to move on to the next item on the school day schedule. 

(Field Notes February 18, 2003) 

 At this time I was surprised by what these few children had said.  While I was 

concerned about how a teacher should or should not go about supporting community, I 

had not considered the possibility that there was a feeling they might not be a community 

or "team" as Charlotte stated.  Angela also broadened the idea of a school community 

when she wondered why the parents were not helping.  Those who commented seemed 

very sure about their opinion.  I became curious to know how the other children felt about 

Matthew and Charlotte's comments.  Did they feel as if they were a community?  What 

did they think of themselves as a group?  Did the others agree with Charlotte that they 

were like a community or Matthew who said they were not?  I asked these questions the 

next time we were conducting interviews in small groups of two or three.  The following 

are some responses during these interviews: 

The interview begins the same way.  Enrique and Juan give each other a sheepish 

grin and whisper to each other, "You go first."  "No you."  I tell them I understand they 

may be uncomfortable and if they do not want to talk, that would be okay.  I get the 
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impression that they may be reluctant to say what is on their mind for fear that I may not 

approve. 

Juan begins and ends with, "Some people don't get along."   

Enrique adds, "And I get mad when they don't.  I behave well and I want us to be 

the best class."   

I ask, “What do you think would make you the best class?” 

Enrique answers, “If they were obeying the rules and no teasing.” 

 

Kylee said she agreed with Charlotte:  "It's like our class.  We help each other, but 

sometimes we are mean to each other but most of the time we help each other.  'Cause 

even when we don’t like each other we help.  Like when Eliza got hurt one time and 

when Karen got me on the playground.  We still help." 

 

Matthew, Juan, and Enrique are together.  Matthew continues to support his 

opinion that the class doesn't "work together."  He gives the example, "In P.E. we played 

Tug-o-War and NO-body helped out." 

Juan adds, "Yeah, but sometimes we work together and sometimes we don't.  It's when 

we get mad at each other that it doesn’t work."  Enrique says, "We work together on 

activities and work but I'm not sure what else." 

 

Jose and Ethan are together and try to answer my question about whether they 
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agreed with Charlotte or Matthew.  Ethan replies by stating that he and Jose like to work 

together and help each other.  Jose says, "Yeah. We play and go to reading class 

together."  Ethan adds, "But sometimes we're rude and we don't help 'cause maybe the 

other person wants to figure it out on their own." (Interviews, April 1, 2003) 

 

 

 

 Emerging from the stories and discussions of the teacher and children of Room 

321 are themes that define what being in a community means to the members of this 

class.  Community means feeling safe and comfortable.  Community means working 

together and helping others and learning to contribute to the larger democratic society.  

Community means friendship to the children and requires attention to inclusion and 

exclusion so that no one is “left out.”  Examining the lived experiences of classroom 

community within the context of this school, reveals that the need to control and maintain 

order, desires to be “normal,” the practice of labeling and categorization of individuals, 

the fear of confrontation, and a school culture strongly emphasizing individual 

achievement and obedience are part of the context and ways in which we understand of a 

classroom community, as well. The perspectives of the teacher, children, or researcher 

were not always in agreement of how these components of community were lived or their 

importance. These complications often contradicted the perceived goals of community 

and set limits on how our beliefs about community were experienced.  Despite these 
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complications, we refused to consider that contradictions in our actions and the tensions 

within our context could be a part of community.  Instead, the positive ideals became the 

criteria for judging whether the children and the teacher were good community members 

and if they had created a “good” community.  

The next chapter presents small case studies focusing on two students, the teacher, 

and myself, in order to further illustrate the impact that this understanding of community, 

along with its complications highlighted through the context of a public school, had on 

individuals in the classroom community.   
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Chapter 5 More Stories From the Classroom Community  

In this chapter I attempt to look more closely at individual experiences within the 

classroom community of Room 321.  In the previous chapter, the meanings and 

experiences of community were described that outlined our definitions, beliefs, and lived 

experiences along with the contradictions and tensions.  These descriptions provide a 

framework for understanding this particular classroom community.  The beliefs about 

community and the tensions within the lived experiences provide a structure in which 

each individual community member was shaped and influenced.  As Apple (1990) calls 

for us to "look at the creation of identities and meanings in specific institutions like 

schools as taking place within a context that often determines the parameters of what is 

negotiable or meaningful” (p. 140), I wonder how the beliefs and rules of this classroom 

community determine how individuals are positioned and how they are understood within 

these specific parameters of community.  How are individuals who embody different 

positionalities affected, particularly the children who are excluded?  Also, throughout the 

presented data thus far, there has been little discussion about the “socially constructed 

positionings,” such as race, class, gender, and ethnicity that Graue and Walsh (1998) 

insisted served as contexts for children's relations with others.   This chapter is an attempt 

to consider these contexts.  
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INCLUDING ELIZA: TAKING ACTION  

During the pilot project in the fall semester of this school year, Jill had described 

a few children who she felt were left out and having a difficult time fitting into the class.  

She described Eliza as the "pesky little sister" that other children "hated."   Jill believed 

that Eliza seemed socially less mature than the other children and therefore rejected.  She 

described Eliza’s tendency to always leave her desk and stand by Jill while she was 

teaching the class from the front of the class.  While she was a bright student and excelled 

in her schoolwork, she worried mostly about being friends with other girls.  (Interview 

Transcript, November 14, 2002)  I recognized Eliza immediately when first joining the 

class in January.  She was the one that others did not want to sit by at lunch.  She was the 

one who was not chosen as a partner and others seemed to ignore otherwise.  Eliza also 

visually stood out form the other girls in her class.  Most girls donned attire of popular 

fashion clothes, such as, low cut bell- bottom jeans and baby tee- shirts with glittered 

words imprinted on the front like, “Princess.”  Eliza usually wore calico printed dresses, 

pig- tails in her hair, and glasses that were constantly slipping down her pale and freckled 

nose. 

Do Not Touch 

One example of Eliza's interaction with her classmates was when she was the 

official door holder.  Eliza's job for the day was to hold the doors for her classmates as 

they walk to special classes or lunch.  On the way to lunch, as the class walked in its 

usual line through the hallways and down the stairs, I followed Ethan at the back of the 
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line.  As we were coming down the stairs I could see Eliza leaning against the door, 

propping it open with the weight of her body.  This allowed for her arms to be free so that 

as each child walked through the door she could touch them on the shoulder and say 

"Hi."  Most children try to rush by her, to avoid being touched.  When Ethan and I reach 

her, she touches him and he jerks away from her, saying, "Do you have to touch me?" 

This seemed a disconnect to me for the day before I had observed Martin slapping hands 

and giving "high fives" to everyone as they passed him when he held the door.  When 

Martin performed this informal ritual, it was accepted with good cheer.  When Eliza tried 

the touching ritual, she was denied.  (Fieldnotes, January 10, 2003) 

 Eliza was very aware of her positionality as class outsider and even chose to 

discuss this with other classmates:   

It is lunchtime and we are in the cafeteria.  The children are coming to the class 

table and finding their seats.  Isabel, Jerrold, and myself are sitting near the end of the 

table.  Eliza seats herself in between Isabel and Angela.  Angela moves to another seat 

away from Eliza (despite the "no moving" rule).  It seems we all understand she does not 

want to sit near Eliza. 

Charlotte says to Angela, "Ms. Roth told us to be nice."  Angela does not respond.  

She turns her body to face the opposite direction.  Isabel says she does not want to talk to 

Angela or any others who are not nice. 

Eliza announces to the group that she keeps telling Ms. Roth that others are mean 

to her.  No one replies or acknowledges Eliza's remark. 
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Isabel says, looking to Angela and directing her comment to me, "She disobeys 

Ms. Roth's laws." 

Eliza states, "They want me and Jerrold to leave the school."  Eliza asks Isabel if 

she remembered the time in kindergarten that the teacher made her "eat and eat and eat" 

and she had to go to the bathroom and throw up. She recalls another time when she 

"peed" on herself and didn't tell anyone because she was embarrassed.  Isabel says she 

remembers the "nasty pee."  So does Jerrold.  There seems to be a consensus with this 

small group that Eliza's rejection now is linked to her horrible episodes in kindergarten.  

(Field Notes February 5, 2003)  

   

"At Least Be Nice To Me!"   

Other children who reject Eliza often express their reasons for shunning her.  

Lunchtime becomes a place where grievances toward Eliza are heard most strongly. 

Karen says she does not want to sit by Eliza at lunch because she did not want to "get her 

germs." (Field notes February 18, 2004).  While the other children and Jill may not have 

considered Eliza “normal” and therefore understood that she would be “naturally” 

excluded at times, Eliza refused to be ostracized.  In the next story, we see how Eliza uses 

Jill’s beliefs that the children do not have to be friends, but must treat each other nicely in 

school to defend her self at lunchtime.  

 

It is another lunchtime in the cafeteria and the children are filtering to the table to 
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have a seat.  Angela tells Eliza she does not what her to sit by her after Eliza has taken a 

seat by Angela. Eliza gets up to move but is reminded by Matthew that the rule is "No 

moving."  She sits back down and Matthew goes on to tell Eliza that the fruit she has 

brought from home to eat is "nasty."  Then Angela adds that just because Eliza is sitting 

by her, she does not have to talk to her because she is not her friend.  Angela tells me that 

Eliza has been "bad" this morning.  Jerrold made her talk out of turn and she got in 

trouble.   

Eliza is visibly upset by now.  As she is listening to Matthew and Angela, her face 

becomes red and her breath heavy.  She stands up and looks at Angela.  She asks through 

damp eyes, "Why are you so mean to me?  We don’t have to be friends but you can at 

least be nice to me!"   

Eliza sits back down next to Angela.  Angela turns her body away.  The two girls 

eat in silence for a while until Angela spills her milk.  It runs off the table and onto the 

floor.  Eliza immediately hops up, leaves the table to the front of the cafeteria and returns 

with a handful of paper towels.  In the meantime, Angela has sopped up most of the milk 

with her own napkin.  Eliza hands Angela the towels.  Angela sheepishly says, "I don't 

need it….But thanks." (Field Notes February 20, 2003) 

I ask Jill if she had considered talking to the class about how Eliza is treated.  She 

admitted that she had but did not broach the subject with the class for fear of 

embarrassing Eliza and making the situation worse.  She added that she felt like while she 

could model kindness to Eliza and teach about not hurting other's feelings, she could not 
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stop the other children from excluding and teasing Eliza.   

(Field Notes February 22, 2003) 

 Jill feels powerless when it comes to the children’s interpersonal relationships and 

supporting inclusion.  While Jill is not taking action concerning Eliza’s treatment in the 

class, Eliza and the girls in the class attempt to make changes in the classroom.  Evidence 

of this begins during small group interviews about the classroom community with the 

children.   

She Needs a Change in Attitude 

 In the beginning of the interviews, some of the children want to discuss how no 

one is “getting along” in their class.  In the following excerpt with Charlotte and Tanya, 

the girls point out Eliza as part of the problem and they believe she should change so that 

she could be included.  In essence, they are placing the blame for her social exclusion on 

her actions and attitudes. 

 

Deb:  Is there anyone you don’t get along with? 

Charlotte:  I try to be friends with Eliza.  But remember when we were in groups making 

the castle?    I said, Why don’t we take turns?  But she wouldn't. 

Tanya:  Oh, yes she is hard to get along with. She needs a change in attitude because 

Eliza's always not following the rules.  Especially rule Number Five. [Rule Number Five 

in the class is  "Mind your own business".]  She is always so grumpy. 

Deb:  Do you think there is anything you can do? 
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Tanya:  We could talk to her about herself.  Or write to each other.   

Deb:  Sometimes it takes longer to get to know each other. 

Tanya:  Yeah we could get along better if we would write to each other. 

 

After Tanya and Charlotte's interview, I am talking with Alexandra.  I mention 

how Tanya and Charlotte want to get along better with Eliza.  Alexandra is quiet.  She 

whispers that this is what she wants as well.  I recall that Tanya had the idea to write to 

Eliza.  I ask Alexandra if she had any wishes for her class.  I am taken off guard as 

Alexandra's eyes begin to well up with tears and she breathlessly explains that Eliza had 

been pushed very hard while walking in line on the way back to class after lunch.  She 

explains that it makes her sad that Eliza is left out and wishes that this would stop.  I ask 

her what she thinks we could do to help the situation.  She adds,  "I wish we could talk 

like this more."  

 I am moved by her emotions. I tell her we can ask Ms. Roth if we could talk 

about how others treat Eliza in class and offer a tissue.  As Alexandra wipes her nose, she 

heaves a sigh and nods.  We both rise from our seats and walk back into the classroom.  

As we enter we see all of the girls in the class gathering around Jill's table in the back of 

the room.  The rest of the class is sprawled out around the room reading books.  

Alexandra and I join the group.  Jill sees Alexandra's red eyes. I whisper to Jill that 

Alexandra wanted to talk with the others about Eliza.  Jill tells me the rest of the girls had 

told her that they wanted the same and that they were meeting at the table now to talk 
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with Eliza and each other.  At this point I step back with my notebook and tape recorder 

and listen.   

 Eliza is seated at the middle of the table.  The other girls are seated around the 

table or are standing, facing Eliza.  Mary explains to Eliza that it is hard to be her friend.  

Some of the reasons given are that Eliza gets physically too close to others in their 

"personal space" and that she has "yucky food".  Eliza says that it feels like the other girls 

are "talking about me" and that they might not say anything in Ms. Roth's classroom, but 

they treat her badly in other classes like art and music.  While the girls are talking, Jill is 

standing behind Eliza and begins to fix her hair, patting down the fly-aways, gathering 

her hair together into a ponytail.  She asks the other girls instead of telling Eliza all the 

things she does wrong, to see if they can help her to change. Mary, Alexandra, Charlotte, 

and Tanya promise to no longer complain to Eliza throughout the day, but try to help her 

fit in when she does something they don’t like.  The other girls nod.  Angela remains 

quiet through the exchange, offering little response to the dialogue.  Jill asks Eliza if she 

feels better.  Eliza nods, looking at each other girls around her.   She is met with pleading 

eyes. Once she agrees, Jill asks the girls to go back to their schoolwork.   

(Field Notes May 19, 2003) 

 Generally in early childhood classroom, teachers are encouraged to teach social 

skills to children who are commonly excluded so that they may learn how to be included.  

However, viewing exclusion as a social construction recognizes the power of the whole 

class or group of children in taking ownership in the exclusion and solving problems to 
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make changes the class interaction (Wohlwend, 2004/5).  The girls demonstrated this 

power by initiating the group meeting.  Some do try to tell Eliza how she should change, 

but this group meeting opens up a space for the girls to wonder how they can make a 

change as demonstrated the following day. 

Everyone Is in the Popular Club 

 Mary comes to school with written notes on loose-leaf paper.  She passes a note to 

each girl.  Each note says the same thing, "Sorry I was rude.  What’s your phone number?  

Here is mine. Call me."  Mary's phone number was scribbled at the bottom of the page.  

There is a flurry of excitement.  As Mary is passing out the notes, Alexandra is 

explaining to the other girls that she and Mary talked on the phone the night before and 

decided that there should be no one left out of a club.  So the two decided to form one 

club that included all the girls.  She states, “Everyone is in the popular club.”  Eliza is 

elated when she receives her note and runs to Jill to tell her the good news.  Angela 

receives her note with a smile, too, and shows me the note.  When Angela sees Eliza 

telling Jill about her note, Angela drops her shoulders in seeming disappointment and 

sighs, "Oh Eliza got one, too." (Field Notes May 20, 2003) 

 What is unique about Eliza’s situation in the context of this particular classroom 

community is the time and attention the children and Eliza invested in understanding her 

exclusion and efforts to include her.  Eliza’s rejected position in the class was never an 

unspoken secret, nor was discussing her situation ever taboo (except for the teacher).   I 

return to Paley’s (1992) assertion that it is the habit of exclusion and not the actual 
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identity that matters when considering exclusion in the classroom.  However, in Eliza’s 

case through the girls’ examination of their exclusion and the explicit outlining of the 

perceived reasons for Eliza’s exclusion, the group was able to change their exclusive 

habits for a moment.  The possibilities with this type of personal engagement and 

communication is worth noting particularly juxtaposed to a story of another child in the 

class who was also excluded, not “normal,” and eventually rejected from Room 321.     

 

DISMISSING DERRICK: SAFETY AND COMFORT FOR WHOM? 

 While Eliza’s story involved communication, exploration, and possibilities, the 

story about Derrick is one of silences, misunderstanding, and lost opportunities.  Jill 

described Derrick as not “normal” because of his perceived disrespectful behavior to her 

and the other children.  (Interview Transcript, November 14, 2002)  He was easily 

identifiable in the class of Room 321.  Derrick was the tallest student in the class, almost 

as tall as Jill. He walked tall on the tips of his toes. Despite the pod setup of desks so the 

children could be facing each other in small groups, Derrick was placed alone facing 

forward in the back of the class.  He was quite outspoken and often forgot to raise his 

hand before speaking.   Like Eliza, he too would be on his feet wondering the classroom, 

checking out what other children were doing.  He would question Jill why one reading 

group might be doing a different assignment than another. 

While other children read joke books, small picture books, or comics during free 

reading time, Derrick usually had a copy of a book from the Harry Potter series- an 
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ambitiously large book for this third grade class.  Derrick was the leader of the “Nachos 

and Cheese Dance Club” on the playground, but he was usually last to be picked to work 

with partners in class.  At lunch time the class mostly sat segregated by gender, but 

Derrick never sat close to the boys and I never observed one of the other boys playing 

with Derrick on the playground.  

Derrick also happened to be the only African American child in the class.  During 

the semester, only once did someone come close to drawing attention to Derrick’s race, 

though.  One day Jerrold became very mad at Derrick while walking back from recess.  

No one could determine about what they were arguing until Jerrold retorted to Derrick, 

“Well, your momma’s a chocolate milkshake!”  Derrick promptly hit Jerrold and both 

were sent to the principal’s office. Derrick was not reprimanded for the hitting, but 

Jerrold was told what he had said was offensive. (Interview with Jill Jan. 28, 2003)  

 Derrick had been the child that was “pushing Jill’s buttons” during the day of the 

benchmark test.  The following vignette describes the last day that he did so. 

 

The Five Step Process 

It is early morning and the children and Jill have just arrived together in the 

classroom.  On the wall is projected a math word problem for the children to do as they 

begin their day.  The children are asked to do the "Five Steps" for the problem.  The "5 

Steps" is a process of writing down the steps in solving a word problem.  The first step is 

to write out the important information from the question that you will need to solve the 
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problem.  The second step is to write out what operation you will need to do.  The third 

step is to write out the operation in numeric form.   The fourth step is to draw a picture 

and write out a sentence explaining your thinking.  The final fifth step is to write the 

answer to the problem.  This is a routine that has been used throughout the semester any 

time the children are to figure out a math problem.  The word problem is written as the 

following: 

Julia had 20 cookies to share with 2 friends.  On the way to school she drops 2 cookies.  

How many cookies will Julia and her friends get?  The children are settling into the 

morning routine, taking out pencil and paper and begin writing down the problem.  They 

stand and recite the school pledge and sing the school song.  Afterward Jill is at the front 

of the class facing the children and she sings out "Good Morning Everybody!"  The 

children reply with a sing- song "Good Morning."  Derrick interjects,  "Can I go back to 

bed?" as he slouches onto his desk. 

Jill states, "Derrick, I'm going to pull a clip for you.  That was inappropriate." 

As Jill checks the agendas she announces to the whole class that she will pull a clip for 

each child that does not have an agenda signed.  Derrick's clip is now moved to the point 

where he is missing all of recess. Ethan asks Jill if he can go to reading class early.  She 

accepts his offer. 

Ethan calls to Jose,  "Come on Jose.  Let's go."  Jose hops up from his desk and 

leaves with Ethan.  Matthew is reading an "I Spy" book while humming.  He seems to be 

finished with the math word problem.  David has finished the math problem and stares at 
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the floor. 

When Jill is finished checking agendas she announces how proud she is of 

everyone for finishing the word problem because it was difficult.  Directions are given to 

the children to write down what Jill writes on the board at they try to solve the problem 

together as a class. 

Jill calls upon Tanya, Juan, Eliza, and Angela to act out the math word problem.  

Tanya acts as Julia and pretends to pass out cookies to her friends as the problem 

suggested.  Tanya gives herself a cookie, too. 

Matthew shouts out, "Oh! I thought just her friends got the cookies." 

Jill replies, "That's why it's a good idea to write the question." 

Matthew begins to correct his problem on his paper with a red pencil. Jill is 

standing by Derrick and says, "No.  Stop.  That is disrespectful." 

It seems Derrick has written down something on his paper with red pencil, too. He 

objects to her statement saying that he needed to fix his problem. 

Jill replies, "No, that is disrespectful because I said write what we do on the board 

and I haven't started writing on the board." 

Derrick objects again, "But you didn't say that." 

Jill says,  "Derrick, I don't want to send you out of the room." 

Derrick hangs his head down and rolls it side to side as he looks down at his desk. 

Jill continues with the lesson by writing part of the problem on the board asking the 

children with hands raised to help her.  It is decided that to solve the problem the children 
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must use subtraction.  When they reach this point Derrick calls out, "That doesn't make 

sense." 

Jill asks him to raise his hand. 

Derrick explains, "I automatically knew it was 18.  I didn't subtract." 

Jill tries to explain as well, "But you did do subtraction." 

Derrick states, "But I didn't." 

Mary adds, "Yeah, you don't write it out." 

Jill says Mary's name and Mary remains silent. 

Derrick restates, "I just knew." 

"Derrick, I am ready to send you out of the room", Jill replies seeming agitated. 

Charlotte raises her hand and says, "I did mine different.  I divided 3 into 20 then 

I took away 2." 

Isabel asks, "Where did you get the 3 from?" 

Jill accepts this question, "Good question.  Call on someone for help." 

Isabel calls on Alexandra who says there were 3 kids in the story that needed 

cookies. But Isabel quietly says, "But I don't …"   

Jill moves on, "Step 5- The answer." 

Mary raises her hand and says, "I have a question about mine.  I didn't put 

subtraction because I just took away 2 in my head." 

Jill replies, "Yes, but you still did subtraction.  Do you see?" Mary nods her head 

Derrick calls out, "That's what I did!" 
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Jill tells Derrick to step outside. 

Derrick calls out, "What did I do?" 

Jill repeats, "I need you to step outside." 

Derrick lets out a moan and remains at his desk. 

As David writes the answer, the last step of the problem, on the board, Jill is 

filling out a pink sheet of paper.  She then tells the class to get out their reading books.  

At his seat Derrick gets out his book, too, and begins to read.  Jill gives the pink slip to 

Derrick and says, "Take the slip.  You were being disrespectful."  Derrick just sits at his 

desk, does not take the slip, refusing to go.  Jill goes to the phone and calls the main 

school office, stating that a student will not leave the class and asks that someone come to 

get him.  She then addresses the rest of the children and tells them to have a seat on the 

floor.  Derrick continues to read his book.   

The counselor comes into the room and softly whispers to Derrick at his seat.  He 

begins to whimper and cry.  He gets up and leaves with her.  No one looks up.  Jill 

introduces the next assignment: to write a script for a newscast about the Icelandic 

children and the pufflings that they have read about the day before.  The children are told 

to make sure that their information is accurate and factual.  The small group of children 

break up into smaller groups by gender on their own: David and Juan with Matthew, 

Charlotte with Mary, and Tanya with Angela.    Jill announces as the children are moving 

to different parts of the room to begin work, "Prove to me that you can stay on task and 

get it done."  (Field Notes January 23, 2004 Thursday) 
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 At this point I am writing in my journal: 

 I am very confused and scared.  I don’t understand what just happened with 

Derrick.  Why did Jill think he was disrespectful when I just saw him as confused about 

the math problem?  Mary had the same problem but didn't get in trouble but then she 

nodded when Jill told her that she had to still write subtraction down even if she did it in 

her head.  Derrick did keep asking questions but I thought he just didn’t understand.  

Maybe he felt that way too so when he was told he was being disrespectful he didn’t 

understand that either.  Mary tried to explain earlier for him, but she wasn't allowed to 

interrupt. 

 Also, I know as a teacher teaching to a large group, that you don't always see 

everything that happens but I wonder why it was so important to Jill for Derrick not to 

write on his paper with the red pencil until she had written it on the board when right in 

front Matthew had been correcting his problem with the red pencil when the other 

children were acting out the problem.  I am asking myself "Why Derrick and not 

Matthew? Why Derrick and not Mary?"  I am so worried too because what is happening 

here?  I noticed during the whole episode no one would even look at Derrick.  As he was 

being asked to leave and escorted out by the counselor, not one person looked at him.  

And I sat there taking notes- not saying anything. Derrick would look around the room at 

the others and no one was there to stand up for him or feel bad for him.  What just 

happened? 

 Charlotte is offering to take something for Jill down to the office.  I wonder what 
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she is thinking and feeling.  Why did I not say anything?  Because it's not my place to?  

Despite my presence here I do not feel a part of this community and never will, I fear.  

Because if I do anything I am undermining the teacher or the district.  The authority of 

the teacher in public schools feels so heavy sometimes. 

 

Later, we see Derrick at lunch.  He sits with the class near the end of the table by 

Eliza, Jerrold, Isabel and myself. He does not say anything about what happened but 

begins to ask other children if they have any extra food.  He is still hungry after having 

eaten his lunch.  No one offers him any food.  I give him a banana from my lunch.  Isabel 

asks me why I did that.  I say because Derrick is hungry and I don’t need the banana.  She 

tells me this was "good of you."  Enrique quietly slides down by Derrick and asks, 

"Why'd you get sent to the office?"  Derrick says he doesn’t know and Enrique slides 

back to his seat. 

Epiphanies 

The next day, Friday, Derrick is back in the classroom. There is no mention of his 

dismissal yesterday.  Jill and I have not discussed his dismissal in private either.  We are 

on our way to an all school assembly in the cafeteria when Jill begins to talk to me.  Once 

the children are seated on the floor in their designated area and the assembly begins with 

songs and speeches, Jill tells me of her "week of epiphanies."   

 Jill says yesterday after school she went to speak with the principal and tell her 

that she cannot "do this with Derrick. What he does is he pushes buttons and he knows 
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it."  She adds that she has talked with another teacher next door, Ms. Connor, who agrees 

that Derrick does know when he is pushing the teacher's buttons.  Jill says he always 

argues with her and she can usually stop the arguing but then his body language becomes 

just as disrespectful.  She says she tries to just stay away from him because she knows it 

is a power issue.  Yet she feels bad for Derrick.  She wonders if maybe he knows how she 

feels, but she just can’t seem to reason with him.  She wishes aloud that as a teacher and 

professional she knew how to deal with him.  She says she wakes up each day sick and 

cries, "Damn my limitations."  She says she is willing to accept help because she is 

feeling so inefficient and flustered.  She is tired of beating herself up with this problem.  

She questions herself if she is interpreting Derrick's behavior correctly.  Ms. Connors has 

told her that if it [Derrick's behavior] feels disrespectful then it is.  But Jill still wonders if 

that is it.   She wonders of the impact Derrick's disruptions and constant arguing has on 

the other children.  She wonders why two people cannot work together.  She worries 

because she feels ill equipped to deal with Derrick and yet she states, "The power is in 

my court.  It has to be. I'm responsible."  She adds that she takes responsibility in this 

problem but does not know what to do.  It is not Derrick's fault and yet his behavior plays 

a part in the problem.  She says that the principal has decided to move Derrick to another 

class with a different teacher.  Jill, sounding defeated, agrees it would be the best for 

Derrick.  She says she has become too emotional, too nervous, and out of control.  

Gazing out on the children of her class, she repeats over and over, "I feel so powerless.  I 

feel so powerless.  I feel so powerless. I feel so powerless." 
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 Finally she adds, "I feel gypped.  This job is so stressful because I am caught 

between curriculum and my relationship with the children."  She wonders, "If the system 

makes me feel this stressed, what does it do to the kids?  What if the system is broken, 

not us?  How do you decide what is your responsibility to deal with others or what do you 

need to change [in the system]?" (Field Notes January 24, 2003) 

 Jill’s initial assessment of the situation involves looking for causes for this 

situation.  She believes she and Derrick have ownership in the situation, but perhaps the 

school system does, too.  She is struggling to make sense but does not consider talking 

with Derrick about what has happened. 

"I Don't Think It Has To Do With Race At All." 

 I listen to Jill, but do not respond much.  Later, at lunch, I mention that I am sad 

that Derrick will be gone.  I also tell Jill that I will most likely write about what happened 

with Derrick in the dissertation.  I try to explain, "When you are talking about community 

and you lose one, I guess it seems hard to skip, no matter how uncomfortable it is."   Jill 

says she doesn’t mind.  She figures we should write about what has happened.  I offer 

another caution to Jill,  "Honestly, Jill, I'm afraid when others read this, they might 

believe your actions were racist."  Jill doesn’t bat an eye.  "Go ahead and let them.  They 

don’t know who I am.  I don’t think it has to do with race at all."   

Speculations 

Monday arrives and Jill announces to the class that she is sad.  Derrick will no 

longer be in their class but has moved to Mrs. Houllihan's class.  Alexandra, calls out 
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"Huh?!" and exaggerates a frown. The day goes on without any other reference to 

Derrick.  Later in the morning as the children are working, Angela walks up to Jill and 

asks why Derrick left.  Jill says he left because some people need to be in different places 

at school to be able to learn.  Jill asks if it makes Angela sad.  Angela shakes her head, 

"No." 

 Later at lunch that day I ask Mary if Derrick will still be in their singing group at 

recess now that he is in another class. Derrick is now seated at a table with another class 

on the other side of the cafeteria.   Mary tells me he will.  Alexandra asks me, "Why did 

he move to another class?" 

 I reply hesitantly, "I'm not sure." 

 Alexandra states, "I think it's because he and Ms. Roth didn’t get along." 

 Kylee says, "I think it is for two reasons.  He didn’t get along with Ms. Roth and 

he used to be with that other teacher." 

 Tanya adds, "I thought why he left is that either our class was too easy or too hard 

for him." 

 Angela said, "When she said he moved I thought she meant he moved to a 

different school." 

 At recess I am alone with Kylee on the playground.  We are walking around the 

track and she says, "I think Derrick was mean to Ms. Roth but that's not a good reason [to 

leave.]" 

 I ask how she thought they didn’t get along.  Kylee says, "I don’t know.  They 
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just don’t.  I was moved once in first grade because there was a new teacher and she 

wanted me.  But that teacher is not new." 

 I ask, "Will you miss him?" 

 Kylee says, "Yes.  He was my partner." 

 Alexandra had quietly joined us as Kylee and I walked. She has been listening to 

Kylee.   She now states,  "Do you know why I'll miss him?  Because he sang Nachos and 

Cheese." 

 While Derrick joins another class in the school, he begins a new routine.  At lunch 

we see him sitting with the new class.  He is surrounded by a group of boys, seeming to 

be "holding court," laughing, joking, and yelling "Hi" to his old friends as we walk by the 

other class's table.  We see him lined up at the end of the day with other children, waiting 

for the bus. (Field Notes January 27, 2003)  

Once again I feel I have missed something in class and I feel farther from the group than 

ever.  We returned to school today to find a few desks moved and Derrick not in class.  

Jill announces he has moved to a different room with a different teacher.  Some eyes 

widen.  Alexandra says, "Aww."  Jill then moves on to give directions for an assignment.  

Some children look to her.  Others look down at their desktops and class moves on.  No 

discussion.  No questions.  Life goes on.  No stopping. 

 I wonder does anyone care that he is gone?  Is Derrick or anyone for that matter 

so expendable?  I think about the singing and dancing "Nacho Cheese" group from 

lunch.  The one that he organized.  Will the group disband now?   
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 No one seems to know why he left.  I am so confused.  It seems so ironic that just a 

week ago we hailed Martin Luther King Jr. for allowing "black kids to go to school with 

'us'" and now we have sent away our only African American child.   

Why do I say "we"?  I somehow feel partly responsible for not helping enough.  I 

automatically feel the need to keep him with us or help the others understand him.   He is 

a part of us. 

To even confuse me more, at the end of the day I see Derrick as I am leaving 

school.  He does not address me but looks behind me, as if searching for someone, then 

he turns to me and asks where Ms. Roth is. I say that she is still upstairs with class.  He 

tells me he is in a new class with a teacher that he knows because she taught at his last 

school. He is smiling and giggling with some boys from his new class.  I see his new 

teacher who tells me he enjoyed his first day.  Everyone seems fine but me.  Perhaps my 

view of community is distorted when I limit it to one classroom.  Maybe this teacher will 

help Derrick in ways no one could in our class.  Doesn’t Derrick deserve to be in a class 

where he feels welcome and happy? But have we instituted a new unspoken class rule?  

“When you don’t get along with others, we don’t want you around.” 

 Researcher's Journal January  27, 2003  
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The Reasons for Derrick Leaving  

 Jill and I have talked briefly about Derrick’s departure from our class.  Our 

emotions have seemed to be high.  I had been feeling guilty for thinking Jill had not done 

enough to keep Derrick in the class and for feeling that I had not been more vocal either.  

Finally we meet for a planned interview and I ask Jill to share her thoughts about what 

had happened with Derrick.  The following is a very extended excerpt from that 

interview.  I present Jill’s comment in this format to retain, not only Jill’s words, but also 

the essence the moment of her reflections.  Derrick’s departure from the class and the 

events leading up to the day of the math lesson were quite upsetting for Jill.  She spent 

many days replaying her interactions with Derrick, questioning her judgment, and 

experiencing a range of emotions.  This portion of the interview demonstrates the turmoil 

similar to her earlier thoughts. 

When I ask Jill about Derrick she remarks,  "And that was- that was a hard thing 

for me, too.  And I was mad at you.  I was like, well…  I wasn’t mad but I knew you 

disagreed with me and that was hard.  And it made me very defensive because I knew.  

You never said it but I knew it.    The day you said you were so sad he was leaving I was 

so mad I was like “you were here a month.” 

You don’t have a right to feel that .You were with him for one month and you are 

not his teacher.  You have a different relationship with him.  You never had to say 

“Derrick get back in line.”  As a person, when I can talk with Derrick I like him, too.  

Don’t get me wrong.  And I still do like him.  And so that was hard for me, too. That was 
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difficult.  I knew how you felt.  And it was amazing to me that I felt that way.  You did 

not have that right.  You’ve been with him a month and I’ve been with him since fall.  

You still might not understand because you would have made a different decision. But 

the whole thing with Derrick was-- and you’re right there wasn’t a strong reaction from 

the class.  I think one of the reasons though is that I think kids today are used to people 

coming and going.  And that happens in class a lot.  People move.  Kids get moved from 

classes or whatever.  I t happens a lot and you do just keep going along.   

We didn’t have a discussion about it.  I did that on purpose.  So there wasn’t that 

kind of stuff.  I think that there are used to that.  And I think you are right, If someone 

else left.  If Isabela left.  If Matthew left.  If I even left I mean it would be different but 

they still would keep going on.  When you leave, it will be a loss.  But we will still go on.  

You do. And they’re used to that.  They are used to that changing and it’s like the same 

as when your kids leave at the end of the year.  You spend just as much time with them 

but you have to get ready for a new class you have to. Or otherwise you couldn’t 

function.  I think that’s kinda the same thing.  

Also, Derrick was a hard person to live with and I think some of the kids were not 

sad that he left and some were.  I’m sure some were.   

But- uhm.  The reasons for Derrick leaving. There were lots of them.  One of 

them, the time it happened.  I am at a weak point for me because I am………I am just 

weak personally right now.  Having this happen right now it may have been that.  I’m 

really having to watch myself.  Myself, I magnify everything. I’m much more heavy. I 
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felt like for my health I could not have this person in my class everyday. Because Derrick 

is one of those kids who there was-- I had no tools for doing-- well, there were lots of 

reasons.  I have no tools for controlling the classroom when he was in here.  No matter 

what happened if he was working with his partners or working with a group or on his 

own, something happened that was a little conflict for him or whatever.  I cannot talk to 

him or reason with him, I could not punish him without him being totally defiant in the 

classroom and him not doing it.  Uhm. I couldn’t send him to another classroom.  I 

couldn’t. I tried a behavior contract for a very long time. I tried talking to his mom.  I had 

his grandpa come in.  I tried avenues.  But whenever he does something there was 

nothing I could do to solve the situation or fix the situation.  If he didn’t have anything to 

write about, I had two choices, let him not write about something which as a teacher is 

not my job.  I can’t really do that and feel comfortable with it or talk to him about it.  You 

tried it that one day.  That’s how it is always. Or punish him.   “I didn’t do anything. 

What did I do? Agh!”  Okay.  So as a teacher I had no control over this situation and it 

was very disruptive to have a kid doing that if its not disruptive to the kids which 

anytime..it’s always a little disruptive but even if it wasn’t disruptive to me.  Because I 

felt so helpless because I couldn’t do anything.  This behavior was stopping me from 

teaching, stopping me from helping others, getting him back on task I couldn’t do 

anything.  So what was happening what were the results of that?  The results were not 

pretty any way….. 

It made me miserable.  It was so much conflict and so much –I was helpless to 
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stop him.  So I had this kid and basically I felt like if he came and held up a gun or said 

“I’m gonna hit all of y’all.”  I felt like I could not do anything to stop it.  And that’s a 

scary situation.   You are in charge of the classroom you keep these kids safe. You help 

them make them feel safe.  And when he came in here I never felt that I could do that.   

Debora:  So you felt like he was a threat to your safety? 

 Jill:  Not a threat.  Not a threat to safety. No, not really. One time. The once, but that was 

handled but not that there was a threat to safety but even just making people feel 

comfortable or respected.  I mean when he yells, “I hate you” to someone and I have no 

tools to use.  What does that tell poor Charlotte when someone just yelled at her? What 

does that tell her?   I’m not saying I should be able to solve it, but to either punish him or 

help him come to some sort of point where I can say to him, “Derrick this is not okay."  

And send a message to everyone else that that is not okay.  It’s not okay that he’s arguing 

with me about something so blatantly obvious that he knows that he’s doing.  How can I 

send a message to everyone that we don’t do that in this classroom?  I couldn’t send a 

message that he could do- I don’t know if you’ve seen this but how he’d do on spelling 

tests with everyone.  He would do it with Angela and- I don’t know if you saw it but he is 

like: "The word is hello (low)."  "I can’t hear you." (quietly) hello.  I just said it.  To me 

that is a threat to our classroom just feeling okay and comfortable. Because if I was 

dealing with a person like that would not make me feel comfortable. …….Whatever he 

chose to do he did it.  So not only did that make me feel helpless it made me feel mad and 

felt very disrespected by him.  And to me that’s not okay.  That’s not okay for anybody to 
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do that.  It’s not okay for me to come in here and be like “Derrick you were stupid for 

doing that.” That’s not okay, but it’s not okay for him to be disrespectful to me back.  I 

didn’t think that was okay at all.  And I don’t want to be trampled on like that and I did 

feel trampled on.   

And he is a child I do realize that but regardless that is not okay. And part of that 

is just his personality.  He told me the other day he said he was arguing with the whole 

class over what specials it was gonna be.  Part of that is his personality.  So, I guess it 

was a combination. Another thing it wasn’t good for Derrick.  Not only was there this 

thing that was just between me and him.  And he felt okay with…He felt that he didn’t 

have any boundaries with me. And that’s not okay for any kid to feel.    

Oh, I don’t think he felt there was a boundary with me at all.  I think he felt like 

he could do whatever.  And the truth was he could  ‘cause I never knew how to curtail it.  

I never knew how to smooth over the situation.  That’s the thing I didn’t feel like I had a 

tool.  And so whenever like in class not only was these behaviors continuing but 

academically he was starting to not turn in his homework.  He was very lackluster about 

some you know some things.  Even looking at his test scores they were going down.  He 

was a very often he did not mind me and as a teacher I do expect my kids to mind me. 

Now it may sound old- fashioned, but some parents let the kids do what they want.  

Sorry, I have rules and there are reasons I have the rules.  I don’t just have rules for the 

fun of it.  I don’t have rules just so I can control you.  I have rules because this 

environment has to be conducive for learning.  It was not whenever we had these 
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conflicts.  It was not whenever he was in a group and it blew up.  That was not conducive 

to learning. And it made me feel yucky.  And that’s a natural consequence of behaving 

like that.  No necessarily that you are going to be taken from the room, but you are going 

to go to time out or [the alternative school] or something’s going to happen.  And I tried a 

lot of those natural consequences. Talking about it or going to the office or talking to his 

grandfather.  They didn’t work.  I did a behavior contract.  I tried those things.  I didn’t 

know what else to do.  So my choice was leave him in the classroom and him running it 

‘cause he did. And worrying and not doing as well academically and worrying every 

single day.  

Every single day when I came in here my first thought was “Sigh, What am I 

gonna do when this happens?” And, Deb, it happens so often and I know that for 

someone who’s just does not have to deal with him as an authority figure, it’s so great to 

see the wonderful things about him because there are a lot.  But when I’m sittin’ in here 

one day.  You were in here but I don’t know if you saw it, but maybe you did.  And 

maybe in your ..maybe ….we were talking about global warming and he kept on the 

puffins when we were not  on the puffins and he kept arguing about like- about like- he 

kept staying on a point and he kept pushing it about how like what came first about the 

sequence of the book and how the kids went to school and it wasn’t even a point that 

needed to be discussed.  But he kept pushing it and pushing it and saying it. Well it got 

me off track, it was annoying to have this person saying that and there was nothing I 

could do to stop it.  That’s the thing about it and as a mother, as a teacher, when you have 
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a kid that you know that you feel like you are powerless to control them in the sense that 

you need them to control the class.  Not to control everyone's move, but to control the 

classroom, that cannot make you feel comfortable.  You feel very uncomfortable because 

this person whatever he does today that is going to determine the activity of the day.  

That’s how it’s gonna go.   

Is it all his fault?  No, but I did not have- I did not know what to do.  And when I 

went into my principal’s office, I did not say, "Move him from my classroom."  I said, 

"Either give me the tools to deal with this or find another teacher."  And I didn’t even 

mean it as a threat, but she immediately (and she usually doesn’t do this but) she was like 

"Let’s move him. Let’s move him out.” This has been too long and too hard.  It’s not just 

me…I have a folder full of this stuff.  I’ve tried.  I don’t just give up on a kid.  And I’m 

not saying this because I feel like I have to defend my position to you. 

But was it a hard thing to do?  Yes.  As far as how I dealt with it with the kids, because I 

knew I knew if that happened …I knew that’s why I came to you right away…  I knew 

she was thinking, "How could that girl treat her community classroom in that way?" 

Debora: But that is what I’m interested in, not that there are problems but what we 

choose to deal with or not, as a community.  And this was one time you didn't have a 

class meeting or discuss it with the class. 

Jill: Because I couldn’t be truthful about it.  And because I couldn’t be truthful about it, I 

couldn’t sit here and pretend to have a feeling conversation and not be truthful about it.  

So what am I going to do?   
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Debora: Couldn’t be truthful because…? 

Jill:  Because the reason that he left.  Well, possibly I could have but I did not feel 

comfortable saying that the reason he left was because him and I could not have a 

working relationship with each other. Because I don’t know the reasons why he thinks he 

moved.  I don’t know how that all happened.  So I don’t want all of them to turn around 

and cause kids to say "Oh, Derrick and Ms. Roth couldn’t get along."  Considering I 

didn’t know what happened.  Considering it wasn’t a big uproar obviously with the 

parents and all that.  I don’t want something to happen on the playground to make it a big 

deal.  And because I couldn’t sit down and talk honestly with him. Why am I gonna sit 

down with him if I can’t be honest?  So that defeats the whole purpose.  I’m gonna sit 

there and lie through the whole conversation?  That’s not gonna happen. So, you know…. 

Debora: We actually did talk about it at lunch about Derrick.  Somebody asked me "Why 

do you think Derrick left?" and I told them I didn’t know why, basically because I hadn’t 

talked with you yet or the principal and I don't know.  I have ideas but I don’t know for 

sure and three of them at least thought that they knew why and it was because you 

weren’t getting along.  So they know. 

Jill:  Yeah and the thing is yeah ..And I think some of the kids are sad that he left but I 

think that some aren’t and....what’s hard about it is that there’s a difference.  Take 

somebody like Karen, now you didn’t see the whole evolution but sometimes it was 

really hard for her in the classroom. But she cannot help herself in some of the ways she 

would need to be in order to be more accepted because she has a condition she cannot 
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control. Derrick could.  Now am I saying he could do it instantly all the time, No. But 

Derrick made decisions and he made decisions and that’s harder, that’s harder to accept 

because it’s the same way in life and that is just how life is. If someone chooses, they 

make choices and they make choices to hurt people or make people feel bullied or make 

people feel uncomfortable because I don’t know about you but I don’t like being yelled 

at, that happened a lot. There are natural consequences to that.  And so even though I feel 

for Derrick.  I don’t feel – if he feels a little like me and he wants to still be here, I hope 

he realizes that it was because of some actions. Was I totally innocent of the situation?  

No, although I don’t think that I would ever…  I didn’t start off the year being like I don’t 

you know – how our relationships was because of actions that happened before and I 

don’t think I’m a horrible kind because I make favorites or make kids feel bad.  I don’t 

think that I do that.  I’ve had over 60 kids come through these doors.  I never had this 

happen.  I ‘m not saying I’m innocent, but he had a lot to do with it.  And so I wish it 

could be different. 

Debora: The way you describe it sound more like a mother giving her child up for 

adoption.  Because she could not take care of him, she gave him to someone who could. 

Jill:  And I couldn’t.  I couldn’t.  And does it make me feel like a failure? Oh, god. That 

was the hardest thing, Deb. Do I feel bad? Yes. Should I? I don’t know. There’s been lots 

of teachers who have had kids move because they requested or the parents requested a 

move.  I never thought I’d be one of those.  God, I wish it could have been different. Do I 

feel - Do I notice the difference that he’s not here? Omigosh, yes I do.  But the last two 
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days I can breathe.  I don’t feel like when there is some down time like when they were 

doing those letters or stuff. I am able to do that now whereas before I didn’t feel 

comfortable letting there be any type of openness.  It’s one thing that he and I don’t get 

along but it was not okay for him yelling at Eliza, bullying Charlotte, frustrating David.  

Him and Matthew butting heads.  That’s another thing because those are my kids, too.  

And I’ve got to protect them, too.  And I also like I was gonna have to protect them if a 

situation came up and I didn’t know how.  I couldn’t protect them when Derrick was 

involved I couldn’t and that’s not good.  And I feel like I feel like a failure in that sense 

that but I feel like it was a good decision.  Because it was still not working for anyone.    

(Interview Transcript January 30, 2003) 

 After Derrick moved on to another classroom, I was not given an opportunity to 

talk with him and he was discouraged to talk with me when we saw each other in the 

hallways.  Thus, this story is less about his perspective and more about how he was 

positioned in the class.  The belief that classroom community is a place of safety and 

comfort seems to be in direct opposition with the other belief that community is inclusive 

when considering Derrick’s situation.  Derrick’s behavior was perceived as threatening to 

the peace and calmness of the classroom and this made Jill uncomfortable.   Jill wished 

for the right “tools” to be able to work with Derrick, but refused to consider his race 

having a possible impact on her perceptions or judgments of his actions, nor was she 

willing to talk with Derrick truthfully.  During Jill’s ruminations, she does touch upon the 

issue of power and authority that leads to an examination of  Jill’s position in the 
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classroom community, too.   

AUTHORIZING JILL: WEARING THE MASK OF THE TEACHER 

In the text A Democratic Classroom (1998) the author Steven Wolk, drawing 

upon the philosophy of Dewey and the examples of progressive educators, describes the 

practices and dispositions necessary for a teacher to create a classroom community.  One 

important quality is the teacher's ability to be a co-learner with children and share the 

power and construction of knowledge with them.  Instead of taking the role of authority 

figure, Wolk states that he believes that "the best teachers I have met are not afraid to 

show their true emotional selves to their students" (p.65) and that he makes "a very 

conscious effort not to wear a teacher mask." (p. 64) Here Wolk is referring to an 

assertion by Carl Rogers (1969) stating: 

"It is quite customary for teachers rather consciously to put on the mask, the role, 

the façade, of being a teacher, and to wear this façade all day removing it only 

when they have left the school at night." (p.107) 

Progressive educational theory, in which our educational concept of community is 

embedded, calls for teachers to be nurturing facilitators of democratic practices in the 

classroom.  If this theory is used to analyze Jill’s decisions and actions, then she has 

failed as the “community teacher” within the course of this study.  However, feminist 

theorists and researchers in education have purported that progressive assumptions of the 

teacher’s role are very gendered and obscure the power dynamics related to gender, race, 

and class (Maher, 2001; Walkerdine, 1992; Weiler, 2001).  I use these feminists’ critique 
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of how progressive theory addresses (or rather ignores) women’s gendered position in 

regards to our view of authority to frame Jill’s struggle with her role as teacher in 

community.   The following selection is a continuation of Jill’s reflections of her 

frustrations (as documented in Chapter four) concerning her role as a “community 

teacher.”  Within this monologue we can hear Jill struggle with competing concepts of 

what the teacher’s role should be.  On one hand, she feels she should maintain a control 

and respect by commanding authority.  On the other hand, she recognizes this position 

does not support feelings of classroom community.  As Jill wonders through her 

thoughts, she describes herself as a “tiny” “girl” acknowledging that her position affects 

how she relates to the children. 

 

“But there is always the question of what do I do in this situation.  What …Like 

when Angela and Matthew were supposed to work together and he was just not going to 

work with her, there's always the question of what do I do?  I don't have the answer for 

this.  I think that Matthew probably wanted to work on his own because it is faster.  He 

was probably tired because it was the end of the day.  And I understand that.  So part of 

me wants to say, "I know you want to work on your own. " But the teacher part of me 

fears that if I let this go and let him work with a different group then the next time he says 

I don't want to work with this person or group. Because then whatever I say he'll think, 

"Well whatever she says she goes back on it."  And that is it.  A power -authority thing.  

There always is that struggle.  I am a person. I understand that you don't have your 
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agenda signed.  But there is the teacher side of me that says, "I can't let up on you 

because you might really get used to that…." 

“So there is always that struggle between being an authority figure and being that 

person who understands where they are coming from.  And that is always going through 

my mind.  You know.  And I really realize that since you've been in the classroom, 

because I feel like I have to up my authority power because there's an adult in the room 

who is not.  They can't look at me like they look at you.  They can't call me Jill.  They 

can't do those things.  Would it bother me if they called me Jill?  No, but the only thing 

that bothers me is that I can't have them looking at me as a friend or as a pal or someone 

who hangs out with them.   And to me that was the hardest thing coming into teaching.  

Because it sucks.  Do I always want to be that person?  NO.  I don't.   Would I want to eat 

lunch with them?  Sure. But when I'm in the cafeteria with them, I am still their teacher 

and I'll say, "Matthew-get that out of your mouth.  Alex turn around."  I can never let that 

part of me down because they very easily get used to you and I can't do that.  

“I've seen a few teachers where the kids have gotten too comfortable with them.  I 

can never have the kids get too comfortable with me.  I want them to love me. I want 

them to feel comfortable with me as their teacher.  Once I don't teach them, if they want 

to call me Jill, if they want to come over to my house and hang out, fine. But -- this year I 

have to have control of the classroom and I have to have what I say taken seriously.  I 

can't .. I think it's harder for me because I'm a girl.  I'm tiny.  I don't have a mean- there 

are some teachers you know that pull them in line - that's not my personality.  So I have 
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to work doubly hard at it.   

“I don't play with them at recess. I can do that but I can only do it- I do it in bits 

and pieces because I can't have them looking at me that way because then it is hard for 

when I have to say don't do that or I'll pull your clip.  I mean it's hard I don't want to pull 

their clip.  But I have to put on this mask because it’s my job. That is the hardest thing 

about teaching that was the hardest thing my first year.  I was miserable because of that 

one reason.  And I think in all these situations (and it's a little that way with Derrick but 

that's a little different.)  It's like your fear of losing that authority position or that fear of 

losing that respect because I am the teacher because I think that kids have much less of 

that when they come to school.    I see how kids talk to their parents.  I see how Mary 

talks to her mother. I see how Ethan talks to his mom.  I see how these people talk to their 

parents. I can't have them be that way with me.  We have to do work. I have to have them 

fear me enough so that they do things they don't want to sometimes.  You don't get to talk 

in the halls if you want to.  So it's that internal struggle.  When a situation like that comes 

up it’s that fear I have to decide what to do.  I understand but I have to keep my authority.  

And I don't know what to do.  And very seldom do I know what to do.  It could go either 

way.  It could go either way.  And that's hard and the best thing is that when you have 

kids who are pretty easy- going kids I can work with those kids and, you know, that is 

why I will have a good year.  Will I have problems? Of course.  They come up a million 

times a day but when you have easy-going kids, they forgive.  You forgive.  You can get 

back that authority because they understand that this is a person, too.  You can reason 
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with them you can say I'll let you do it this time but next time not.  They know you can 

bend the rules a little bit. ………But I also have this other thing that I am, that I am 

responsible for.  It's what I'm paid for.  Its what the parents expect, it's my job.  That is 

my ultimate responsibility.  I teach them.  You know.  Does that make sense?” 

Jill is caught between the dichotomy of the traditional authoritarian teacher role 

and the caring understanding progressive teacher role.  Walkerdine (1992) has identified 

the trouble with the role of the teacher in progressive ideology:  “Women teachers 

became caught, trapped, inside of a concept of nurturance which held them responsible 

for freeing each little individual, and therefore for the management of an idealist dream, 

an impossible fiction.” (p.16.) Jill’s struggle illustrates that neither role seems to take into 

consideration her physical gendered self as a  “tiny girl.” Neither position allows her 

possibilities in understanding how she can negotiate power and difference in the 

classroom when each are so intimately related to the issues of classroom community.   

  

RISK/IN’ THE RESEARCH AND COMMUNITY  

 My position as a researcher in the class caused much tension in lived experiences 

of classroom community.  As Glesne (1999) reminds us, “immersion in and connection to 

others’ lives do not occur without tensions and problems.” (p. 60) In this study I 

recognize that I was often vacillating between wanting to remain the distanced researcher 

as to avoid the possibility of  “preaching or evaluating” that Glesne (1999) also warns 

against.  However, upon reflecting on my understanding of community and the personal 
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interactions community requires, I recognized that I, too, held firmly to the hegemony of 

“getting along” in the public school setting.  As the study concluded I began to 

understand that community required risks with others, and I was fearful of taking those 

risks.  The following two journal entries illustrate my own feelings about community and 

my position as researcher. 

A New Image of Classroom Community 

There is another image from my time with Jill and the children of Room 321 that 

will remain with me as a symbol of their community that year.  It is a new image that 

challenges my original image of community as the class photo snapshot.  On the last day 

of school I was present to join in the festivities of cleaning up the room, having a pizza 

party in the classroom for lunch and watching cartoons.  True decadence for third 

graders.  After the inside fun, Jill had planned water games for outdoor play as the last 

activity for the day.  I was still looking for the organized cohesion of ritual or ceremony 

as Peterson (1995) had described.  Instead the children changed into swimsuits or other 

clothes they did not mind getting wet and we found ourselves headed outdoors onto the 

paved driveway behind the school.  On one side of the driveway was a small wooded area 

with spring lilies peaking up out from the moist leafy mulched earth.  The other side was 

the back wall of the school with a large live oak tree shading a small patch of dirt and 

grass.  Jill set up the game area on the pavement.  She had four large plastic tubs to be 

filled with water and large pink, blue, and green rectangle sponges that I had contributed 
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for the day.  She randomly divided the class into two teams.  Not one child complained of 

who their team members might be perhaps the extra ordinariness of the day.   Instead 

everyone listened to Jill's instructions of how to play a relay game.  The idea of the game 

was to put the sponge in between one's knees and walk from one plastic tub to another 

about 10 feet away then back again and "hand" it off to the next teammate in line.  The 

crazy wacky part was that at each tub the child was to dunk the sponge in the water.  By 

the end of the game everyone at least from the knees down were thoroughly soaked.  As 

the relay races progressed, the tubs began to lose their water.  After one round where 

everyone had a chance to race, Jill paused the game to get more water.  I offered to fill 

the tubs up in a nearby classroom while a child went to the office to ask for a 

maintenance worker to come out and help us open a very stuck water faucet on the side 

of the school.  As I began lugging a tub back and forth from the driveway to the sink and 

back, the maintenance worker arrived.  Jill went to the faucet, attached a hose that was 

brought out.  The children followed bringing the empty tubs along.  The tubs were laid at 

Jill's feet and she began to point the hose down into them to fill them up.  The children 

were packed tightly around her to see.  Taking this opportunity, Jill did something I never 

expected, she cried "whoa-whoa" and acted as if the hose was getting away from her as if 

the pressure was too strong. She then pulled the hose nozzle up and pointed it right at the 

children spraying everyone in sight.  The children squealed with excitement and backed 

away from Jill and the hose, a bit surprised that their teacher would do something so 
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After a brief pause of bewilderment the children en masse went after Jill with 

their sponges trying to soak her.  Jill gave up the hose and one child turned it onto her.  

She laughed and squealed, too, but took it like a good sport.  By this time the children 

with sponges had turned to their classmates and were squeezing water onto them.  Others 

found the filled tubs and dumped them each other.  It was difficult to keep track of who 

was dousing whom.   After a few minutes, the children and teacher of Room 321 were 

completely drenched.  Jill wrestled back the hose and turned off the faucet.  The tubs and 

sponges were empty and dry by now.  It was the end of the day.  Jill called for everyone 

to line up and go inside together.  The children slipped into their places like the Von 

Trapp family from The Sound of Music lining up for their father after they had all fallen 

into the lake.  Some were pulling off their socks and shoes and squeezing out the water.  

Others were debating who was the wettest.  All were smiling, giggling at the thought of 

what they just had done at school.  Jill and the children squished their way up the school 

stairs and back into the classroom.   

 This image stays with me, not because everyone seemed happy and was having 

fun.  This image offers me a new metaphor for community.  This episode seemed so risky 

from an adult point of view- who might get hurt?  Who will get angry?  Where will 
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instead of making sure everyone was close and gathered in together, doing the same 

thing like a class photo, controlling the moment, each child was free to run and join in or 

stand back.  And for a moment I felt Jill took off her mask of the teacher in control and 

joined the children in the moment and took the risk of engaging.   

Researcher’s Journal June, 18, 2004  

 

Confessions of a Reluctant Community Member 

Reflecting upon my entry of the last day of school. I am struck by the stark 

contrast of Jill’s position and my own during the water play.  I admire Jill for taking the 

risk in the moment.  Perhaps this was the position she thought I held throughout the rest 

of the semester.  She had seemed resentful of the times I could play on the playground 

with the children and she felt she could not.  But that last day of school when the water 

play became so intimate, I stood far from the excitement.  At one point two of the girls 

came over to me and were about to douse me with the wet sponges.  The paused and 

asked me, “Do you want to get wet?”  I answered with a meek, “Not really.” They turned 

and ran back to the others to find a willing victim.  

 This moment of reluctance to join had less to do with my unwillingness to get wet 

and more to do with my fear in taking the risk in the chaos.  This moment makes me 

recall all the times during the semester in which I chose to remain silent and disengage 

w l and the children.  I hid behind the role of the detached researcher so as not to beith Jil  
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confrontation or engage in difficult issues like when Derrick was kicked out of class or 

when Eliza was treated so cruelly at lunch time.  I asked questions, never made 

statements, pretended I did not have an interpretation of the critical events.  I am not so 

naïve to think they children and Jill did not know how I felt.  Jill mentioned that she was 

mad because I was sad Derrick left, even though I didn’t say anything at first.  The 

children knew I did not approve of teasing without me having to say it publicly. Still, 

rather than discuss my feelings or thoughts, I remained silent.  I hid behind my 

assumption that as the researcher in the classroom, I wasn’t REALLY a member of the 

classroom community; therefore I had no obligation to engage in the tensions of the 

community.  Yet watching some of the interactions in the classroom and not saying 

anything was downright PAINFUL and I felt like I was copping out. 

Researcher’s Journal August 20, 2004 
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CHAPTER 6 Summary, Reflections, and (Im)possibilities of Classroom Community 

 

"Now I realize that classroom community isn’t always synonymous with warmth 

and honesty.  Politeness is often a veneer mistaken for understanding, when in reality it 

masks uncovered territory, the unspeakable pit that we turn from because we know the 

anger and pain that dwell there.”(Christensen, 2000, p. 2) 

 

The purpose of this study has been to complicate the dominant notion of 

classroom community in early childhood education with complex and contextualized 

stories of community in a classroom setting.  In order to achieve this goal, I first focused 

on how the members of an early childhood classroom understood community through 

their interpretations of their lived experiences.  Through the process of interpreting and 

understanding the lived experiences of classroom community, I highlighted some of the 

tensions of community focusing on the context of the public school and the positions of 

the children and teacher.  In this last chapter, I return to the questions that guided the 

study to summarize and elaborate on definitions of community and the lived experiences 

connected to those definitions, highlighting the tensions:   How do the members of an 

early childhood classroom experience and understand community?  What are the tensions 

of community in an early childhood setting?  What are the (im)possibilities of classroom 

community in early childhood education? 

I offer further reflections on the complications with community and directions for 
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educators where the possibilities and impossibilities lie in understanding and living 

community in the classroom.  Finally, I consider the implications that this study has for 

further classroom research. 

  

HOW DO WE UNDERSTAND AND EXPEREINCE COMMUNITY IN THE 

CLASSROOM?  

 When considering context and employing multiple theoretical lenses in the study 

of classroom community, our understandings become quite complicated and entangled 

with myriad problematic experiences.  Discussion of institutional and societal norms as 

regulatory control highlighted many of the sites of tension within classroom community. 

I offer a review of the guiding beliefs and desires of community in this particular class. 

Classroom community is a place that is safe and comfortable.  The teacher’s 

understanding of comfort and safety required predictability, calmness, and control in 

order to avoid conflict.  Class rules and routines were implemented to provide comfort 

and safety through control and discipline the children in order to avoid conflict.  

Furthermore, the routines and rules reflected the larger school and societal norms that 

require compliance, competition, and individualism.  These norms seemed to contradict 

the goals of cooperation and collaboration in classroom community.   

Classroom community requires working together and helping one another.  The 

teacher and children agreed that working together and helping one another through 

collaboration was another part of classroom community.   Most class assignments were 
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designed for the children to collaborate and of each other assistance.  Yet, work 

experiences in the classroom are not always experiences of “happy cooperation” (Apple, 

1990) as imagined. In the context of accountability testing and individualism "getting it 

right" and doing well enough to "pass," the children resisted working together and 

helping each other.  In addition, the teacher’s perspective viewed personal relationships 

as interfering with the task of completing group activities  

Classroom community offers spaces to address issues of inclusion and exclusion.  

The accepted principle of classroom community is that no one should be “left out” or 

excluded.  The children in this study based inclusion and acceptance on friendships that 

were predominantly established through playgroups and games.  The teacher believed 

inclusion should be a form of “getting along,” not necessarily complete acceptance 

because exclusion is natural and inevitable in the realm of friendships.  When explored 

through play experiences and discussions designed to create community, the concept of 

normalcy determined which individuals would be excluded and validated the naturalness 

of exclusion, contradicting the very principle of community that had been espoused by 

all.  Despite the feeling that forms of exclusion in the classroom were natural and part of 

life, the teacher and children did not rest confidently with this conclusion when 

considering their own practices in the context of larger societal issues of inclusion and 

exclusion. 

Classroom community involves learning to be good citizens in a democracy.   The 

community principles of collaboration and inclusion that shaped the concept of classroom 
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community were extended to view classroom community as a place to learn about 

citizenship in democracy.  Curricular activities such as researching the lives of “great 

Americans” and developing a community project for the homeless were the shared 

experiences through which the teacher and children explored citizenship.  The emphasis 

on “good citizens” in the understanding of community reified the notion that community 

(in the classroom and in the broader context of a democracy) is generally without conflict 

and thus ignores dissonance and conflict. 

Our understanding of classroom community through these principles, which were 

actually ideals, and images of the way things “should” be became the standard through 

which we judged each other.  The ideals of community become another discourse to 

control and categorize, and did not offer direction in ways to address difference. For 

example, children not in the “norm” are still allowed to be excluded.  And the teacher 

was positioned to continue to struggle between the dichotomy of authoritarian power and 

passive nurturer. Yet, despite all these tensions and contradictions the children and 

teacher were able to reflect and make changes in their actions and their perceptions of 

community, allowing for the possibility of conflict and engaging in the struggle of 

community. 

THE TENSIONS OF COMMUNITY 

 Upon further reflection I have discovered most of the complications with/in 

classroom community emerge from the very construct of community and the constraints 

of the cultural values of our society.   
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The Multiplicities of Community 

The very nature of understanding community is a cause for contradictions and 

complications.  In this section I outline just a few of the ways in which understanding 

community is problematic.  Classroom community is defined by the interpretations of the 

multiple members of the community.  Thus, the role of the teacher and various 

perspectives of the different children influence how community is understood.  Each 

person’s different role or position in the process of education and the community building 

determines what is of importance and how a community is understood.   For example, the 

teacher may interpret comfort and safety to mean calmness and control, while a child my 

find the control stifling and uncomfortable.  Furthermore, the child may find safety not in 

the rules and procedures determined by the teacher but in the friendships established 

through play and games.  Community means multiple things to different people. 

  Community is experienced through myriad experiences in the classroom.  

Community is not understood only through classroom management procedures, but also, 

curriculum choices, routines and rituals, group projects, playgroups and games, and 

communication through discussions and possibly a multitude of other ways. Community 

is not understood only through the whole group experiences, either, but the intimate one-

on-one relationships and the small group interactions, too.  

Principles of community, such as the four explored in this study, are often 

contradictory when viewed in lived experiences.  For example, addressing the need to 

include everyone may not be safe or comfortable for the children and teacher involved.  
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Working together and collaboration may require children to take personal risks that are 

frightening.  Challenging another person’s ideas when trying to solve a math problem is 

not always safe.  These multiplicities of the how community is understood in a classroom 

inherently involve incompatibilities, contradictions, and, thus conflict.  To build a 

democratic, inclusive and caring community, recognition of these incompatibilities and 

conflict is imperative.  The following sections outline other constraints that are placed on 

understanding and living community in the classroom. 

 

Constrained by Context 

Our understandings of classroom community encompass multiple contexts such 

as, the social, political, ideological, personal, and societal.  These contexts can constrain 

our efforts to be democratic, inclusive, and caring.  Classroom communities are located in 

the larger context of the public school, an institution designed to maintain social control.  

I am reminded, “institutions are not communities.” (W. Ayers, personal communication 

May 10, 2005) Yet, by building community in the classroom we ultimately are required 

to negotiate between the control and constraints of institutional life and our ideals of 

community life.  

 

Constrained by the Ideal Community 

"We cannot set up, out of our heads, something we regard as an ideal society.  We must 

base our conception upon societies which actually exist, in order to have any assurance 
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that our ideal is a practical one" (Dewey, 1916/1997, p. 83.) 

 

Jill myself, and the children of Room 321 shared, as Derrida (as cited in Caputo, 

1997) describes it, an "irrepressible desire" for connection and coming together with 

others.  We believed that through that coming together we could have a place of safety 

and inclusion.  We wanted classroom community to be a place for safety, support, 

connection with others, a place to solve problems without exclusion, and unrealistically 

with little or no conflict, confrontations, or turmoil. 

We all had an image of that ideal community. I sought for the inclusion of all the 

children in the play of the playground and the work of the classroom.  Jill sought safety 

and comfort for the children through the order of routines and rules.  The children sought 

connection through friendships and playing together.  By working together on class 

assignments and the community project we hoped to be a helpful community.    

However, we wanted and hoped for a community that was completed. We wanted 

a class community where no one was left out or felt bad and where everyone worked 

together and did not argue. With this vision of an ideal community, Jill and I often felt 

like we were missing the mark.  With this vision of an ideal community, the children 

questioned whether they were even a community when presented with the image of 

children working together in the book "The Wheel on the School." IF we had a sense of 

community, Eliza would not be teased.  IF we had a sense of community, Derrick would 

have known how to get along better.  IF we had a sense of community, everything would 
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be better: We would not feel helpless.  We would not feel frustrated or conflicted. 

So with community being something that should be, something that could be we looked 

at each other and all around us to explain why community was not.  Jill and I first looked 

at her to see what she was not doing right.  Jill and the children also looked at those 

children that were not forgiving or did not "get along".  

Despite my desire to approach community as a "socially constructed" idea rather 

than an ideal, I held fast to the notion that there is an ideal way of being in a classroom 

community.  In fact, when I judged Jill's teaching practices and decisions in the 

classroom as not being conducive to building community, I reify the notion that there is 

an ideal classroom community.  I became troubled because of how I position Jill as a 

teacher and community member.   

When exclusion from play was condoned when it felt "natural" to Jill, when Jill 

and the children lived by the creed that "I do not have to be your friend," and when 

Derrick was sent to another classroom, I struggled with the awful feeling of blame and 

judgment of Jill.  I found myself thinking of all the ways Jill could have dealt with 

situations better in order to include all the children.  She should be more sensitive to 

Derrick's way of being and position in class as the only African American.  She should 

model more problem-solving techniques and discuss working together more often with 

the children.  She should not put so much stress upon the testing.  In other words, I 

struggled with the belief that Jill was not doing community "right" and therefore, she was 

not the "good" classroom community teacher.  
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What was personally heart-wrenching was seeing Jill evaluate herself in a similar 

manner.  When she struggled with her perceived impasse with Derrick, she described 

herself as someone without the appropriate "skills" to deal with Derrick.  She stated that 

she felt "weak" and imagined that other teachers could handle the situation better.  Our 

community ideals that reduced community to a series of procedures and appropriate 

attitudes became a way of labeling or "classifying" Jill as a teacher without the 

"appropriate dispositions, sensitivities, and capabilities" (Popkewitz, 1998b, p. 557) of a 

good teacher.   

 When conflict such as arguments or teasing occurred, Jill and the children turned 

to labeling and judgment, as well.  Derrick was threatening, bossy, and did not listen.  

Eliza was immature, pesky, grumpy, and invaded personal space.  The class and Jill 

perceived these children as interrupting the cohesiveness, comfort and safety of the 

group. Within the idealized view of what a classroom community should look and feel 

like, children who were different or challenging to the rest were not viewed as the "good" 

community member.   

 

Constrained by Fears, Silence, and Anxiety 

"What then can be the nature of the fear that still makes concealment necessary….and 

reduces our boasted freedom to a farce?…Again there are three dots; again they represent 

a gulf-of silence this time, of silence inspired by fear.  And since we lack both the 

courage to explain it and the skill…."  - from Woolf's great Three Guineas  
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(as cited in Olsen, 1978, p. 257) 

 

Experiencing community in the context of public schools, which harbors multiple 

sites for complications, tension, and contradictions, can take an emotional toll on its 

members.  Even if we are aware of the possibilities of tensions and the struggle in human 

interaction, this does not negate the strong feelings that living such elements elicit.  The 

most prominent emotion throughout the course of the study is one of fear.  Dewey (1997) 

believed “fear need not be an undesirable factor in experience.”(p. 84) Experiencing fear 

is not comfortable and a signal of feeling unsafe, but can be a useful tool in exploring the 

community because it is at the site of our fears and anxieties where the boundaries of 

community are highlighted.  For example, Jill feared losing control of the children and 

feared conflict among the children.  The children feared being excluded or without 

friends.  I feared causing turmoil or conflict in the classroom by bringing up issues I 

thought were controversial.  I feared my judgment of Jill would hurt her and our 

relationship. Jill feared telling the truth about her feelings toward Derrick with the 

children. 

 In each of these cases, I realize our fears and anxieties led to major silences in the 

classroom when communication had been part of our interactions up to these points.  For 

example, in order to control the children, Jill tried to silence the children.  In fear of being 

excluded or rejected, the children did not talk with one another about how the rejected 

others.  (Eliza’s case was the exception to the rule by the end of the semester and 
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attempts were made to understand one another.)  Jill did not talk with Derrick or the 

children about their disputes and problems and Derrick was taken from the class.  I did 

not talk with Jill about my feelings and did not attempt to explore our disagreements.  

Each of these instances also seems to revolve around our differences, or perceived 

differences, yet were left unexplored. 

 When I consider the stated fears and silences in the process of this study, I believe 

that these could have been sites to explore our understandings of each other and 

community and the issue of difference.  I speculate that if our ideas of community were 

not so wrapped up in achieving an ideal but more about the process of understanding 

each other, we would not have feared these moments of tension but looked at them as a 

guide to learn more about our selves and each other, thus embracing the goals of 

democracy, care, and inclusion.  I wonder if Jill had not refused the possibility that 

Derrick’s race and gender and her race and gender may have influenced how she 

perceived him and their situation.  Could they have found grounds on which to 

communicate and work things out?  I wonder if we talked explicitly as a class about the 

“sad” feelings of the pressures to be normal that Matthew described perhaps we would 

have learned more about how exclusion and inclusion worked in a classroom.   

 By coming to terms with the fact that community requires conflict and always 

involves dealing with contradictions, incompatibilities, and constraints, I am able to see 

new possibilities in looking at children’s and teachers’ experiences in classroom 

community.  
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NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR TEACHERS AND TEACHER EDUCATORS 

 

  “Our class is never going to look like picture perfect.  There is always conflict and 

turmoil and I have to get used to that.  But now that I know that: What can I do now?" 

    -Jill Roth 

 

This study connects the theoretical considerations of a community as a process 

with the lived experience of an early childhood classroom community; illustrates and 

contextualizes the contradictions and tensions within a classroom community; and may 

offer new directions for thinking about community in our early childhood classrooms. 

I do believe there are others ways of thinking about community, rather than as an ideal to 

be attained or a method to solve conflict or problems.  I believe we can begin by 

exploring community by searching for questions rather than answers.  How we come to 

know community how our community can be by following Greene's (1998) suggestion 

that "we need to emphasize the process words: making, creating, weaving, saying and the 

like.  Community cannot be produced simply through rational formulation nor through 

edict." (p. 39) This can be a beginning.  While we may have visions of a “beloved 

community” like Martin Luther King Jr., we only can know community by how we are 

living it. 

In the process of writing this dissertation a colleague recalled a quote he had 
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heard while visiting the school of Reggio Emilia, Italy:  "I am who we are."  He said this 

quote exemplified what community means through a socialist lens.  As I considered this 

quote in light of this dissertation, I believe the statement supports the nature of exploring 

what community means for those who inhabit classrooms. This stance requires us to 

consider our own personal positionalities, identities, and beliefs.  It also requires that we 

ask what do believe and how do treat each other in the classroom.  I believe it demands 

more questions:  If "I am who we are," then "Who are we?" and "Who am I in relation to 

this 'we' we are discovering?"  Exploring our selves in relation to one another requires 

dealing with the uncomfortable (Jacobson, 2004).  In this study I was able to catch a 

glimpse of how differences and power issues evoked much fear and turmoil.  I suggest 

that these sites be considered an essential component of considering community and as 

Maher (2001) suggests through her “positional pedagogies these differences are not seen 

as "stumbling blocks to be avoided" (p.28) but a place to begin examination of our 

relationships. A critical examination of the societal norms and institutional context that 

emphasize normality, conformity, control and discipline also is beneficial in order to 

more fully understand our relationships and how we engage in classroom community.  

The larger structures of our lives have a direct influence on how we live and understand. 

Critically examining our world and each other in the context for classroom 

community is not for the sake of study but can be for the very goals we have turned to 

community to help us achieve: democracy, care, and inclusion.  If teachers and teacher 

educators begin to study the limits and possibilities of community, their goals for such an 
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effort are important.  The following excerpt points in one possible direction: 

Long ago, Lucy Sprague Mitchell (1950) talked about the importance of 

studying the here and now.   Young children learn about their communities before 

branching out to unknown areas.  While moving from the known to the unknown 

is admirable, and using prior knowledge is essential to good learning, simply 

studying one's community for the sake of it is also rolling the stone up and down 

the hill. [Referring to the story of Sisyphus] 

What is missing with these rolling stones is transformation.  Teacher 

education, as well as teaching in general, should make a difference in the world.  

For example, we know there is more than enough food on the planet for all the 

world's people (Smith, 2002), but the food is in the wrong places-too much here, 

not enough there.  Similarly, how do barking sounds and saying nonsense words 

or studying your community without purpose change the world? [Italics added by 

author].  These are human problems.  Shouldn't education, and especially teacher 

education, be about solving problems? (Aldridge & Patterson, 2004, p. 2) 

 This exploration of classroom community, along with its tensions and struggles, 

was attempted in order to make help make change.  Exploring the limits and possibilities 

of community provide us an opportunity to imagine something else that is not there. 

CONCLUSION 

“I don’t much like the word community.  I am not even sure I like the 

thing. 
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If by community one implies, as is often the case, a harmonious group, consensus, 

and fundamental agreement beneath the phenomena of discord or war, then I 

don’t believe in it very much and I sense in it as much threat as promise. 

There is doubtless this irrepressible desire for a ‘community’ to form but also for 

it to know its limit- and for its limit to be its opening.”  

(Derrida as cited in Caputo,1997, p.107) 

For children and educators who inhabit the spaces of early childhood education in 

the United States, we seem to not be able to escape our desire for community.  I believe 

there are other ways of imagining and experiencing community, rather than as a utopian 

goal to be attained through procedures that attempt to control conflict.  Instead, for those 

who hope for community in the classroom that is inclusive and open in a pluralistic 

society, we can begin as Derrida suggests: explore community and its limits so that we 

may find openings for understanding one another.  Furthermore, we must not be limited 

by our fears of difference but as Britzman (1998) suggests, “to understand that the only 

condition for community is difference” (p.51) and refuse the “defense mechanisms that 

imagine difference as a problem to be overcome.” (p. 51).   We can begin to recognize 

the problematic nature of community- full of (un)comfortable silences, emotional 

ruptures, conflict, and contradictions- as a requirement in the process of building 

community and a space to explore what we mean by community and how we have come 

to understand each other through it.  Thus, we can begin to ask different questions about 

community.  Rather than asking what practices will create community we can ask:  “How 
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do we know community?”  “How will we interact with each other in community?”  

Classroom community can become more than practice and procedure, more than a veneer 

of ease and comfort, more than a definitive answer to complicated questions, but the 

beginning of a search for a multitude of possibilities of education in a pluralistic 

democracy.   
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 Appendix  

Data Collection Schedule 

Phase I : Gaining Entry into Field 

Week   Classroom Observation   Teacher Mtg./Interview 

1   Observe/Take Fieldnotes  First interview  

2   Observe/ Begin Leading a Read Aloud with children  

3   Observe/ Begin Attending Lunch with Children    

4 Observe/ Continue with previous activities    

5 Observe     Second Interview 

 

Phase II:  Interviews and Audiotaped Classroom Events (With Continued 

Classroom Observations as in Phase I)  

Week   Specific Classroom Observations Teacher Mtg./Interview  

6   Observe/audiotape specific times 

7   Observe/audiotape specific times Share notes/ discuss 

8   Observe/audiotape/share with class  

9   Observe only (testing week) 

10   School Break 

11 Interview small groups of children  

12 Interview small groups of children  
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13 Interview small groups of children  Third Interview  

Phase III:  Preliminary Analysis and Member Checking 

Week   Classroom Events   Teacher Mtg./Interview 

14   NO class visit    Share notes 

15   NO class visit  

16   Final Interview w/small groups 

17 Final Interview w/ small groups 

18                    Fourth Interview 
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